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1.0

INTRODUCTION
The YYC Terminal Technical Design Standards and Guidelines is a manual prepared by
the Airport Authority that outlines the technical and design requirements to ensure a high
level of workmanship, methods, materials, appearance and quality for any project
undertaken in the Terminal building. These are the minimum acceptable standards, and
apply to all Tenant developments, alterations, improvements, and additions to the building
and/or within the building.
In addition to outlining the design standards and guidelines, this document outlines the
submission and approval process that all Tenants must follow. All projects must comply
with these standards, unless authorized by The Calgary Airport Authority.
The Calgary Airport Authority, as Landlord both in the Terminal Building Complex and
surrounding lands, has a responsibility, as set out in the Transport Canada Lease, to
provide Transport Canada with information regarding any development. As a Tenant of
The Calgary Airport Authority, the responsibility to comply with these standards is inherent.
As such, the Airport Authority developed the Construction & Installation Permit to be used
as a tracking tool and instrument to monitor tenant development and ensure that it meets
the Airport Authority’s standards.
The Calgary Airport Authority reserves the right to amend these standards at any time.
The Calgary Airport Authority also reserves the right to waive or increase these standards
as may be required due to the specific characteristics and location of any given project.
Should the Airport Authority refuse an application for development, the applicant will be
provided with written reasons for refusal.
These Technical Design Standards and Guidelines will apply to new and existing tenants
upon any improvements or where applicable, lease renewals.
Terminal Standards Key

Domestic Terminal Building: Original Terminal, Expansions pre ITB
International Terminal Building
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1.1

Tenant Development Process
A Construction & Installation Permit (CIP) application form must be submitted to
the Calgary Airport Authority with detailed drawings outlining the work that is to be
performed. The online CIP application is available on the Calgary International
Airport’s webpage (www.yyc.com). The form must be completed in its entirety.
Base drawings can be requested from a Development Coordinator of The Calgary
Airport Authority.
Once the application has been submitted and checked for completeness, a
preliminary review will begin. The project will be circulated to those parties within
the Airport Authority that may be affected. A review of all disciplines affected by
the work will be detailed, and comments will be forwarded to the Tenant, or their
authorized representative. Submissions may require revisions if it is incomplete,
or does not meet the standards as laid out in this document.
After revisions have been made to the satisfaction of the Airport Authority, a CIP
may be issued to allow the tenant to begin work. It is important to note that other
permits may be required from other authorities having jurisdiction (ie. The City of
Calgary). In these instances a letter of authorization from the Airport Authority is
required before a Tenant may apply for any such permits.

1.2

Permits from Other Jurisdictions
Once the Airport Authority has given its approval to the Tenant in the form of a
letter of authorization, the Tenant may apply for a Building Permit from the City of
Calgary. The City of Calgary will not accept or process a Building Permit
application without a letter of authorization from the Airport Authority.
Once the Tenant has obtained a Building Permit from the City of Calgary, the
Airport Authority will issue the CIP to the Tenant. Every Tenant must obtain a CIP
from the Calgary Airport Authority prior to proceeding with any work.

1.3

Compliance with Governing Authorities
The following codes, regulations & acts shall apply as they relate to the specific
development. Although this list attempts to be complete, it is the Tenant’s
consultants and contractor’s responsibility to ensure that all applicable codes and
their most current regulations are adhered to, and that the appropriate permit(s)
are displayed at the work site.
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Canadian Electrical Code and Alberta Appendices



Canadian Environmental Protection Act



Canadian Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Code



Canadian Labour Code - Part II
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Canadian Plumbing Code



Canadian Occupational Safety and Health Regulations



Alberta Building Code



National Building Code



National Fire Code



Alberta Fire Code



Alberta Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act



Transportation of Dangerous Good Act (TDGA)



CAN/CSA B651-M90, Barrier Free Design



CAN/CSA C22.2 214, Communication Cables



ANSI-J-STD-607-A-2002 (607-A) Commercial Building Grounding and
Bonding Requirements for Telecommunications



TIA/EIA 568-B
Standards



TIA/EIA 569-B Commercial Building Standard for Telecommunications
Pathways and Spaces



Alberta Occupational Health and Safety and its regulations



Alberta Pressure Equipment Safety Regulation



American Society of Mechanical Engineers Code, Boiler and Pressure
Vessels



Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS)



The Calgary Airport Authority CADD Manual

Commercial

Building

Telecommunications

Cabling

In cases where more than one regulation applies to a specific situation, the most
stringent requirement shall apply.
NOTE: the review of plans, specifications, and construction details, and the
issuance of a Construction & Installation Permit by The Calgary Airport
Authority, in no way relieves the tenant/owner and /or their consultants and
contractors from complying with all applicable by laws, codes, regulations,
and the most stringent requirements of all authorities having jurisdiction.
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1.4

Development Services
The Development Coordinator represents the Landlord (The Calgary Airport
Authority) and is the liaison between the Tenant and the Landlord for all
construction review and approval phases from preliminary design to completion of
work.
All correspondence, questions and submissions related to tenant construction
should be forwarded to:
The Calgary Airport Authority
Calgary International Airport
2000 Airport Road N.E.
Calgary, Alberta
T2E 6W5
ATTENTION: General Manager, Development Services
Email: CIP@yyc.com

1.5

Airport Authority Responsibilities
1.5.1

Base Building Drawings
The Airport Authority will provide the Tenant with base building drawings
for the area being constructed. The tenant’s consultants must check and
verify the accuracy of these drawings on site.

1.5.2

Submission Review
The Airport Authority will review the submission within a reasonable time
frame. Airport Authority comments may be provided if changes are
required to the design submission. If the Airport Authority rejects a project
submission, a written reason will be provided.

1.5.3

Coordination
The Development Coordinator will assist the Tenant with applications,
permits, security escort coordination and other requests in order to ensure
the project runs smoothly.

1.6

Tenant Responsibilities
1.6.1

Permit to Practice
It is the responsibility of the Tenant to hire qualified consultants and
contractors, licensed to practice in the Province of Alberta.
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1.6.2

Security
If the project takes place in a secure area, the Tenant is responsible for
following Canadian Aviation Security Regulations (CASR 2012).
The tenant is also responsible for providing or arranging for security escorts
for the duration of the project.

1.6.3

Start-up Meeting
Medium to large construction projects require a pre-construction
coordination / start-up meeting prior to commencement of any work.

1.6.4

Shutdowns
If service shutdowns within the project area are required during the
construction period for any reason, the tenant or his authorized
representative must make those arrangements. Shutdown forms are
available on the Calgary International Airport’s webpage (www.yyc.com)
and must be submitted a minimum of 5 business days prior to requested
time of shutdown.

1.6.5

Final Inspection
The Tenant must ensure that all consultants - architectural, electrical,
mechanical and structural, (if applicable) who are responsible for the
Tenant’s construction documents, perform a final inspection and ensure
that the project has been constructed as per the construction documents
and that all equipment and systems are operating as specified and
designed. A copy of the occupancy permit (if applicable), final inspection
report, list of equipment and acceptance of the work by the consultants
must be forwarded to the Development Coordinator before the Airport
Authority will accept the project as being complete.

1.6.6

Record Drawings
It is a condition of the Construction & Installation Permit and the Tenant’s
Lease Agreement that record drawings be submitted within 30 days of
completion of the project.

1.7

Drawing Standards
In general, all drawings are to be presented on a standard B1 size format.
Information is to be metric and drawing text shall be a minimum of 2.5 millimeters
in height and suitable for 1/2 size printing and scanning.
Facility base information is available in AutoCAD .dwg format and it is desirable to
have Tenant submissions in the same format.
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2.0

ARCHITECTURAL STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
2.1

General
All new development shall be sensitive to the design of the Airport Terminal
Building and will be required to maintain the building’s architectural and aesthetic
integrity.
Design consultants and contractors shall conduct a site inspection of the project
area prior to the preparation of design drawings or concepts. A preliminary
concept review may be required and reviewed by the Airport Authority.
Public areas have been developed with a general architectural and aesthetic intent
and should be taken into account with all finishes and basic design. All proposed
colours and materials shall be assessed against public area colours and materials
in order to determine compatibility.
Prior to construction, design consultants and contractors shall contact the
Development Coordinator to confirm the location of lease lines and all critical
dimensions. All development must occur within the designated leased areas.
Where applicable, all proposals shall ensure that airside views are maintained and
maximized.
Any work undertaken in areas containing asbestos materials must comply with
Alberta Occupational Health & Safety Standards.
Use of combustible construction material in construction assemblies is expressly
prohibited without prior approval of the Calgary Airport Authority.
2.1.1

Design Control Zone (Concession Spaces)
The Landlord has established an area inside the Leased Premises for
Concessions called the Design Control Zone. The Design Control Zone
can be defined as the area between the front lease line and an identified
closure line. The control zone can vary depending on concession location.
The Airport Authority can confirm this dimension during project start up.
Free-standing kiosks are considered to be entirely within the Design
Control Zone.
Within this area the Landlord retains approval of all aspects of the Tenants’
storefront design including furnishings, fixtures, signage, lighting and
merchandise presentation.

2.1.2

Base Building Structural Elements
Base building structural elements (including columns) falling within the
Design Control Zone cannot be modified or concealed.
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Structural elements within a tenant space beyond the Design Control Zone
cannot be modified but may be clad or covered (cladding cannot be affixed
to the structural element), subject to approval. The use of fasteners,
adhesives or signage is expressly prohibited without prior approval of the
Calgary Airport Authority.
The structural precast concrete elements of the Domestic Terminal
building form much of the building’s architectural detail. Tenants are
encouraged to take advantage of the structural columns within their leased
area by choosing finishing materials that compliment the style and texture
of precast concrete. In order to maintain the architectural integrity of these
major structural elements, the following restrictions apply:

2.1.3

(a)

The framing in, concealment or painting of precast concrete
components is strictly prohibited.

(b)

The use of fasteners, adhesives or signage on columns is expressly
prohibited without prior approval of the Calgary Airport Authority.

Storefronts
Storefronts should offer the maximum exposure of the tenant’s premises.
Two thirds (66%) of the storefront must be either fixed glass (tempered or
safety), open access or a combination thereof.

2.1.4

Bulkheads
Bulkheads within the Tenant’s Leased Premises should be finished to a
high level durable good quality material such as tile, wood, or metal.
Tenant bulkheads must be supported and secured from within the Tenant’s
premises.
Tenant bulkheads may not extend lower than 2400 mm (8’-0”) above the
finished floor and should align with the height of adjacent bulkheads where
possible.

2.1.5

Entrances and Closure Systems
Closure systems should be but are not limited to, the following types:
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•

Frameless glass doors on bottom and top patch pivots with a
100mm high stainless steel bottom rail or other approved finish.

•

Single track frameless glass siding doors. Note: Multiple track or
stacking metal frame panels are not permitted and sliding doors
when open should be concealed from public view.

•

Folding aluminum grilles and closures with top hung track. Note:
Grilles and closures should be finished in clear anodized aluminum,
complete with emergency exit doors and tempered glass or
Section 2 - Architectural
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perforated panels. Grilles should be stored in a pocket enclosure
during business hours.

2.2

•

Rolling overhead aluminum grille with recessed side-rails. Finish to
be clear anodized.

•

Under some conditions wood storefronts, closures, trim and fittings
will be permitted. Such details must conform to flame spread ratings
required by applicable codes and authorities having jurisdiction.

•

See also Section 2.3.5 Doors & Frames

Concessions
For specific concession-related (retail, food & beverage) architectural design
standards and guidelines, the YYC International Terminal Concession Design
Guidelines and Domestic Terminal Building Tenant Design Criteria Manual should
be consulted, pending project location within the terminal.

2.3

Non-Concession Spaces (Offices, Operational Spaces, Airline Lounges)
2.3.1

Exterior Base
(a)

2.3.2

Where a tenant is constructing a wall exposed to a public area, an
approved exterior base is required. Approved exterior bases
include pre-security 380 mm (15”) and post-security 330 mm (13”)
stainless steel 1.6mm gauge mounted to plywood substrate as
typical Terminal quality.
Tenants should consult with the
Development Coordinator to determine the appropriate base
requirement.

Floors
(a)

The Airport Authority will approve all floor materials on a project by
project basis. However, in order to assist tenants, design
consultants, and contractors, the following tables have been
prepared as a guide.
Preferred Flooring Materials:
Material
Stone tile
Ceramic or porcelain tile
Resilient flooring materials

January 2020
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Includes marble,
granite, slate etc.
Includes vinyl
composite tile,
linoleum, sheet vinyl.
These materials shall
be commercial grade.
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Concrete with polymer
coating

Ramp and utilities level
space only

Discretionary Use (requires specific approval by the Airport
Authority) Flooring Materials:
Material
Rubber flooring
Hardwood

Carpet
Carpet tile

Laminate and engineered

January 2020

Remarks
May be permitted in certain
circumstances
May be permitted in certain
circumstances
Not recommended in high
traffic areas
The use of carpet tile is
preferred over the use of roll
carpet
These materials shall be
commercial grade.

(b)

Use of solvent free adhesives and low (VOC) volatile organic
compound type solvents is required.

(c)

Flooring materials not listed in the above tables may be allowed at
the discretion of the Airport Authority.

(d)

New flooring may not be installed on top of old or existing flooring
unless authorized by the Development Coordinator.

(e)

Samples of flooring material shall be submitted to the Development
Coordinator for approval.

(f)

Carpet must be fire resistant, as per the standards contained in the
National Fire Code.

(g)

The use of flooring material containing asbestos is prohibited.
Removal of existing asbestos tile must be done in accordance with
Alberta Occupational Health & Safety Standards.

(h)

The transition between tenant installed and base building flooring
shall occur at a point deemed appropriate by the Airport Authority.

(i)

Where two flooring materials abut, tenants and contractors shall
ensure that the finished floor elevations match, and that trip hazards
are not created. If necessary, a threshold shall be used.

(j)

When cutting existing quarry tile, tenants and contractors shall take
necessary precautions to ensure that the cuts are clean, and shall
be responsible for the replacement of damaged tiles.

Section 2 - Architectural
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(k)

All grout shall be adequately sealed to prevent discoloration due to
accumulation of dirt and grime.

(l)

All penetrations through the concrete floor system assembly shall
conform to Part 3 of the Alberta Building Code, and will be required
to be sealed by a fire stop system as well as waterproofed.

(m)

When coring through the floor, spotters must be used below. All
measures must be taken to reduce noise and control dust. When
coring is required, the Tenant is responsible for obtaining a YYC
Coring Permit and must adhere to the Coring Permit Request
Procedures, prior to work beginning. Forms are available on the
Calgary International Airport’s webpage (www.yyc.com).

(n)

The Landlord has designed the floor slab for all new and existing
areas of the Domestic Terminal and within the Leased Premises
to receive a maximum dead load of 350 kg/m2 and a maximum live
load of 500 kg/m2.

(o)

The Landlord has designed the floor slab for all areas of the
International Terminal and within the Leased Premises to receive
a maximum dead load of 1.0 kPa (102 kg/m2) and a maximum live
load of 4.8 kPa (489kg/m2).
Maximum permissible point load and equipment weights for all
areas of the International Terminal and within the Leased
Premises can be determined based on the following table:
Location
Arrivals Level
International
Departures Level
(excluding Piers)
International
Departures Level
Piers
Transborder
Departures Level
Mezzanine Level

(p)

2.3.3

Max Equip. Weight
123 kN (27,600 lbs)
123 kN (27,600 lbs)

Max Point Load
43 kN (9,600 lbs)
43 kN (9,600 lbs)

64.5 kN (14,500 lbs)

18.2 kN (4,100 lbs)

64.5 kN (14,500 lbs)

18.2 kN (4,100 lbs)

64.5 kN (14,500 lbs)

18.2 kN (4,100 lbs)

Base building expansion joints within the Leased Premises must be
maintained. Any treatment to the expansion joint must be approved
by the Development Coordinator prior to installation.

Membranes
Waterproof membranes shall be installed underneath floor finishes in all
areas where there is supplied water and there is a potential for leaks (such
as food and beverage prep and service areas, washroom areas, etc.).
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(a)

Waterproofing Crack Suppression Membranes:
Load-bearing, reinforced, liquid applied membrane meeting the
requirements of ANSI A118.10:
Acceptable materials:
(i)

Custom Building Products Level Quik Waterproof
and Anti-Fracture Membrane

(ii)

Flextile Ltd. Flex WP-980 Waterproof and Crack
Isolation Membrane

(iii)

Laticrete International Inc. 9235 Waterproofing and
Anti-Fracture Membrane

(iv)

MAPEI Inc. PRP 315 Waterproof and Crack Isolation
Membrane.

Note: The membranes identified above are specific to
waterproofing of the exterior walls of crack isolation and
suppression. Coordinate with manufacturers where a
membrane is required for continual submersion or high
moisture drive situations such as in saunas, swimming pools
and fountains.
(b)

Performed Waterproofing Membrane System:
ANSI A118.10, soft polyethylene membrane with fleece webbing
laminated on both sides complete with special cut width rolls and
special shapes for corners and pipe sleeves (and manufacturers’
standard floor drain assembly).
Acceptable materials:
(i)

Schluter Kerdi (and Kerdi Draine) - Telephone (403)
243-0434, (780) 483-8002 or (800) 667-8746.

Note: A performed waterproofing membrane is specifically
intended for thin set tile application in shower and other wet
areas.
(c)

Uncoupling Membrane:
Rigid polyethylene membrane with a grid structure of square
cavities 3 mm high each cut back in a dovetail configuration having
anchoring fleece laminated to underside (or non-directional, nondeteriorating woven mat (10mm) (16mm) thick) complete with
manufacturers recommended floor adhesives and setting materials:
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Acceptable materials:
(i)

Schluter Ditra - Telephone (403) 243-0434, (780)
483-8002 or (800) 667-8746.

(ii)

Laticrete International Inc. (/QSM4) (QSM7) Mat Telephone (403) 253-5150, (790) 451-2275 or (800)
838-4237.

Note: An uncoupling membrane is specifically intended for
use in TTMAC 09300 Manual Details 313F and 325F for
floors where directly bonding tile or marble to an unstable
substrate could lead to failure of the installation. Other types
of membranes can be used for this purpose, but these
membranes form a part of the total tile setting system and
are less susceptible to workmanship irregularities.
2.3.4

Walls
(a)

The Airport Authority will approve all wall materials and finishes on
a project by project basis. Tenants are urged to consider durability
and maintenance when selecting materials for use in high traffic
areas. However, in order to assist tenants, design consultants, and
contractors, the following tables have been prepared as a guide.
Preferred Wall Materials:
Material
Stone
Tile
Decorative metals

Vinyl or textile wall covering

Solid surface
Slat wall

Remarks
Natural only
Ceramic, porcelain or
glass
Includes stainless steel
and pre-finished
aluminum
Encouraged in high
traffic/high impact
areas, minimum Type II
grade
Eg. Corian

Discretionary Wall Materials (requires specific approval by
the Airport Authority):
Material
Stone
Fiberglass reinforced panels
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Painted drywall or medium density
fiberboard

Carpet/carpet tile
Faux finish techniques and materials
Plexiglas, polycarbonate or plastic acrylic

In high traffic/high
impact areas this
finish is only
permitted above
2400mm (8 ft).
As base trim only

Prohibited Wall Materials:
Material

Remarks

Fabric/canvas
Pegboard
Cork or cork tiles
(b)

For the Domestic Terminal building only – Pre-cast Concrete
Columns and Beams
No finishes are to be applied or affixed to the pre-cast concrete
columns and beams in the Domestic Terminal building. See 2.1.2.

(c)

Demising Walls
The Airport Authority has provided metal stud and drywall demising
walls, taped and sanded between each Tenant space. Demising
walls extend to the underside of the base building structure. All fire
ratings and characteristics of the demising walls provided by the
Airport Authority are indicated on the Base Building Drawing. The
Tenant shall provide all wall treatments within the Leased Premises
at the Tenant’s expense.
No wall fixtures directly mounted on the demising walls will be
permitted other than those approved by the Landlord. The Tenant
acknowledges that the demising walls are not designed to support
wall-mounted fixtures.
The Airport Authority will approve all wall materials and finishes on
a project by project basis. Tenants are urged to consider durability
and maintenance when selecting materials for use in high traffic
areas. However, in order to assist tenants, design consultants, and
contractors, the following tables have been prepared as a guide.
Demising Walls (Design Control Zone) Preferred Wall
Materials:
Material
Stone
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Tile
Decorative metals

Ceramic, porcelain or
glass
Includes stainless steel
and pre-finished
aluminum

Demising Walls (Design Control Zone) Discretionary Wall
Materials (requires specific approval by the Airport
Authority):
Material
Stone
Vinyl or textile wall covering
Plastic laminate
Slat wall

Wood

Remarks
Manufactured

Permitted when
required as part of
store/product display
systems
Treatment to be
approved by YYC

Demising Walls (Design Control Zone) Prohibited Wall
Materials:
Material
Unfinished
Fabric/canvas
Carpet/carpet tile
Pegboard
Cork or cork tiles
Faux finish techniques and materials
Plexiglas, polycarbonate or plastic acrylic
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Remarks
Painted only

(d)

Where walls are to be attached to tile floors, attachment must be
done at grout lines, where possible.

(e)

All drywall is to be a minimum thickness of 16mm, fire rated to the
most stringent rating of the National Fire Code.

(f)

Where painted drywall is to be used, a paint sample shall be
provided to the Development Coordinator for approval. One coat of
primer and two coats of colour are required. The use of colours
which match or are compatible with those in the surrounding area
of the terminal is encouraged.

(g)

All studs are to be metal. Wooden studs are strictly prohibited.
Wooden blocking shall only be considered when specifically
identified on the submitted construction drawings.
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2.3.5

January 2020

(h)

All baseboards are to match the colour, type and height of existing
adjacent baseboard material.

(i)

For all walls which are located adjacent to a public circulation
corridor, or in any other area where baggage carts are commonly
used, a durable base material shall be installed to a height of
380mm (15”) above the level of the floor. Acceptable store front
base materials include:
•

stainless steel

•

prefinished metals

•

stone, quarry or ceramic tile

Doors and Frames
(a)

All doors leading from public areas to secure areas, restricted
areas, and/or to the outside, shall be insulated hollow metal doors
in pressed steel frames, 44mm (1 ¾ ”) thick - suitable for exterior
use. Minimum dimension 915mm x 2135 (3’ x 7’).

(b)

Doors requiring access control must be prepared using the
following setup: “L9092EUL 03L 630 RX DPS”.

(c)

All wooden doors shall be solid core doors 44mm (1 ¾”) thick - with
heat/pressure applied plastic laminate to match existing Air
Terminal Building Standards. Minimum dimension 915mm x 2135
(3’ x 7’).

(d)

Doors may be equipped with a vision panel provided that any fire
rating requirements are achieved.

(e)

All metal doors and frames shall be painted to match the design of
the adjacent areas.

(f)

Glass doors must be safety glass tempered and have a contrasting
mark as required by the local authority having jurisdiction.

(g)

All doors shall have 3 hinges per door, of ball bearing type, with non
wrought stainless steel, 630 finish, unless provision is to be made
to include an electrical access switch.

(h)

Door stops shall be used where appropriate; finish 630 (stainless
steel, satin finish).

(i)

Spaces with doorways opening into post-security areas must be
equipped with door closure devices.

(j)

All door closures shall be L.C.N. Series Smoothee 4010 or 4110
finish 689 clear or 695 dark bronze.
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2.3.6

(k)

All door frames to be welded, mitred corners, 1.6mm (16ga)
minimum heavy duty galvanized steel, primed and painted to match
the design of adjacent areas.

(l)

All doors in high traffic areas should be equipped with kick plates;
finish 630. Kick plates will be a minimum height of 380 mm (15”).

Locks and Access Control
Installation of locks, security grill and access control will be reviewed on a
project by project basis.
YYC Development Services, Commercial &
Retail, Infrastructure and Security will discuss requirements with
applicants. All installations must be reviewed and approved prior to
construction.
(a)

All lock and access control installations must comply with all
applicable security legislation and regulations in effect at the
Airport.
•

Application for Keys and Access

•

Locksmith Service Request Form

All doors require Locksmith Service Request application (lease
entrance doors, back of house doors, airline office and agency
doors, utility level storage room doors and store front grills)

2.3.7

January 2020

(b)

All doors leading from public areas require access control.

(c)

Installation of access control must be made via Construction and
Installation Permit application and processed through YYC
Development Services.

(d)

Installation of non YYC approved locksets and/or access control is
strictly prohibited.

(e)

All access control including proximity readers and keyed locks
require commissioning from the YYC contracted security integrator
at the tenant’s expense.

(f)

Documents and information related to the above as well as other
security
related
requirements
are
available
from
http://www.yyc.com/en-us/businessatyyc/passoffice.aspx

Internal Windows, Glazing and Coverings
(a)

All interior glazing shall conform to Code.

(b)

All interior glazing shall be tempered or safety glass, minimum
thickness 10 mm (3/8”), 13mm (1/2”) recommended.
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2.3.8

(c)

All window frames in fire separations shall be of steel painted to
match existing.

(d)

Fixed glass walls must include a fixed stainless steel base. Presecurity 380 mm (15”) and post-security 330 mm (13”).

(e)

Existing windows and window frames shall not be removed, altered,
or obscured without the prior approval of the Airport Authority.

(f)

Any attachments to window frames must be approved by the Airport
Authority.

(g)

Contractors shall take the necessary precautions to ensure that
existing metal window frames are not damaged during construction.

(h)

All interior window frames shall be prefinished clear anodized
aluminum to match existing.

(i)

Airside views from public areas shall be maintained whenever
possible.

(j)

All window coverings shall match those existing in the area, unless
otherwise approved by the Airport Authority.

(k)

All window coverings shall be flame resistant, and comply with the
most stringent National Fire Code rating.

(l)

Modifications or attachment to external windows or glazing is
strictly prohibited.

Ceilings
Ceilings within the Leased Premises should be constructed in drywall or
suspended metal or acoustical tile. Acoustic ceiling tile shall provide a
decorative component, standard 24” x 48” (builder grade) acoustical tile
ceiling systems are not permitted within the public areas of the Leased
Premises. Exposed ceiling systems may be considered at the Airport
Authority’s discretion.

January 2020

(a)

In some cases the Airport Authority may be required to specify the
ceiling material or finish to be used. Tenants should verify any
special ceiling requirements with the Development Coordinator.

(b)

All drywall ceiling assemblies shall be a minimum 16mm fire rated
gypsum board.

(c)

All closed in ceiling assemblies shall provide a minimum one hour
fire resistance rating.
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2.3.9

(d)

All suspended ceiling material should be either acoustic ceiling
panels or metal ceiling components. Only approved acoustical tiles
shall be permitted.

(e)

Suspended ceiling systems must conform to all regulatory by-laws
and Codes having jurisdiction.

(f)

Tenants shall ensure appropriate access to mechanical or electrical
equipment or fittings is provided for in all ceiling installations.

(g)

Any access panel blocked by the Tenant’s ceiling installation shall
be relocated to a suitable location at the Tenant’s expense.

(h)

Wood products for ceiling joists and suspended ceiling
systems are strictly prohibited.

Roof
(a)

Roof installations, repairs, modifications (including penetrations
through the roof) are strictly controlled, and shall be undertaken by
the Landlord’s contactor, at the tenant’s expense.

(b)

Access to roof areas is allowed only under the supervision of a
Calgary Airport Authority employee. To arrange access contact
Development Coordinator.

(c)

Fall protection systems may not be altered or affected by
construction.

2.3.10 Concession/Store Tops

January 2020

(a)

Where the top of a concession is exposed to views from above, the
Airport Authority requires that the top of the concession/store be
finished. Designs and materials which are consistent with the
architectural detail of both the concession/store and the Airport
Terminal Building, and which require minimum maintenance should
be used.

(b)

No conduit, wiring, plumbing or mechanical apparatus shall be
visible from above or below.

(c)

No storage is permitted on concession/store tops.

(d)

Concession/store tops should be designed so as to allow minimal
accumulations of dust and debris.

(e)

All concession/store tops shall be maintained and cleaned on a
regular basis.
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2.3.11 Interior Lighting

2.4

(a)

The Airport Authority will approve all lighting materials and fixtures
on a project by project basis.

(b)

It is the preference of the Calgary Airport Authority for use of energy
efficient light fixtures eg// LED’s. Energy Star lighting products are
encouraged.

(c)

Only commercial-quality fixtures shall be installed.

(d)

Painting of switch plate covers is prohibited.

(e)

Tenants are to comply with all requirements in 4.0 – ELECTRICAL
STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES.

Signage
Commercial and retail signage requirements are defined in each of the design
criteria manuals for both the Domestic and International/Transborder areas.
The Airport Authority will approve all sign design, materials and finishes on a
project by project basis.
All signage associated with a proposed development must be submitted as a
comprehensive package and shall be included as part of the initial development
submission.
2.4.1

Offices
Please reference Appendix A – Office Signage for office signage
standards, details and placement.
Note: placement of signage of any type on main entrance doors is strictly
prohibited.

2.4.2

Storage Spaces
A base building-provided identification sign mounting structure has been
provided for all utilities-level storage spaces.

2.4.3

Other Tenant Spaces
Approval of signage for spaces other than identified above will be reviewed
on a case by case basis and will be dependent upon whether the proposed
identification sign adheres to a number of basic considerations including
type, height, size and location.
Prior to installation, the size, location(s) and installation details including:
hangers, fastenings and bracing, anchors, conduit, mounting grounds and
electrical connections must be approved by the Landlord.

January 2020
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2.5

Official Languages Policy
The Calgary Airport Authority Official Languages Policy is based upon the
provisions of Bill C (Airport Transfer (Miscellaneous Matters) Act), the Official
Languages Act (Parts IV, V, VI, VIII, IX and X), and the Official Languages
(Communication with and Services to the Public) Regulations. Tenants are to
comply with the Official Languages Policy and any future policy regulations and/or
amendments.
With respect to tenant signage, the following regulations apply:
All signage (electronic or static) except registered names or logos, displayed in
public areas must be provided in both official languages.
Those organizations that are specifically identified in the Official Languages
Regulations as providing specified services to the travelling public through a
contractual agreement with the Calgary Airport Authority must provide them, or
make available, in both official languages. This applies to the following services:
•

restaurants, fast food outlets, car rental agencies, travel insurance, ground
transportation dispatch, foreign exchange, duty free shops and hotel
services;

•

self-service equipment, including automated banking machines and
vending machines, and the provision of instructions for the use of public
telephones and electronic games: and

•

passenger screening and boarding services, public announcements and
the provision of other information to the public, and carrier services,
including counter services for ticketing and check-in.

Where a service is provided by means of printed or pre-recorded material, such as
signs, notices and menus, car rental contracts and travel insurance policies for the
travelling public, the material shall be provided, or made available, in both official
languages.
Where a service is provided by means other than those referred to above, the
service shall be offered to the travelling public by such means as will enable any
member of that public to obtain those services in the official language of his or her
choice, within a reasonable period of time.
2.6

Barrier Free Design Requirements
Tenants are required to comply with the Alberta Building Code and National
Building Code requirements for barrier-free design.
The Alberta Building Code and National Building Code have set standards for
barrier free design with which the Tenant’s designers must comply especially
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within all public-accessible locations. Particular attention must be paid to
entranceways, paths of travel, floor level changes, washrooms accessible to the
public, doorways and doors, aisle widths, counter heights and widths, eye level
displays and signage, and public seating.
2.7

Vending/ATM Machines
Vending or ATM machines, when approved by the Airport Authority, shall be
located so as not to impede the flow of traffic. The size and location of all machines
must be approved by the Airport Authority prior to installation.
Vending or amusement machines may not exceed a noise level of 85 db at any
given time.
Unless otherwise approved by the Airport Authority, all machine enclosures should
have a 380mm (15”) high stainless steel base to protect the machines from
baggage cart damage.

2.8

Displays
Permanent or temporary displays must be approved by the Airport Authority prior
to installation.

2.9

Railings
Railings within the Tenant’s space should be finished in durable materials such as
powder coated metal, stainless steel, brass, natural wood or tempered glass.
Railings must be installed within the Tenant’s leased premises. The Airport
Authority will approve all railing material and finishes on a project by project basis.
The installation of railings without prior approval from the Calgary Airport
Authority is strictly prohibited.
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3.0

MECHANICAL STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
3.1

General
3.1.1

January 2019

Existing Conditions
(a)

In specific locations the Calgary Airport Authority (“Landlord”) has
established certain fixed Base Building mechanical services that
pass through the Leased Premises. Any connection changes or
modifications to existing base building services, including
structural items, within the Leased Premises shall be reviewed
with the Calgary Airport Authority and the Landlord’s written
approval must be obtained before any work is done.

(b)

Except for redundant in-store ductwork associated with heating
and cooling an existing premises scheduled for renovation, the
Tenant shall not remove, alter or relocate any other ductwork
without the prior consent of the Landlord.

(c)

Any changes or modifications to existing base building services,
including structural items, within the Leased Premises shall be
reviewed and approved by the Landlord before any work is done.

(d)

Waterproof membranes are required underneath floor finishes in
all areas where there is supplied water and there is a potential for
leaks (such as food and beverage prep, service areas and
washroom areas etc.) Where a waterproof membrane exists,
Landlord approved methods for repairs shall be used to maintain
a watertight seal after construction/renovation. Please reference
Section 2.3.3.

(e)

The Landlord must approve any work which may affect the base
building warranties, before any work can commence.

(f)

Where construction involves the modification of an existing
control system, the Tenant’s contractor shall coordinate the
installation of all control components required to provide a fully
operational system including the replacement of existing
defective components, with the Calgary Airport Authority. All
controls and components must be YYC Bacnet compatible.

(g)

The Landlord has supplied connections to the base building
systems at designated points within the Lease Premises as
identified on the Base Building Drawing.

(h)

It is the responsibility of the Tenant’s consultants and contractors
to check and verify actual on-site dimensions and conditions.
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3.1.2

3.1.3

(i)

All wall and/or floor penetrations through a fire barrier within the
Leased Premises must be fire stopped as required, using only
firestop products that have been ULC or cUL approved.

(j)

All existing floor penetrations within the Leased Premises must be
fire stopped and sealed with a Calgary Airport Authority approved
waterproof membrane.

(k)

All existing plumbing cleanouts within the Leased Premises must
be relocated to floor level at the Tenant’s expense.

Demolition of Existing Mechanical Systems
(a)

Any plumbing and / or mechanical equipment which is no longer
required by the Tenant or is to be abandoned must be removed.
Removal shall extend to the last valve, tee (“T”) or wye (“Y”)
connection.

(b)

Pneumatic tubing no longer required by the Tenant or to be
abandoned must be stripped back to the main and capped.

(c)

The Tenant is responsible for the repair or patching of all floors,
walls, etc. damaged as the result of the removal of any
equipment. New materials should be used to match the existing
condition.

(d)

Pipes and systems that are no longer required that are removed
are to be noted as being removed on a set of record drawings.
Such drawings shall be submitted to the Calgary Airport Authority.

Access to Equipment & Fittings
(a)

3.1.4

January 2019

Access to base building equipment and fittings located in Tenant
ceiling spaces (or any other location as deemed required by the
Landlord for operations & maintenance purposes) must be
maintained. Access hatches must be of an appropriate size and
location and free of obstacles and obstructions. Please reference
Section 2.3.7.

Cutting & Patching
(a)

All coring requires a YYC Coring Permit and must adhere to the
Coring Permit Request Procedures. Forms are available on the
Calgary International Airport’s webpage (www.yyc.com).

(b)

Mechanical coring must be undertaken for slab penetrations
greater than 25 mm (1”) in diameter.

(c)

Provide sleeves for all wall and floor penetrations.
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(d)

3.1.5

Shop Drawings
(a)

3.1.6

Existing equipment not intended to be re-used shall be disposed
of by the Tenant.

Record Drawings
(a)

3.1.9

The Tenant’s contractor must employ tradesmen properly
licensed and qualified to perform the specified work.

Owner’s Stock
(a)

3.1.8

One (1) set of approved shop drawings must be submitted to the
Calgary Airport Authority for all specified Tenant equipment as per
the approved drawing submission.

Standard of Materials and Workmanship
(a)

3.1.7

All wall and floor penetrations must be sealed to the Landlord’s
satisfaction. All penetrations must be fire-stopped as required and
all floor penetrations must have a watertight seal.

Refer to Section 7.0, PROJECT COMPLETION.

Coordination of Services
(a)

The Tenant or his contractor must verify the locations of all
existing services with the Calgary Airport Authority prior to the
commencement of any work on site. Only Calgary Airport
Authority staff or Airport Authority appointed contractors shall
perform base building shutdowns or isolations.

(b)

All Contractors / Tenants are required to complete a Building
Services Shutdown Request Form to arrange for equipment to be
isolated prior to work commencing.
Shutdown forms are available on the Calgary International
Airport’s webpage (www.yyc.com) and must be submitted 5
business days prior to requested time of shutdown.
The following require completion of a Building Services Shutdown
Form:
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To isolate, drain & refill the heating and fire protection
systems.



To isolate domestic water supplies



HVAC systems
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Gas service



X-ray

3.1.10 Performance Tests
(a)

The Tenant is required to undertake performance tests for all
mechanical and electrical equipment and systems installed within
the Leased Premises to ensure proper operation and that all
requirements have been met. Written documentation of the
performance tests must be submitted to the Landlord prior to the
Landlord’s acceptance of the work.

3.1.11 Air and Water Balancing
(a)

The Tenant will provide air and water balancing of HVAC and
exhaust systems installed by the Tenant upon completion. A copy
of the approved report must be added to the Maintenance
Manual.

3.1.12 Painting and Identification
(a)

All piping shall be identified by black painted labels and directional
flow arrows. Identification shall be provided at fifty (50) foot
(15000mm) intervals, on both sides of a wall/floor penetration and
behind access doors. All identification and labeling shall comply
with Appendix C – Colouring / Label Specifications.

3.1.13 Fire Separations and Fire Dampers

3.2

The Tenant must provide and maintain all fire and smoke
separations and fire dampers within the Leased Premises and
between adjacent tenancies and the base building as required by
the Alberta Building Code and the Alberta Fire Code.

(b)

The Tenant must provide and maintain watertight seals around all
pipes and duct penetrations through designated smoke or fire
separations.

Ductwork and Accessories
3.2.1

January 2019

(a)

General
(a)

The Tenant must provide adequately sized access panels for
dampers, equipment, fire dampers, valves, radiation valves, and
any other equipment requiring servicing.

(b)

The Tenant must verify with the Landlord, the location, size, and
quantity of access panels required prior to construction.
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3.2.2

3.2.3

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning
(a)

For the International Terminal only - Zone valves for chilled and
heating water shall only be opened by the Landlord’s contractor
and maintenance staff. The valves will only be opened once
chemical treatment has been completed and reports issued and
submitted to the Landlord for approval.

(b)

Chemical treatment shall only be completed by the Landlord’s
contractor, upon request from the Tenant to the Landlord’s
maintenance department, and all costs back charged to the
Tenant.

(c)

Air distribution within the Leased Premises shall be installed by
the Tenant and should include ductwork, dampers, diffusers,
grilles, and 25mm (1”) thermal insulation with a vapor barrier.

(d)

Any air tempering and/or zone control with an electrical heat
source proposed by the Tenant is subject to the Landlord’s
approval and will be at the Tenant’s expense.

(e)

Where applicable, zone control within the Leased Premises shall
be provided by modifying existing radiation heating systems.

(f)

Aluminum or steel jackets shall be provided for all outdoor piping
and ducting.

(g)

All exposed piping and ducting canvas jackets shall be painted.

(h)

The Tenant shall use rigid rectangular ductwork. Flex duct will
only be allowed for low pressure duct drops to a maximum of
1000mm (3’-0”) in length. All ductwork shall be installed as per
Sheet Metal and Air Conditioning Contractors National
Association (SMACNA) and American Socity of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE).

(i)

Duct tape shall not be used to seal any ductwork.

(j)

Ventilation will be provided by the Landlord to satisfy the minimum
requirements for the Tenant’s use. Any additional exhaust or
ventilation will be at the Tenant’s expense.

(k)

The use of Tenant-specific water-cooled equipment is not
permitted.

Exhaust / Make-Up Air
(a)
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The Tenant is required to exhaust all odours or substances,
which, in the Landlord’s opinion, are objectionable. Exhaust
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hoods shall be provided as per Code requirements or as
determined by the Landlord’s Engineer.
(b)

Exhaust systems, including exhaust fans and hoods, shall be
installed as per current NFPA Codes. Use of a sprinkler system
for hood extinguishing is not acceptable. Only CO2 or chemical
extinguishing systems are permitted.

(c)

Food and beverage Tenants must provide water washed exhaust
hoods over cooking areas complete with an automatic fire
protection system and grease interceptor.

(d)

The Landlord’s contractor will install a tie-in to the Landlord’s Fire
Alarm System at the Tenant’s expense. See item 4.9.

(e)

It is the responsibility of the tenants to supply and install their own
make-up air system. The make-up air system is to be tempered
and sized for 95% of the Tenant exhaust requirements. A
common area unit will provide the remaining 5% of make-up air.
In some areas the base building ventilation system has been
designed to accommodate kitchen exhaust and may include any
make-up air requirements.

3.3

For the International Terminal only - Tenant installation of kitchen
exhaust equipment shall comply with Appendix D – Exhaust Hood
Demand Control System Specifications.

(g)

For the Domestic Terminal only – Kitchen exhaust terminations
shall be installed and maintained so they do not leave grease and
residue build up on any exterior infrastructure.

Gas
3.3.1
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(f)

General
(a)

Where applicable, the Landlord will extend a gas line from the
Landlord’s manifold to the Leased Premises. The Tenant must
extend this line at their expense.

(b)

All gas lines installed or modified by the tenant contractor must be
inspected and signed off by the City of Calgary once completed.

(c)

The Tenant shall be provided with a calibrated digital gas
meter/interface module, capable of integration into the Landlord’s
Powerlogic Metering System. When room is available, tenant gas
meters are to be located in the Landlord’s Meter Room. The
Landlord will supply conduit and wiring to the Leased Premises.
The Landlord’s contractor will tie-in the Tenant’s gas metering
system to the base building system at the Tenant’s expense. If no
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room is available in the Landlord’s Meter Room, the tenant is to
identify a location within their Leased Premises. The meter must
be accessible and installed no higher than 5 feet (1500mm) above
finished floor.
3.4

Plumbing
3.4.1

January 2019

General
(a)

All Tenant equipment shall be installed in the Leased Premises
by the Tenant.

(b)

Vacuum breakers and backflow preventers must be installed by
the Tenant on all plumbing lines as required by Code and the
Landlord.

(c)

Adequately sized access panels for valves, cleanouts, and any
other equipment requiring servicing must be provided by the
Tenant.

(d)

Access to domestic cold water supply, sanitary pipes and venting
will be provided by the Landlord either to the lease line or in some
instances in as close proximity as possible. The Tenant must
extend these lines at their expense.

(e)

All copper piping should be type ‘L’ or ’K’. All vent lines shall be
DWV copper or cast iron. XFR (fire-rated) PVC piping is
acceptable.

(f)

All drain lines and beverage runs (for food and beverage
operations) shall be XFR (fire-rated) PVC piping (cast iron piping
shall not be permitted).

(g)

Exposed piping canvas jackets must be painted.

(h)

Domestic hot water shall be electrically generated by the Tenant
within the Leased Premises.

(i)

Domestic cold water check meters for Tenant spaces will be
provided by the Landlord and installed in a central location
(International Terminal) and suitable location within tenant leased
premises. The meter must be accessible and installed no higher
than 5 feet (1500mm) above finished floor. All meters must be
connected to the Powerlogic Metering System.

(j)

All Tenant spaces where food is cooked, processed or prepared
(including coffee and juice establishments) are required to install
a surface-mounted grease interceptor in compliance with
applicable City of Calgary Bylaws and/or as directed by the
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Landlord. All grease interceptors to be installed within tenant
leased premises.

3.5

January 2019

(l)

Water shut-offs shall be installed within the Leased Premises.

(m)

Food and beverage Tenants must install a double check valve
assembly backflow preventer which is to be tested yearly and a
copy of the report provided to the Landlord.

Sprinkler System
(a)

Where applicable, the Landlord has installed a sprinkler system
grid within the open ceiling space of the Leased Premises.

(b)

The Landlord’s contractor will perform the interconnection of the
Tenant’s sprinkler system to the base building fire alarm system
at the Tenant’s expense.

Controls
3.6.1

3.7

All cleanouts shall be installed above the floor level and shall be
provided with adequately sized access panels.

Fire Protection
3.5.1

3.6

(k)

Control Components
(a)

Control valves and dampers shall be equal to the base building
standard type unless otherwise noted.

(b)

Computer automated controls shall be of the same manufacturer
as the base building standard.

(c)

The Calgary Airport Authority recommends that all mechanical
units be DDC operated and tied-into the Landlord’s Building
Management System. All tying-in shall be at the Tenant’s
expense. The Landlord will only monitor applicable equipment
tied into the Landlord’s system.

Thermostats
3.7.1

Where applicable the Calgary Airport Authority has installed one (1)
thermostat in the Leased Premises at a designated location indicated on
the base building drawing.

3.7.2

It is the Tenant’s responsibility to determine the number and location(s) of
thermostats required in their space. The Tenant at their expense shall
undertake any additions or relocations required.
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3.8

Operation and Maintenance Manuals
3.8.1

3.9

General
(a)

The Tenant must provide manuals of all mechanical systems
including operating maintenance and lubrication instructions to
the Landlord upon completion of the work.

(b)

The Tenant must provide the Landlord with certification of all
equipment where required by local codes and authorities.

(c)

The Tenant must provide the Landlord with copies of all shop
drawings, maintenance bulletins and air balance reports.

(d)

The Tenant must provide the Landlord with a list of addresses and
twenty-four (24) hour contact telephone numbers of all equipment
suppliers and contractors.

(e)

The Tenant must provide the Landlord with performance details
for all equipment including curves for fans and pumps with actual
operating points noted and the control sequence of operations.

(f)

All of the above information is required by the Landlord to
determine the impact on the air terminal building systems.

Equipment Maintenance
3.9.1

3.9.2

General
(a)

The Tenant must provide the Landlord with a complete list of all
equipment installed within the Leased Premises.

(b)

The Tenant at their expense shall maintain all mechanical
equipment installed by the Tenant over and above the Base
Building services provided by the Landlord. Maintenance tasks
and frequencies shall be adequate to ensure that all equipment is
operating at the capacity to which it was designed. Proof of
adequate maintenance shall be provided to the Landlord, if
requested.

(c)

If in the Landlord’s opinion maintenance is inadequate the
Landlord may have the maintenance performed by an outside
contractor and back charged to the Tenant.

Grease Interceptors
(a)
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The Tenant will arrange for grease interceptors to be cleaned and
serviced at their expense on a schedule approved by the
Landlord. All work shall be carried out during off hours by the
Landlord’s contractor.
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3.9.3

3.9.4

Kitchen Exhaust Fans
(a)

For the International Terminal only - The Landlord will arrange for
kitchen exhaust fans to be cleaned and serviced as frequently as
determined by the Landlord. All work shall be carried out during
off hours by the Landlord’s contractor and back charged to the
Tenant.

(b)

For the Domestic Terminal only - The Tenant will arrange for
kitchen exhaust fans to be cleaned and serviced as frequently as
determined by the Landlord.

Kitchen Exhaust Ecologizer Filters
(a)

January 2019

For the International Terminal only - The Landlord will arrange for
kitchen exhaust ecologizer filters to be replaced as frequently as
determined by the Landlord. All work shall be carried out during
off hours by the Landlord’s contractor and back charged to the
Tenant.
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4.0

ELECTRICAL STANDARDS AND GUIDELINES
4.1

General
4.1.1

ELECTRICAL WORK MUST NOT BE CARRIED OUT ON ENERGIZED
EQUIPMENT.
All Contractors / Tenants are required to complete a Building Services
Shutdown Request Form to arrange for equipment to be de-energized prior
to work commencing
Shutdown forms are available on the Calgary International Airport’s
webpage (www.yyc.com) and must be submitted 5 business days prior to
requested time of shutdown.

4.2

January 2019

4.1.2

All conduit and wiring must be concealed from public view.

4.1.3

All coring requires a YYC Coring Permit and must adhere to the Coring
Permit Request Procedures. Forms are available on the Calgary
International Airport’s webpage (www.yyc.com).

4.1.4

The Calgary Airport Authority (“Landlord”) has supplied connections to the
base building systems at designated points within the Lease Premises as
identified on the Base Building Drawing.

4.1.5

It is the responsibility of the Tenant’s consultants and contractors to check
and verify actual on-site dimensions and conditions.

4.1.6

All wall and/or floor penetrations through a fire barrier within the Leased
Premises must be fire stopped as required using only firestop products that
have been ULC or cUL approved.

4.1.7

All floor penetrations within the Leased Premises must be fire stopped and
sealed with a Calgary Airport Authority approved waterproof membrane (if
existing).

Lighting Fixtures
4.2.1

All voltage supplied to base building light fixtures within the Leased
Premises shall be either 347V or 120V, unless otherwise specified by the
Airport Authority.

4.2.2

Energy saving requirements shall be considered for all new and
replacement lighting systems.

4.2.3

No fixtures containing PCBs will be allowed.

4.2.4

When decommissioning or removing lighting fixtures and PCB ballasts are
found, the Calgary Airport Authority Environment Department shall be
notified as soon as possible.
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4.3

Illumination Levels
4.3.1

Lighting levels must fall within the guidelines as outlined below:
Offices general area
Typing task area
Library area
Corridors and Stairwells
Washrooms
Ticket counter (surface)
Ticketing lobby
Customs baggage check (counter surface)
Departures lounge (counter surface)
Departures lounge (general area)
Baggage claim
Arrivals lobby
Concessions counters
Concourses and waiting areas.
Lunch rooms

4.4

4.5

Emergency and Exit Lighting
4.4.1

All exit lighting shall match existing fixtures in the Terminal Building. The
most current standard fixture specification can be obtained from the
Calgary Airport Authority.

4.4.2

All exit and emergency lighting shall comply with current National Building
Code and Canadian Electrical Code requirements. Exit lighting/signage
shall be CSA C860 (Performance of Internally Lighted Exit Signs)
approved.

Electrical Receptacles and Switches
4.5.1

All switches and receptacle shall be specification grade.

4.5.2

All switches and receptacle should follow a colour code as follows:
Ivory
Red
Orange
Blue
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330 LUX
850 LUX
755 LUX
220 LUX
450 LUX
850 LUX
500 LUX
850 LUX
600 LUX
330 LUX
600 LUX
330 LUX
750 LUX
330 LUX
330 LUX

Normal power
Emergency power
Isolated ground (emergency power)
Building UPS power

4.5.3

Branch circuits shall be identified on the exterior of the switch or receptacle
cover plate.

4.5.4

Painting of switches and receptacles is prohibited.
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4.6

Junction Boxes
4.6.1

4.7

4.8

All junction boxes shall be marked identifying circuit numbers and panel
names.

Panels
4.7.1

All electrical drawings shall indicate panel number for each electrical panel
within the leased premises.

4.7.2

The Calgary Airport Authority will confirm the availability of any isolated
ground panels if required by the tenant.

4.7.3

All breakers shall be matched to existing panels. Breakers shall be rated to
conform to all Electrical Code requirements. The minimum interrupting
capacity should be 10KA R.M.S. Sym.

4.7.4

All panel directories must be updated by the Tenant in existing or new
panels and included in final as-built package submitted to the Calgary
Airport Authority.

4.7.5

All panels must be identified with the appropriate lamacoid. Panel numbers
shall be obtained from the Airport Authority.

4.7.6

All electrical panels shall be installed and finished to the satisfaction of the
Calgary Airport Authority.

Wiring
4.8.1

Only copper conductors may be used. All wiring shall be copper RW 90 Xlink, stranded.

4.8.2

All wiring shall meet the following minimum requirements:
600V insulation
#12 AWG for branch circuits
#14 AWG for control circuits

4.8.3

All wiring must be colour coded as follows:
120/208V

347/600V
&
480V

“A” Phase
“B” Phase
“C” Phase
“A” Phase
“B” Phase
“C” Phase

Red
Black
Blue
Orange
Brown
Yellow

All wiring up to and including No.2AWG copper shall be colour
coded along the entire length
January 2019
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4.8.4

All current carrying conductors shall be identified by using C.S.A. approved
wire markers.

4.8.5

Liquid tight flexible conduit shall be used to connect equipment subject to
vibration (maximum length of one metre).

4.8.6

A minimum 12.5mm (1/2”) flexible conduit and 90°C conductors (maximum
length of one meter) may be used for connections to all light fixtures.

4.8.7

Any other use of flexible conduit within the Terminal Building requires
special permission from the Landlord.

4.8.8

The use of BX or armoured cable is prohibited within the Terminal Building.

4.8.9

All conduits must be EMT or Rigid, except by special permission from the
Landlord.

4.8.10 Tenants are required to tag and identify all circuits.
4.8.11 Cables used in fire alarm systems must be installed in conduit and have a
FAS rating.
4.8.12 No conductors shall be installed in existing conduit systems without
prior authorization from the Calgary Airport Authority.
4.8.13 All E.M.T. connectors and couplings must be rain tight or steel set screw
type. The use of cast metal type will not be permitted.
4.8.14 As-built drawings showing new conduits, cable runs, receptacles, panels,
lights, circuit numbers, etc. are to be provided to the Calgary Airport
Authority by the Tenant’s consultant or contractor.
4.8.15 Conduits should not be run on the same support system as the
communication tray.
4.8.16 Pack-poles to run cabling in public areas are not permitted.
4.8.17 Panel indexes shall be updated and submitted to the Calgary Airport
Authority Electrical Coordinator.
4.9
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Fire Alarm
4.9.1

Where applicable, the Calgary Airport Authority has supplied conduit to the
Leased Premises. The Landlord contractor will tie-in the Tenant’s fire alarm
system to the base building system, at the tenant’s expense.

4.9.2

All of the Tenant’s fire alarm components shall match the base building
systems.
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4.10

4.9.3

All alterations and installations are to be done by certified personnel,
verified by an independent engineer.

4.9.4

The verification procedure shall comply with the requirements of the latest
version of CSA/ULC-S537 (Verification of Fire Alarm Systems).

4.9.5

The fire alarm CCT’s must be checked and verified by Landlord’s contractor
after modifications or changes have been made, at the tenant’s expense.

4.9.6

Where required by Code, additional fire detection devices shall be installed
at the Tenant’s expense.

Inspections and Permits
4.10.1 The Tenant’s contractor is responsible for obtaining all necessary permits
and approvals from the authorities having jurisdiction.
4.10.2 The Tenant’s contractor is responsible for arranging and scheduling all
necessary inspections by the authorities having jurisdiction.
4.10.3 The Calgary Airport Authority shall inspect all electrical work prior to such
work being enclosed within walls, floors and/or ceilings.

4.11

Demolition and Removal
4.11.1 Any electrical systems which are no longer required by the Tenant - or are
to be abandoned - must be removed from the Leased Premises. Removal
shall extend to the last junction box, sub-panel, or panel as the case may
be.
4.11.2 All panel knock-outs shall be plugged with appropriate plugs, and all
breaker locations shall be filled with appropriate blanks.
4.11.3 All panel directories and junction box labels shall be updated. The updated
panel directories shall be submitted to the Calgary Airport Authority.
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5.0

SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Tenant projects will be subject to a thorough review and approval process by the Airport
Authority. A complete submission shall include:


Construction & Installation Permit Application



Design and Drawing Package



Telecommunications Service Request



Development Security Deposit (where applicable)

Note: In the course of the project review, the Airport Authority may request additional
information from the Tenant in order to obtain a clear understanding of the development
proposal.
Applications will be assigned a Development Coordinator who will be responsible for the
review and approval of the project. The Development Coordinator shall remain the
Tenant’s primary contact throughout the project until its completion.
It is the Tenant’s responsibility to confirm actual site conditions, verify all job dimensions
against the base building information provided by the Airport Authority and review all
conditions of the Construction Schedule of the Lease Agreement, (if applicable).
5.1

Construction & Installation Permit
All tenant development at Calgary International Airport follows the Construction &
Installation Permit (CIP) process. This process involves the submission of a
design package (which will include detailed drawings of the proposed project,
materials sample board, and other relevant design information as required) and a
completed Construction & Installation Permit (CIP) application to the Airport
Authority for review and approval.
The Airport Authority will conduct an internal review of the proposed project, and,
working with the Tenant and their design/construction team, obtain all necessary
revisions or modifications to the proposal based on the requirements and
recommendations of the Airport Authority’s internal review.
As part of the review and approval process, the Tenant will be required to obtain a
City of Calgary Building Permit prior to the Airport Authority giving approval for
construction to commence. The Airport Authority will issue a “Letter of
Authorization” for the Tenant to apply to The City of Calgary for a building permit
when required. A copy of the approved building permit must be submitted to the
Airport Authority prior to a CIP being issued. Note: an approved building permit
does not constitute final approval for a CIP application.
Once all necessary information has been received (including a City of Calgary
building permit) to the satisfaction of the Airport Authority, a Construction &
Installation Permit shall be issued, authorizing the Tenant to commence
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construction. At the conclusion of the project, the Tenant will be required to submit
a complete set of “as-built / record” drawings to the Airport Authority.
5.2

Construction Drawings
Construction Drawings shall be submitted in the form of one (1) set of black line
prints and one set of electronic files, unless otherwise approved by the
Development Coordinator. Airport Authority CADD standards are provided
(Appendix B) to ensure design firms using Airport Authority CADD drawings are
able to understand the information. While Tenants are not required to adhere to
Airport Authority CADD standards, it is recommended for easier sharing of
information.
The Tenant must engage the services of licensed professionals in the design of
architectural, mechanical and electrical drawings for construction and approval
purposes. Drawings must bear the seal of a registered professional licensed to
practice in the Province of Alberta.
In general, all drawings are to be presented on a standard B1 size format,
information is to be metric and drawing text shall be a minimum of 2.5 millimetres
and suitable for 1/2 size printing and scanning. All Drawings are to be scale
drawings with dimensions, and are to include the following:


Key plan, showing location of project within the Terminal (this key plan
should be at a scale large enough to show required exits/access to exits,
proximity to washrooms, etc.)



Detailed floor plans



Exterior and interior elevations



Sections and details, as required



Reflected ceiling plans, as required



All signage, including type, materials, size, and location



Structural, mechanical, electrical, and telecommunication/data drawings as
required, including details and performance characteristics of all
equipment.



Drawings shall show utility connection locations as well as the size of
services. Where necessary, special systems or equipment drawings shall
be submitted.

Standard Notes:
The following notes should appear on all drawings submitted for approval:
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“One set of Final Landlord Approved Drawings to be kept on site and
available for checking at all times during construction.”
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“All materials to meet flame spread rating requirements of authorities
having jurisdiction.”



“All work to be scheduled through the Development Coordinator so that it
does not interfere with Airport operations.”

In addition to the above, the drawings should indicate:


5.3

Leasehold location, configuration, name and leasehold reference number
on a key plan.

Copyright Assignment
Tenants designing facilities which are to be constructed on land sub-leased from
the Calgary Airport Authority, or in buildings situated on Calgary Airport lands
should be aware from the outset of discussions that the following paragraphs form
part of the standard Lease Agreement. These paragraphs may have implications
on the agreements that a Tenant will need to make with its consultants. The
requirements set out below should be taken into account when entering into any
design, design-build or consulting contract. These are obligations, which the
Calgary Airport Authority is obliged to require of its Tenants under its Lease
Agreement (Head Lease) with Transport Canada.
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5.3.1

Prior to the commencement of construction of any Leasehold Improvement
or installation of any utility, service or road, (collectively the “Project”), the
Tenant shall provide and shall ensure that any Occupant provides the
Landlord with satisfactory evidence that the Tenant or any Occupant, as
the case may be, has obtained from the design, architectural and
engineering consultants responsible for the preparation and creation of all
design, construction and specification documents for the Project, an
assignment and irrevocable non-exclusive license of the copyright of the
design, construction and specification documents relating to the Project in
favour of the Landlord and the Crown for the purpose of the Project only.
Such assignment and license shall not include the right to use or duplicate
any identifying logo, mark, trademark or industrial design of the Tenant or
of any Occupant or Transferee, nor shall such assignment and license
grant any proprietary right whatsoever to the Landlord or to the Crown of
any such identifying logo, mark, trademark or industrial design. The
Agreement providing such assignment and license shall expressly state
that neither the Landlord nor the Crown shall be responsible for any costs
or expenses incurred or to be incurred in connection with the preparation
of such design, construction and specification documents or their
subsequent use by either the Landlord or the Crown, and that both the
Landlord and the Crown are entitled to use the design, construction and
specification documents for any purposes related to the Project
whatsoever, at any time, without any further consent and without any
further payment.

5.3.2

At the completion of the construction of the Project, the Tenant shall deliver
to the Landlord, and shall ensure that any Occupant deliver to the Landlord,
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two (2) sets of reproducible “As Built” design, construction and specification
documents with respect thereto, including copies of any electronic data
embodying such documents and any program required for the use and
interpretation of such data. The Landlord acknowledges that the design,
construction and specification documents, the electronic data and program,
as aforesaid, are valuable to the Tenant. The Landlord shall be entitled to
use such design, construction and specification documents, electronic data
and program only for such purposes as contemplated by this Lease or for
any purpose relating to the Project after expiration or early termination of
this Lease. The Landlord shall not disclose such documents, electronic
data and program to any third party other than as is reasonably necessary
for the purposes, as aforesaid; PROVIDED ALWAYS, that the Landlord
shall be permitted to provide such documents, electronic data and program
to the Crown in order that the Landlord may comply with its obligations in
respect thereof under the Head Lease.
5.4

Construction Specifications
For all tenant projects, one hard copy of the Construction Specifications, utilizing
the National Master Specification (NMS) format shall be submitted in PDF format.
Alternatively, a detailed outline, in written form, of the scope of work involved may
be submitted.

5.5

Sample / Colour Boards
Sample/colour boards are required for all concession developments and may be
required for other types of tenant space development, as determined by the Airport
Authority. Boards shall include samples of proposed finish materials and colours,
including but not limited to:

5.6



Paint colour samples



Floor and wall covering samples



Surface materials (such as stone or solid surface) samples



Illustrations of proposed lighting fixtures



Millwork finish samples

Colour Perspective Renderings (Concessions)
At least one colour perspective rendering of the concession storefront is required.
The rendering must provide accurate visual representation of the colours,
materials and finishes being proposed for the space. Additional renderings
depicting other areas of the space should be included as required.
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5.7

Development Security Deposit
A refundable Development Security Deposit is required for all tenant development
projects and is returned to the Tenant once all the terms and conditions of the CIP
have been fulfilled. The amount of the deposit will be determined by the Airport
Authority based on the Tenant’s estimated project cost (up to a maximum 5% of
the project cost). Approval to commence construction will not be issued until the
deposit has been received,

5.8

Telecommunication Service Request (TSR)
The Telecommunication Service Request form (TSR) is required from Tenants to
obtain voice and data services at the airport. This form is used in all instances
when requesting a change, addition, disconnection or removal of
telecommunication services within the Calgary International Airport property
boundary. These services include voice, data, video, internet, telecommunications
networks, or equipment. Requests to be directed to the YYC Service Desk via
ITServiceDesk@yyc.com.
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6.0

TENANT CONSTRUCTION RULES
Based on the Landlord’s experience and in order to incur the least amount of
inconvenience to all concerned, the following rules and requirements are applicable to all
Tenants upon starting their construction work. These requirements will be enforced to
ensure that there is no interruption to other businesses or public movement by Tenant
contractor(s).
6.1

Commencement of Tenant Work
Unless otherwise expressly permitted or required by the Landlord, no Tenant Work
may commence and the Tenant may not have possession of the Leased Premises
until the following conditions have been satisfied:

6.2



The Landlord has issued a Calgary Airport Authority Construction &
Installation Permit (CIP).



The Landlord has approved the Tenant design and the Tenant has
submitted a construction schedule to the Landlord complete with 24-hour
emergency contact list.



All necessary approvals and permits of municipal and other governing
authorities having jurisdiction over the Tenant’s work have been obtained.



The Landlord has approved the Tenant’s contractors.



The Landlord has notified the Tenant in writing of the date the Leased
Premises are ready for the commencement of Tenant’s Work and upon
which the Tenant is to take possession.



The Lease Agreement has been fully executed.



The Landlord has received a development security deposit from the
Tenant.

Coordination / Start–up Meeting
Prior to commencing work, a site meeting shall be arranged by the Development
Coordinator. A representative of the Tenant, the Tenant’s contractor, and anyone
else deemed essential to the project (such as major subcontractors, the Tenant’s
consultants, etc.) are required to attend.
Scheduling and coordination of all work shall be discussed including:
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All essential base building services to be maintained during construction.



Safety entry and egresses to be maintained.



Verification of construction schedule.
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6.3



Verification of requirements for fire safety and construction safety to be
maintained.



Noise and dust control with regard to normal building operations.



Verification of site access, storage areas and parking relative to the
Tenant’s contractor’s forces.



Scheduling of critical shut-downs and change-overs.



Roles and responsibilities related to the ongoing management of the
construction project (including establishing emergency procedures,
general lines of communication, etc.).

Public Safety
It is the responsibility of the Tenant to ensure that its contractors exercise all
caution in matters relating to construction and public safety and to comply with the
Occupational, Health and Safety standards established by authorities having
jurisdiction.
Where applicable, the Tenant shall designate a member of its’ contractors’ forces
as the Prime Contractor responsible for work site safety for the project.
From time to time, the Landlord may issue to a Tenant’s contractor safety
instructions, which must be strictly adhered to. All work is governed by the latest
Construction Safety Act and the Tenant’s contractor must abide by the Landlord’s
representative in these areas when required.

6.4

Security
Security of the Leased Premises during the construction and fixturing period is the
sole responsibility of the Tenant. The Landlord assumes no liability for any loss or
damage including the theft of building materials, equipment or supplies.
It will be necessary for all Tenants and construction personnel to comply with all
applicable security legislation and regulations in effect at the Airport.
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Conditions of Issue for RAIC & Temp Passes



Conditions for Holding Visitor Passes



Conditions for Holding Construction Visitor Passes



Duties and Responsibilities of Visitor Sponsor and Escorts



Application for Keys and Access



Locksmith Service Request Form
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Documents and information related to the above regulations as well as other
security related requirements are available from http://www.yyc.com/enus/businessatyyc/passoffice.aspx
6.5

Working Hours
The Tenant’s contractors and suppliers will be subject to restrictions, which may
be imposed by the Landlord in regard to deliveries, hours of work, scheduling and
co-ordination of work including, but not limited to night shifts and weekends.
It is the responsibility of the Tenant to coordinate with the Development
Coordinator the approved hours of work for their construction forces.
Access to the Leased Premises for construction personnel and the delivery of
material will be subject to restrictions imposed by the Landlord and the location of
the Work.
All tenant contractors must park in the parkade or the over height lot. Long term
parking is available in the “green lot” but the tenant must make arrangements to
obtain and pay for passes. Contractor’s trailers are not permitted except by special
permission of the Landlord.

6.6

Material Delivery
The Tenant and his contractor must coordinate the time, location, routing and
method for all deliveries relating to the construction of the Leased Premises with
the Development Coordinator.
No construction material may be delivered through public areas without prior
consent of the Landlord and no construction material may be stored or stockpiled
in any public area.

6.7

Garbage Removal
The Tenant’s contractors will be required to remove all construction debris on a
daily basis. The timing for garbage removal and the location of bins must be
coordinated with the Development Coordinator. In areas where the work is
“airside”, measures must be taken to ensure that all garbage is enclosed and does
not present a danger to airside operations (FOD - Foreign Object Damage).
Temporary storage of garbage or debris outside of the Leased Premises will not
be permitted.

6.8

Construction Hoarding
Tenants and their contractors should anticipate the requirement to install
temporary hoarding in front of the Lease Premises unless otherwise directed by
the Airport Authority.
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The hoarding should be of non-combustible metal stud and drywall construction
sealed at the top and painted white with a 100mm high rubber or vinyl cove base
to the Landlord’s approval.
The hoarding should be located a maximum of 900 mm (3'-0") in front of the Lease
Line where possible and should be equal in height to the full premise opening. The
top should be secured with polyethylene.
In order to protect the public concourse or walkway finish, plywood strips should
be attached to the bottom of the hoarding. This will facilitate the moving of any
hoarding if required during working hours. Hoarding should be securely braced into
the Leased Premises behind the Lease Line. No mechanical fastening to the base
building floor or structure will be permitted.
Where construction is being done in tandem with any base building or Landlord
construction, the Landlord at the Tenant’s expense may undertake the erection of
the Tenant’s hoarding.
Access to the Leased Premises for construction purposes should be from a rear
corridor location or through a 900 x 2035 painted hollow metal door and frame
complete with lockset. The Tenant shall provide the Development Coordinator
with two sets of passkeys.
Hoarding must remain in place until authorization is received from the
Development Coordinator. If there are any major deficiencies found, the Tenant
may be required to re-install the hoarding until deficiencies are corrected.
6.9

Temporary Electrical Service
The Landlord, through its contractor when active on site, may provide at the
Tenant’s expense, temporary electrical service required during the Tenant’s
construction phase.

6.10

Fire Ratings
During construction and / or demolition, care must be taken by the Tenant and its
contractors to maintain existing fire walls, fire proofing and fire dampers in
ductwork, notwithstanding any other work that may affect the fire rating
requirements of authorities having jurisdiction. If the Tenant causes any damage
to the fire rating, the Landlord will advise the Tenant to perform the necessary
repairs or the Landlord will repair such damage at the Tenant’s expense.

6.11

Building Codes
It is the Tenant’s responsibility to fully comply with all applicable governing codes
and ordinances for their occupancy type. See Appendix E - Building Code
Requirements for Tenant Occupancies.
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6.12

Permits
The Tenant is responsible for obtaining at its own expense all approvals and/or
permits pertaining to its space from all authorities having jurisdiction prior to
commencement of construction. All approvals and permits should be posted in a
visible location.

6.13

Deficiencies
The Tenant should make good any deficiencies discovered by the Landlord or by
City of Calgary building inspectors whether in its own premises or in adjacent
premises affected by the Tenant’s construction. Failure to comply with a written
request within 30 days will cause the Landlord to correct tenant deficiencies at the
Tenant’s expense.

6.14

Clean-Up
The Tenant should ensure proper clean-up of all areas related to its work to the
satisfaction of the Landlord prior to opening for business.
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7.0

PROJECT COMPLETION
7.1

Final Inspection and Acceptance of the Work
The Tenant shall notify the Tenant’s consultant(s) and the Airport Authority in
writing when all deficiencies are complete and final clean-up has been done. The
Tenant and its consultant(s) along with the Airport Authority will make a final
inspection to ascertain if the Work has been fully completed in accordance with the
approved detail drawings.

7.2

Occupancy Permit
The Tenant is responsible for obtaining an Occupancy Permit from the City of
Calgary prior to commencing operations. Proof of the Occupancy Permit must be
submitted to the Airport Authority prior to commencing operations.

7.3

Statutory Declaration
A Statutory Declaration is a legal form completed by the Tenant’s contractor(s) and
witnessed by a Commissioner of Oaths, Notary Public or Justice of the Peace at
the end of the construction period stating to the Owner, in this case the Tenant,
that it has discharged all its lawful obligations with respect to the performance of
the Contract, including without limitation, payment of all accounts for labour,
subcontractors, suppliers, debts arising out of statutory requirements, and other
indebtedness which may have been incurred, up to the date specified.
At the Airport Authority’s request, the Tenant should submit to the Airport Authority,
its Contractor’s Statutory Declaration as required under the Construction
Schedule. The Tenant will also furnish evidence of compliance with the
requirements of the Workers’ Compensation Act as required under the
Construction Schedule.

7.4

Record Drawings
At the end of the construction period and within the time period specified by the
Lease, the Tenant must provide the Airport Authority with one (1) set of good
quality reproducible prints of all drawings, CAD files and one set electronic files as
specified by the Development Coordinator, documenting all as-built conditions. If
the required documentation is not received by the Airport Authority within the
specified time period, the Airport Authority will undertake the work at the Tenant’s
expense.
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8.0

OTHER AREAS
8.1

Rental Car Centre / Parkade
All ATB standards apply within the Rental Car Centre and the Parkade.
8.1.1

Vehicle Rental Buildings - Drawings attached as Appendix ‘I’.
Where space is available, support buildings for vehicle rental agencies are
to be located on the third level of the Parkade. Only one building will be
allowed per car rental agency.
Vehicle Rental Buildings shall - at a maximum - take up the equivalent of
two parking spaces. Unless otherwise approved by the Airport Authority,
the following dimensions shall apply to all vehicle rental buildings:
Width: 4000mm (13’-0”)
Depth: 3800mm (12’-6”)
Height: 3000mm (10’-0”)
Dimensions are inclusive of curbing, steps, and ramps located outside of
the building's exterior walls.
Protective curbing must be provided for all exposed walls. Such curbing
shall be in the form of a poured-in-place concrete curb, or pre-cast concrete
parking bumpers.
Entrances to vehicle rental buildings should be positioned so as to avoid
conflict with vehicles and pedestrians.
Buildings should only be constructed of fire resistant materials. Wood
frame construction is strictly prohibited. Wood may only be used for interior
casework or millwork.
Exterior finishes are restricted to clear anodized aluminum siding.
Window glazing should be clear and sealed in clear anodized aluminum
frames, equal to Kawneer Insuline 500 series.
Exterior doors should be sealed and glazed in clear anodized aluminum
frames equal to Kawneer 190 narrow stile series.
Exterior lighting is limited to the illumination of access routes or for safety
purposes. Decorative lighting will not be permitted.
Exterior signage is limited to one (1) fascia identification sign per elevation.
Signage is restricted to a 500mm high sign band set at 2500mm to 3000mm
above the Parkade floor slab. The maximum lettering height is restricted
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to 400mm. Exterior signage is restricted to backlit illumination only and
should conform to CSA requirements.
All parking stall identification signs are limited to 400mm x 400mm in size
unless otherwise approved by the Airport Authority. The top of all signs
must be set at 1800mm above the curb.
At the Airport Authority’s discretion, car rental agency identification signs
may be allowed on the pre-cast concrete ceiling tee joists within the
Parkade. These signs should be mounted using small amounts of
adhesive. The tenant is responsible for the removal of all mounting
adhesive if the signage is relocated or removed. No holes shall be drilled
into the structural ceiling tee joists due to the existence of pre-stressed
cables.
Alternative methods for providing parking stall identification signage and/or
car rental identification signage may be considered by the Airport Authority,
but specific approval will be required.
Electrical power is available in the form of 120/208, 3 phase. The tenant
shall be responsible for all connections, conduit, and wiring to the building
site. Heating, if required, shall be electrically generated. Water and sewer
services are not available.
(a)

Sign Guidelines
All interior and exterior sign proposals must be approved by the
Development Coordinator, prior to installation.

8.2

Airport Terminal Reserve
8.2.1

Ancillary Buildings
Tenants proposing to install buildings within the Terminal Campus must
receive approval from the Development Coordinator.
Temporary buildings must be constructed and finished in a high quality and
should compliment the colors and finishes of the surrounding buildings.
The Airport Authority will discourage the use of temporary sheds and
trailers.
Both temporary and permanent buildings require approval/permits from the
City of Calgary. Such approvals can only be obtained with the written
permission of the Calgary Airport Authority. See item 1.2.

8.3

Airport Corporate Centre
Although the standards laid out in this document do not apply to the Airport
Corporate Centre, tenants in this building still require a Construction & Installation
Permit (CIP) from the Airport Authority. See item 1.2.
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Prior to obtaining a Building Permit from the City of Calgary, the tenant is required
to obtain a letter of approval from the Development Coordinator.
The tenant is required to obtain development and construction approval from
Dundee Realty Management Corporation prior to submitting an application to the
City of Calgary and the Airport Authority.
Contact Info:
Mr. Gordon Spooner
Property Manager, Associate
Group Three Property Management Inc.
#300, 10240 – 124 Street
Edmonton, Alberta T5N 3W6
780.641.0232 (phone)
gspooner@groupthree.ca
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This Computer Aided Design and Drafting Standards package is to be used on all Calgary Airport
Authority (Airport Authority) projects. These standards have been developed as a guide and overview
for all disciplines of CADD on internal and contractually submitted electronic drawing file formats.
Highlights within this manual include file format, naming conventions, layering, drawing assembly
and general drafting procedures.
Consultants shall contact Spatial Data Services (SDS) for updates and revisions to the standards and
must ensure the most current issue of the Airport Authority CADD Manual is being used.
The file structure, drawing numbering, primary layer names and standard detail symbology shall be
adhered to. Changes to the standards symbology or layering groups may be considered upon formal
request to SDS. The Airport Authority must approve these modifications, in advance, and the
modifications shall be documented in writing with the drawing submission.
Work created for the Airport Authority is protected by copyright. The Airport Authority in its master
contract is to receive ownership of the information. This is so the information may be reused and
provided to other consultants who require this information to carry out their work on Airport Authority
projects. In addition, the head lease the Airport Authority has with the Federal Government ensures the
Airport Authority receives transfer of copyright on all its consultant designed projects.
Facility record drawings are maintained by the Airport Authority SDS. These drawings have been
created by pulling together information from past as-builts projects and site surveys. As new projects
are completed and as-builts delivered, these new drawing areas are added to the facility record
drawings. While every attempt is made to ensure the information in the record drawings is correct, any
areas critical to the project should be verified by field checking. Access to past as-built information is
permitted and can be arranged through Airport Authority Project Managers and SDS.
The Airport Authority is currently using Autodesk Map 2016, AutoCAD Architecture 2016, AutoCAD
Civil 3D 2016 and AutoCAD Raster Design 2016. The airport has adopted the use of the AIA Layer
Guidelines - Long Layer Name Format for its CADD layering convention.

2.0 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
2.1

Delivery Media and Format
All information described in section 2.0 of this document is to be included in the electronic data
deliverables. Any additional files developed as part of the project such as construction specifications,
XML Databases shall also be provided with the drawing sets. Deliverables are to be provided on
CD / DVD.
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Drawing files will be saved in AutoCAD 2012 .dwg format. The submitter is responsible for archiving
the electronic data until final written acceptance from the Airport Authority has been issued. Electronic
data deliverables are required with all major submittals unless otherwise directed by Contract
Agreements.
Filenames

drawing / filename provided by the Airport Authority

long filenames will be accepted by the Airport Authority

refer to section 3.2 for file naming conventions

2.2

Disk Labelling
Disks to be labeled as follows:
Date:
The date the data was delivered to the Airport Authority for final acceptance
Project Name:
Title of Project
Project Number:
Airport Authority Project Number (include project letter code)
AutoCAD Release: AutoCAD version the drawing was created in
Company Name:
Name of consultant to the Airport Authority
Phone:
Phone number of consultant
File Description:
List of drawing files included on disk.

2.3

File Description
The electronic data delivery package shall include a File Description note. The note shall be an
8 ½” x 11” printout and describe the master files and associated x-reference files on the CD / DVD. A
basic file list may be started using a dos shell command “dir /b /on > text.txt”. This creates directory
listing in brief format (name only) sorted by name output to a text file. This file may them be edited
adding the full description of the file and the corresponding layout tab(s).
Sample Hard Copy of File Description:

2009/05/05
CALGARY AIRPORT AUTHORITY ELECTRONIC DATA - FILE DESCRIPTION
Prepared for:
Project : Concourse A Holdroom Modifications
Calgary Airport Authority
Project number: 3510-025a
Contract number: P20080722
Prepared By:
Master Architects, Inc.
1000 Center Street
Calgary, Alberta T2G 1N4
Mr. Joe Smith, Project Manager
Ph. (403) 555-1234
Fx. (403) 555-1678

Remarks:
Paper and model space used in this file format
Font, Linetype and CTB files used in plotting are enclosed
File Description:
- 08c04a01.dwg - Demolition and Room Layout
- 08c04a02-03.dwg - Wall Sections and Details (multiple layout tabs)
- 08c04m01.dwg - Mechanical Layout
- 08c04e01.dwg - Electrical Layout
- 08c04rb1.dwg - Base Plan
- 08c04rc1.dwg - Reflected Ceiling Plan
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Standard Co-ordinate Systems
Drawings generated for the Calgary Airport Authority may be one of two Coordinate Systems. One is
for Site Mapping, the other for the Building Facility Drawings. To confirm the Coordinate System the
particular drawing uses, view the drawing coordinates from within model space using the user
Coordinate System (UCS) set to world. The following examples are for the Air Terminal Complex
Grid Center. This is located on the northwest wall of the Services Building. This location is also an
Alberta Survey Monument #156646 (Airport Authority Tablet #702113). The monument is used by
both systems but will display different values depending on the Coordinate System used.
Site Mapping
Airport Authority Site mapping uses the Alberta NAD83 datum; 3TM coordinate system centered at
114 degrees West. The coordinate for the above sample monument is:
North 5,666,270.420 and East –559.815m.
The world UCS coordinate system in AutoCAD model space will reflect these values. Units used in
these drawing are METERS.
Building Facility
Building drawings (ATB, Parkade, Services Building, etc.) are set to a Local Airport Coordinate
System. Using the monument example above, the AutoCAD world UCS coordinates in model space
will display the coordinates of:
North 18,415,271, East 16,173,697. Units used in these drawing are MILLIMETERS.

When drawing in the ATB, elements are typically drawn parallel and perpendicular to the segmented
radial grids, NOT the straight grids. This necessitates rotating the view of the drawing. DO NOT
ROTATE OR MOVE THE ELEMENTS THEMSELVES. One method of rotating the view
without disturbing the drawing is to select a plan view of the UCS equal or perpendicular to the radial
grid in the area the new elements are to be drawn.
Example: (In model space, we are going to rotate the view around an object)
Command: UCS
Specify origin of UCS or [Face/NAmed/OBject/Previous/View/World/X/Y/Z/ZAxis] <World>: OB
Select object to align UCS: (Select an end of a line closest to the new left side of the view)
Command: PLAN
<Current UCS>/Ucs/World: C
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3.0 FILE MANAGEMENT
3.1

Project Directory Structure
Directory structures shall be created for all Capital projects. Projects not requiring all disciplines do
not need to have all discipline levels created. All drawings will be located within the directory
structure as indicated below.
Project Number Level – this number will be provided by the Airport Authority Project Manager. It
will be in the format similar to the following example 3010-015a. Projects that require multiple tender
packages should consider using TP01, TP02, TP03, etc to help define different packages within the
project. If this method is used seek further clarification from Project Manager and SDS. No drawings
shall be located at this level.
Discipline Level - only title block/fence drawings (.DWG) are located at this level. Details, plans etc,
from component level will be X-referenced onto title block/fence drawings from the BLK directory.
A - Architectural drawings
E - Electrical drawings
I - Interior drawings
M - Mechanical/Plumbing/Fire Protection drawings
S - Structural drawings
T - Telecommunication Drawings
C - Civil / Landscaping drawings
Spec - All discipline specifications, schedules addendum.
Admin - All administrative files such as correspondence, technical data, production drawing lists and
schedules etc.
Component Level
BLK - Final drawing component elements are located in this directory. Components are X-referenced
onto title blocks/fences.
Project Directory Structure - Consultants are not required to follow Airport Authority directory
structure, but are required to provide files that will fit into the Airport Authority file system as noted.
Options are available to deal with AutoCAD xref file pathing as follows;
1) Placement of all drawings, plot sheets and xref files in one directory
2) When sub-directories are required, use Reference Type / Path Type set to Relative Path example:
.\BLK\xxxxx.dwg Use a “.” to indicate parent, then followed by the sub-directories as required.
3) AutoCAD command “eTransmit” with the selection to remove xref paths.
These above methods will allow the project drawings to move into the Airport Authority file System
and allow AutoCAD to resolve the xref paths (see section 5.3 External Reference Files).
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3.2

File Naming Convention
File numbers are assigned for each separate Project tender package and are available from SDS at the
start of the project. The file number assigned is used to form part of the digital file number in
combination with the sheet number. This is to ensure the digital drawing file numbering is unique from
sheet to sheet also project to project.
Plot Sheet Numbering
08

C

20

A

01

.

dwg
File Extension (must be *.dwg)
Sheet Number 01 – 99
Discipline Identifier
Capital Project Drawing Number from SDS
Project Class (C Construction, P Preliminary)
Project Year

If multiple sheets are used within a single plot sheet, describe this in the digital file number. For
example: 08C20a03-05.dwg would represent layout tabs a03, a04 and a05.
Additional characters may be added to the prefix to help relate to detail information types such as xref
files (floor plans, ceiling plans elevations, or sections). The important item is using the prefix assigned
to the project making the drawings unique for this project. These file to be located in .\BLK level.
Detail Numbering

08 C 20 A B 001 .dwg
File Extension
- .dwg AutoCAD
Detail Number
- Variable 001-999
Detail Type
- b Floor plans
- c Reflected ceiling plans
- d Details
- e Elevations
Discipline Identifier
-a Architectural
-s Structural
-m Mechanical

- f Finish plan
- s Site plans

- e Electrical
- c Civil
- t Telecommunication

Capital Project Drawing Number (from SDS)
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4.0 LAYERING
4.1

Layer Name Format
The layer convention used by the Airport Authority is based on the AIA (American Institute of
Architecture) Long Format Standard. Variations to the AIA format are primarily Airport Specific
layers. Layers are pre-built and are available for use by using Airport Authority template files. Only
applicable layers are to be used. Blank layers are not to be included in final electronic data deliveries.
Graphical representation of the same type of items shall be located on a single layer even when
indicated on different drawings eg. a full height wall could be shown as A-WALL or A-WALLFULL but not both. Layer names will be limited to 13 characters sub-divided into 4 sections,
Disciplines, Major, Minor, Modifier and Status. Layer names are typically created using consonants
which help in abbreviation creation. Maximum number of characters per group is 4. If new layers are
required, they must first be approved by the Spatial Data Services prior to becoming part of official
Airport Authority layering system. Complete layer lists with descriptions are required for each project
is new layers have been used.
The Layer Guidelines are organized as a hierarchy. This accommodates expansion and user defined
extensions to the layer list. Layer names are alphanumeric and use easy to remember abbreviations.
Schematic:
___ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __ - __ __ __ __
Status Modifier
Minor Group / Common Modifier / Status Modifier
Major Group
Discipline
Discipline
This field is used to indicate the origin of the graphic information. It may be a two-character field with
the second characters either a hyphen or a user-defined modifier. This field uses that same format as
the file names.
Defined codes are as follows:
A
C
E
F

Architectural
Civil
Electrical
Fire Protection

G
I
L
M

General
Interior Design
Landscape
Mechanical (HVAC)

P
S
T
V

Plumbing
Structural
Telecommunications
Survey
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Major Group
Major groups identify the specific discipline and building System.
Examples: A-DOOR for door, E-LITE for lights and P-FIXT plumbing fixture.
Minor Group
This is an optional, four-character field for further differentiation of the major group.
Example: A-WALL-PRHT indicates architecture, wall, and partial height.
Common Modifiers
The following are some common modifiers defined for use in the minor group field.
*-****-IDEN
*-****-SYMB
*-****-TEXT
*-****-EQPM
*-****-PATT
*-****-ELEV
*-****-ABDN

Special Identification Tags (Inventory tags, Stair #s, Diffuser Tags, etc.)
Symbols
Text (Notes, Sizes, Labels, etc.)
Equipment
Cross Hatching, Patterns
Elevation (vertical Surfaces in 3D)
Abandon Features

Status Modifiers
The status modifier may occur as a fourth field following the minor group or replace the minor group
entirely. Typically used within construction drawings to denote the status of features and to help
identify between new work, relocated items or items to be demolished. Status modifiers are not
typically used within facility record drawings because those items are typically existing and do not
require any status change but at times are used to identify features in question or feature needing asbuilt status.
*-****-NEWW
*-****-EXST
*-****-DEMO
*-****-FUTR
*-****-TEMP
*-****-MOVE
*-****-RELO
*-****-NICN
*-****-NPLT
*-****-PRPS

New Work
Existing to Remain
Demolition
Future Work
Temporary Work
Items to be Moved
Items to be Relocated
Not in Contract
No Plot (No Plot Option Used with this Layer)
Proposed Work
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Annotation Layers
Annotation Layers are used for text, sheet borders, dimensions or cutting plane section symbols or
other elements on a CADD drawing that do not represent physical aspects of a building. The major
group ANNO designates annotation.
LAYER
*-ANNO-CONS
*-ANNO-CTNN
*-ANNO-DIMS
*-ANNO-KEYN
*-ANNO-LEGN
*-ANNO-NOTE
*-ANNO-PRNM
*-ANNO-REVS
*-ANNO-SCHD
*-ANNO-SYMB
*-ANNO-TEXT
*-ANNO-TTLB

COLOR LINETYPE
8
Continuous
13
Continuous
33
Continuous
54
Continuous
43
Continuous
73
Continuous
113
Continuous
113
Continuous
23
Continuous
52
Continuous
13
Continuous
62
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Construction Lines, Non-Plotting Information
Continuation Notes (Model Space Only)
Dimensions (Leaders, Angular, Linear etc)
Key Notes
Legends
Notes (Paragraph Format)
Project Numbers, Revision Blocks
Revisions
Schedule
Symbols, Section Lines/ Labels & Elevations
Text (Single Line Text, Misc. Text)
Titleblocks

Viewports shall be placed on a VIEWPORT1, VIEWPORT2, VIEWPORT3, etc.. and set to “do not
plot” in the layer menu. All other objects that are non-plot to be placed on a non-plot layer or layers.
It is recommended that each project make use of the AutoCAD Layer States Manager to help in save
the layer states required to carry out the project work. To ensure your files are in a proper color layer
on/off state ensure that you always save your file with a finished layer on / off color state so when the
next user opens the file the drawing is in proper display condition.
If the following layering definitions do not suit the object being drawn, refer to Sub-Section 4.1 for
proper layer creation and designation. Changes to the standards, symbology or layering groups may be
considered upon formal request to SDS. The Airport Authority must approve these modifications in
advance and the modifications shall be documented in writing with the drawing submission.
* Note: the following layer lists are always under review and may change. It is advisable to check
with the Airport Authority with each new project startup for an update to this document. The colors
shown are used for plotting facility record drawings and may be used in different combinations for
different projects as required.
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Architectural Layers

LAYER
A-AREA
A-AREA-OCCP
A-AREA-PATT
A-AREA-TEXT

COLOR
123
203
42
153

LINETYPE
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Area - Calculations & Boundary Lines
Area - Occupant Names
Area - Hatch Patterns
Area - Descriptions and Identifiers

A-CLNG
A-CLNG-ACCS
A-CLNG-BLKH
A-CLNG-GRID
A-CLNG-OPEN
A-CLNG-PATT
A-CLNG-SUSP
A-CLNG-TEES

21
31
41
41
51
41
61
71

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Ceiling Information
Ceiling - Access
Ceiling - Bulkheads
Ceiling - Grid
Ceiling - Roof Penetrations
Ceiling - Hatch Patterns
Ceiling - Suspended Elements
Ceiling - Main Tees

A-CNVR-CRSL
A-CNVR-CRSL-IDEN
A-CNVR-EDSU
A-CNVR-INBD
A-CNVR-OTBD
A-CNVR-SECT
A-CNVR-TRAN

152
163
52
92
172
12
32

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Carousels
Carousel - Identifier Tags
Conveyor - Explosion Detection System
Conveyor - Inbound
Conveyor - Outbound
Conveyor - Security
Conveyor - Transfer

A-DOOR
A-DOOR-FULL
A-DOOR-IDEN
A-DOOR-PRHT
A-DOOR-SILL
A-DOOR-TEXT

243
193
153
202
241
153

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Doors
Door - Full Height (to Ceiling): Swing and Leaf
Door - Number, Hardware Group, Etc
Door - Partial Height: Swing and Leaf
Door - Sills
Door - Descriptions & Sizes

A-ELEV
A-ELEV-IDEN
A-ELEV-OTLN
A-ELEV-PATT
A-ELEV-TEXT

132
153
130
41
153

Continuous
Continuous
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous

Elevation - Interior & Exterior
Elevation - Component Identification Numbers
Elevation - Interior & Exterior Outlines
Elevation - Textures and Hatch Patterns
Elevation - Notes

A-EQPM
A-EQPM-ACCS
A-EQPM-FIXD
A-EQPM-GATE
A-EQPM-IDEN
A-EQPM-MOVE
A-EQPM-OVHD

132
132
142
122
153
152
31

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Equipment
Equipment - Access
Equipment - Fixed
Equipment - Gate
Equipment - Identifier Numbers & Labels
Equipment - Moveable
Equipment - Overhead
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Architectural layers…continued
LAYER
A-EQPM-PATT
A-EQPM-TEXT

COLOR
41
153

LINETYPE
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Equipment - Patterns & Hatching
Equipment - Notes

A-ESKR
A-ESKR-IDEN

142
143

Continuous
Continuous

Escalator
Escalator - Identifier Tags

A-EVTR
A-EVTR-IDEN

202
203

Continuous
Continuous

Elevator - Cars and Equipment
Elevator - Identifier Tags

A-FLOR
A-FLOR-HRAL
A-FLOR-LEVL
A-FLOR-MATS
A-FLOR-MILL
A-FLOR-OPEN
A-FLOR-OTLN
A-FLOR-OVHD
A-FLOR-PATT
A-FLOR-RMNM
A-FLOR-RMNM-NEWN
A-FLOR-RMNM-OLDN
A-FLOR-SHFT
A-FLOR-TEXT

152
202
52
121
132
151
120
31
41
153
123
192
81
153

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Phantom
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Floor Information
Stair and Balcony Handrails, Guard Rails
Level Changes, Ramps, Pits, Depressions
Floor Mats
Millwork (Manufactured & Field built Cabinets)
Floor Openings
Floor or Building Outline
Overhead Items (Skylights, Overhangs-Dashed)
Paving, Tile, Carpet Patterns & Hatching
Room Numbers (within database)
Room Numbers - New (new assigned waiting as-built)
Room Numbers - Old (original building or past space)
Shaft Opening – Mechanical, Pipe Chase, etc.
Details, Labels, Etc.

A-FURN
A-FURN-GARB
A-FURN-IDEN
A-FURN-NEWS
A-FURN-SEAT
A-FURN-SIGN
A-FURN-TOYS
A-FURN-TREE
A-FURN-VEND

242
42
153
122
142
212
242
82
52

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Furniture (General)
Furniture - Garbage Cans
Furniture - Identifier Tags
Furniture - News Stands
Furniture - Seats
Furniture - Signs
Furniture - Large Toys
Furniture - Trees
Furniture - Vending Machines

A-GLAZ
A-GLAZ-FULL
A-GLAZ-IDEN
A-GLAZ-PATT
A-GLAZ-PRHT
A-GLAZ-SILL

113
63
153
42
53
71

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Glazed Openings, Glazed Walls & Partitions
Full Height Glazed Walls and Partitions
Window Numbers, Descriptions and Identifiers
Window Patterns & Hatching
Window and Partial Height Glazed Partitions
Window Sills
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Architectural layers…continued
LAYER
A-ROOF
A-ROOF-ELEV
A-ROOF-LEVL
A-ROOF-OTLN
A-ROOF-PATT

COLOR
134
143
171
193
41

LINETYPE
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Roof
Roof - Surfaces 3D Views
Roof - Level Changes; Ramps, Pits, Depressions
Roof - Outline/Edge
Roof - Surface Patterns & Hatching

A-STRS
A-STRS-IDEN

122
123

Continuous
Continuous

Stair - Treads, Ladders
Stair - Identifier Tags

A-WALL
A-WALL-FIRE
A-WALL-FULL

95
242
95

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

A-WALL-HEAD
A-WALL-JAMB
A-WALL-MOVE
A-WALL-PATT
A-WALL-PRHT
A-WALL-TPTN

62
62
113
42
112
102

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Wall
Wall - Fire Wall Patterning
Wall - Full Height, Stair & Shaft Walls, Walls to
Structural
Wall - Door & Window Headers (On Ceiling Plans)
Wall - Door& Window Jambs (Not On Ceiling Plans)
Wall - Moveable Partitions
Wall - Insulation, Hatching and Fill
Wall - Part Height (Not On Ceiling Plans)
Wall - Toilet Partitions

4.3

Structural Layers

S-ABLT
S-ABLT-TEXT

202
153

Continuous
Continuous

Anchor Bolts
Anchor Bolt Tags, Identifiers & Notes

S-COLS
S-COLS-SILL
S-COLS-PATT
S-COLS-TEXT

46
71
41
43

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Column
Column - Sill (Structural Appearance)
Column - Patterns & Hatching
Column - Notes & Sizes

S-FNDN
S-FNDN-PILE
S-FNDN-RBAR
S-FNDN-PATT
S-FNDN-TEXT

185
154
183
41
153

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Foundation
Foundation - Piles, Drilled Piers
Foundation - Reinforcing
Foundation - Patterns & Hatching
Foundation - Tags & Descriptions

S-FRAM-BEAM
S-FRAM-DECK
S-FRAM-JOIS
S-FRAM-PATT
S-FRAM-TEXT

21
52
113
41
153

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Framing - Beams
Framing - Structural Floor Deck
Framing - Joists
Framing - Patterns & Hatching
Framing - Notes & Sizes
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Structural layers…continued
LAYER
S-GRID
S-GRID-DIMS
S-GRID-IDEN

COLOR
250
33
13

LINETYPE
B_Gridline
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Column Grid
Column Grid - Dimensions & Text
Column Grid - Bubbles & Tags

S-METL

12

Continuous

Miscellaneous Metal

S-SLAB
S-SLAB-EDGE
S-SLAB-JOIN
S-SLAB-RBAR
S-SLAB-PATT
S-SLAB-TEXT

53
62
12
22
41
53

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Slab
Slab - Edge
Slab - Control Joints
Slab - Reinforcing
Slab - Patterns & Hatching
Slab - Notes & Sizes

S-WALL
S-WALL-BELW
S-WALL-PATT
S-WALL-PRHT
S-WALL-TEXT

16
71
41
94
13

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Structural - Bearing or Shear Walls
Structural - Wall Build out Below Grade Elevation
Structural - Patterns & Hatching
Structural - Bearing Walls/ Partial Height
Structural - Wall Notes

4.4

Mechanical Layers

M-CHLD-EQPM
M-CHLD-IDEN
M-CHLD-RETN-HIDD
M-CHLD-RETN-PIPE
M-CHLD-RETN-SYMB
M-CHLD-RETN-TEXT
M-CHLD-SUPP-HIDD
M-CHLD-SUPP-PIPE
M-CHLD-SUPP-SYMB
M-CHLD-SUPP-TEXT
M-CHLD-TEXT

210
133
140
140
143
133
140
140
143
133
133

Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Chilled Water - Equipment
Chilled Water - Identifier Tags
Chilled Water Return Pipe - Hidden
Chilled Water Return Pipe
Chilled Water Return Pipe - Symbols (Valves, Etc.)
Chilled Water Return Pipe - Text (Pipe Sizes)
Chilled Water Supply Pipe - Hidden
Chilled Water Supply Pipe
Chilled Water Supply Pipe - Symbols (Valves, Etc.)
Chilled Water Supply Pipe - Text (Pipe Sizes)
Chilled Water - Text (General Notes)

M-CONT-SYMB
M-CONT-TEXT
M-CONT-WIRE

73
113
102

Continuous
Continuous
Dashdot

Control System - Symbols (Thermostats, Etc.)
Control System - Text
Control System - Wire

M-GLYC-EQPM
M-GLYC-IDEN
M-GLYC-RETN-HIDD
M-GLYC-RETN-PIPE
M-GLYC-RETN-SYMB
M-GLYC-RETN-TEXT

210
213
144
144
163
173

Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous

Glycol Cooling - Equipment
Glycol Cooling - Identifier Tags
Glycol Cooling Return Pipe - Hidden
Glycol Cooling Return Pipe
Glycol Cooling Return Pipe - Symbol (Valves, Etc.)
Glycol Cooling Return Pipe - Text (Pipe Sizes)
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Mechanical layers…continued
LAYER
COLOR
M-GLYC-SUPP-HIDD 144
M-GLYC-SUPP-PIPE
144
M-GLYC-SUPP-SYMB 163
M-GLYC-SUPP-TEXT 173
M-GLYC-TEXT
173

LINETYPE
Hidden
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Glycol Cooling Supply Pipe - Hidden
Glycol Cooling Supply Pipe
Glycol Cooling Supply Pipe - Symbol (Valves, Etc.)
Glycol Cooling Supply Pipe - Text (Pipe Sizes)
Glycol Cooling - Text (Notes)

M-GLYH-EQPM
M-GLYH-IDEN
M-GLYH-RETN-HIDD
M-GLYH-RETN-PIPE
M-GLYH-RETN-SYMB
M-GLYH-RETN-TEXT
M-GLYH-SUPP-HIDD
M-GLYH-SUPP-PIPE
M-GLYH-SUPP-SYMB
M-GLYH-SUPP-TEXT
M-GLYH-TEXT

210
213
220
220
233
233
220
220
233
223
223

Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Glycol Heating - Equipment
Glycol Heating - Identifier Tags
Glycol Heating Return Pipe - Hidden
Glycol Heating Return Pipe
Glycol Heating Return Pipe - Symbol (Valves, Etc.)
Glycol Heating Return Pipe - Text (Pipe Sizes)
Glycol Heating Supply Pipe - Hidden
Glycol Heating Supply Pipe
Glycol Heating Supply Pipe - Symbol (Valves, Etc.)
Glycol Heating Supply Pipe - Text (Pipe Sizes)
Glycol Heating - Text (Notes)

M-H200-EQPM
M-H200-IDEN
M-H200-RETN-HIDD
M-H200-RETN-PIPE
M-H200-RETN-SYMB
M-H200-RETN-TEXT
M-H200-SUPP-HIDD
M-H200-SUPP-PIPE
M-H200-SUPP-SYMB
M-H200-SUPP-TEXT
M-H200-TEXT

35
13
10
10
23
13
10
10
23
13
13

Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

200F Water Heating - Equipment
200F Water Heating - Identifier Tags
200F Water Heating Return Pipe - Hidden
200F Water Heating Return Pipe
200F Water Heating Return Pipe - Symbol (Valves)
200F Water Heating Return Pipe - Text (Pipe Sizes)
200F Water Heating Supply Pipe - Hidden
200F Water Heating Supply Pipe
200F Water Heating Supply Pipe - Symbol (Valves)
200F Water Heating Supply Pipe - Text (Pipe Sizes)
200F Water Heating - Text (General Notes)

M-H400-EQPM
M-H400-IDEN
M-H400-RETN-HIDD
M-H400-RETN-PIPE
M-H400-RETN-SYMB
M-H400-RETN-TEXT
M-H400-SUPP-HIDD
M-H400-SUPP-PIPE
M-H400-SUPP-SYMB
M-H400-SUPP-TEXT
M-H400-TEXT

210
223
14
14
243
223
14
14
243
223
223

Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

400F Water Heating - Equipment
400F Water Heating - Identifier Tags
400F Water Heating Return Pipe - Hidden
400F Water Heating Return Pipe
400F Water Heating Return Pipe - Symbol (Valves)
400F Water Heating Return Pipe - Text (Pipe Sizes)
400F Water Heating Supply Pipe - Hidden
400F Water Heating Supply Pipe
400F Water Heating Supply Pipe - Symbol (Valves)
400F Water Heating Supply Pipe - Text (Pipe Sizes)
400F Water Heating - Text (General Notes)
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Mechanical layers…continued
LAYER
M-HEXH-DUCT
M-HEXH-EQPM
M-HEXH-HIDD
M-HEXH-IDEN
M-HEXH-PATT
M-HEXH-SYMB
M-HEXH-TEXT

COLOR
150
210
140
153
131
143
153

LINETYPE
Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Exhaust System - Ductwork
Exhaust System - Equipment
Exhaust System - Hidden
Exhaust System - Identifier Tags (Diffuser Tags)
Exhaust System - Patterns and Hatching
Exhaust System - Symbols (Exhaust Diffusers)
Exhaust System - Text (Duct Sizes & Notes)

M-HRET-DUCT
M-HRET-EQPM
M-HRET-HIDD
M-HRET-IDEN
M-HRET-PATT
M-HRET-SYMB
M-HRET-TEXT

104
210
64
103
41
73
103

Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

HVAC Return Ductwork
HVAC Return Ductwork - Equipment
HVAC Return Ductwork - Hidden
HVAC Return Ductwork - Identifier Tags (Diff. Tags)
HVAC Return Ductwork - Patterns & Hatching
HVAC Return Ductwork - Symbols (Return Diffusers)
HVAC Return Ductwork - Text (Duct Sizes & Notes)

M-HSUP-DUCT
M-HSUP-EQPM
M-HSUP-HIDD
M-HSUP-IDEN
M-HSUP-PATT

40
210
40
33
41

Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Continuous
Continuous

HVAC Supply Ductwork
HVAC Supply Ductwork - Equipment
HVAC Supply Ductwork - Hidden
HVAC Supply Ductwork – Identifier Tags (Diff. Tags)
HVAC Supply Ductwork - Patterns & Hatching

M-HSUP-SYMB
M-HSUP-TEXT

43
33

Continuous
Continuous

HVAC Supply Ductwork - Symbols (Supply Diffusers)
HVAC Supply Ductwork - Text (Duct Sizes & Notes)

M-RADW-EQPM
M-RADW-IDEN
M-RADW-RETN-HIDD
M-RADW-RETN-PIPE
M-RADW-RETN-SYMB
M-RADW-RETN-TEXT
M-RADW-SUPP-HIDD
M-RADW-SUPP-PIPE
M-RADW-SUPP-SYMB
M-RADW-SUPP-TEXT
M-RADW-SYMB

210
233
30
30
23
33
30
30
23
33
23

Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Radiation Heating - Equipment
Radiation Heating - Identifier Tags
Radiation Heating - Return Hidden
Radiation Heating - Return Piping
Radiation Heating - Return Piping Symbols (Valves)
Radiation Heating - Return Piping Text (Pipe Sizes)
Radiation Heating - Supply Hidden
Radiation Heating - Supply Piping
Radiation Heating - Supply Piping Symbols (Valves)
Radiation Heating - Supply Piping Text (Pipe Sizes)
Radiation Heating - Symbols

M-REFG-EQPM
M-REFG-HIDD
M-REFG-IDEN
M-REFG-PIPE
M-REFG-SYMB
M-REFG-TEXT

210
204
193
204
213
193

Continuous
Hidden
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Refrigeration - Equipment
Refrigeration - Hidden
Refrigeration - Identifier Tags
Refrigeration - Piping
Refrigeration - Symbols (Valves, Etc.)
Refrigeration - Text (Pipe Sizes & Notes)
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Mechanical layers…continued
LAYER
M-STEM-CONP
M-STEM-EQPM
M-STEM-HIDD
M-STEM-PIPE
M-STEM-SYMB
M-STEM-TEXT

4.5

COLOR
54
210
110
110
123
113

LINETYPE
Continuous
Continuous
Hidden
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Steam System - Condensate Piping
Steam System - Equipment
Steam System - Hidden
Steam System – Piping
Steam System – Symbols
Steam System - Text

Plumbing Layers

P-CMPA-EQPM
P-CMPA-PIPE
P-CMPA-SYMB
P-CMPA-TEXT

210
220
203
213

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Compressed Air - Equipment
Compressed Air - Pipe
Compressed Air - Symbols (Valves, etc.)
Compressed Air - Text

P-DOMW-CPIP
P-DOMW-CPIP-SYMB
P-DOMW-CPIP-TEXT
P-DOMW-EQPM
P-DOMW-HPIP
P-DOMW-HPIP-SYMB
P-DOMW-HPIP-TEXT
P-DOMW-HREC
P-DOMW-HREC-SYMB
P-DOMW-HREC-TEXT

134
123
133
210
14
23
13
30
13
33

B_cwl
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
B_hwl
Continuous
Continuous
B_hwr
Continuous
Continuous

Domestic Cold Water - Piping
Domestic Cold Water Piping - Symbols (Valves)
Domestic Cold Water Piping - Text (Pipe Sizes/Notes)
Domestic Water - Equipment (Pumps)
Domestic Hot Water - Piping
Domestic Hot Water Piping - Symbols (Valves)
Domestic Hot Water Piping - Text (Pipe Sizes/Notes)
Domestic Hot Water Recirculation - Piping
Domestic Hot Water Recirculation - Symbols (Valves)
Domestic Hot Water Recirculation - Text (Pipe Sizes
& Notes)

P-FUEL-EQPM
P-FUEL-IDEN
P-FUEL-PIPE
P-FUEL-SYMB
P-FUEL-TEXT

210
183
194
193
173

Continuous
Continuous
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous

Fuel/Oil - Equipment
Fuel/Oil - Identifiers
Fuel/Oil - Piping
Fuel/Oil - Symbols (Valves, etc.)
Fuel/Oil - Text (General Notes)

P-NGAS-EQPM
P-NGAS-HIHP
P-NGAS-HIHP-SYMB
P-NGAS-HIHP-TEXT
P-NGAS-LOWP
P-NGAS-LOWP-SYMB
P-NGAS-LOWP-TEXT

210
114
103
93
110
123
113

Continuous
B_ngas
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Natural Gas - Equipment
Natural Gas High Pressure Piping
Natural Gas High Pressure Piping - Symbols (Valves)
Natural Gas High Pressure Piping - Text (pipe sizes)
Natural Gas Low Pressure Piping
Natural Gas Low Pressure Piping - Symbols (Valves)
Natural Gas Low Pressure Piping - Text (Pipe Sizes)
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Plumbing layers…continued
LAYER
COLOR
P-NGAS-MEDP
70
P-NGAS-MEDP-SYMB 73

LINETYPE
B_ngas
Continuous

P-NGAS-MEDP-TEXT

83

Continuous

P-SANR-EQPM
P-SANR-FIXT
P-SANR-PIPE
P-SANR-SYMB
P-SANR-TEXT

210
61
40
43
53

Continuous
Continuous
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous

Sanitary - Equipment
Sanitary - Fixtures
Sanitary - Piping
Sanitary - Symbols
Sanitary - Text

P-STRM-EQPM
P-STRM-PIPE
P-STRM-SYMB
P-STRM-TEXT

210
154
143
153

Continuous
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous

Storm - Equipment
Storm - Piping
Storm - Symbols
Storm - Text

P-VENT-PIPE
P-VENT-SYMB
P-VENT-TEXT

214
213
193

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Ventilation - Piping
Ventilation - Symbols
Ventilation - Text

Fire Protection - Equipment (Fire Hose Cabinets,
Extinguishers)
Fire Protection - Identifiers
Fire Protection - Patterns & Hatching
Fire Protection - Piping
Fire Protection - Symbols
Fire Protection - Text (Pipe Sizes & General
Notes)

4.6

DESCRIPTION
Natural Gas Medium Pressure Piping
Natural Gas Medium Pressure Piping - Symbols
(Valves, etc.)
Natural Gas Medium Pressure Piping - Text (Pipe
Sizes)

Fire Protection Layers

F-PROT-EQPM

210

Continuous

F-PROT-IDEN
F-PROT-PATT
F-PROT-PIPE
F-PROT-SYMB
F-PROT-TEXT

163
191
150
153
143

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

F-SPRN-HEAD
F-SPRN-PIPE
F-SPRN-SYMB
F-SPRN-TEXT

52
190
193
143

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Sprinkler - Heads (Sprinkler Head Symbols)
Sprinkler - Piping
Sprinkler – Symbols (Valves)
Sprinkler - Text (Pipe Sizes & General Notes)
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Electrical Layers

LAYER
E-EQPM
E-EQPM-FIXD

COLOR
62
142

LINETYPE
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Electrical Equipment
Electrical Equipment - Fixed

E-CTRL-DEVC
E-CTRL-ECT
E-CTRL-WIRE

52
54
61

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Control System - Devices
Control System - Electronics
Control System - Wiring

E-FIRE-CNDT
E-FIRE-IDEN
E-FIRE-SYMB
E-FIRE-TEXT

232
233
233
233

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Fire Systems - Conduit
Fire Systems - Identifier Tags
Fire Systems - Symbols (Alarms, Extinguishers)
Fire Systems - General Notes

E-GRND-CNDT
E-GRND-CIRC
E-GRND-DIAG
E-GRND-EQPM
E-GRND-IDEN
E-GRND-REFR
E-GRND-TEXT

112
123
114
131
153
141
153

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Electrical Ground System - Conduit
Electrical Ground System - Circuits
Electrical Ground System - Diagram
Electrical Ground System - Equipment
Electrical Ground System - Identifier Tags
Electrical Ground System - Reference
Electrical Ground System - Text

E-LITE-CIRC
E-LITE-CNDT
E-LITE-EMER
E-LITE-EXIT
E-LITE-IDEN
E-LITE-JBOX
E-LITE-PANL
E-LITE-SWCH
E-LITE-SYMB
E-LITE-TEXT
E-LITE-WCNT

193
192
134
234
193
192
193
192
194
193
153

Continuous
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Lighting - Circuits
Lighting - Conduit
Lighting - Emergency Lighting Symbols
Lighting - Exit Lighting Symbols
Lighting - Luminaries Descriptions & Identifier Tags
Lighting - Junction Box
Lighting - Panels
Lighting - Circuit Switches
Lighting - Symbols
Lighting - General Notes
Lighting - Circuit Wire Counts

E-POWR-BUSW
E-POWR-CIRC
E-POWR-CNDT
E-POWR-DBNK
E-POWR-EQPM
E-POWR-FEED
E-POWR-HTRC
E-POWR-JBOX
E-POWR-LTNG
E-POWR-PANL
E-POWR-PATT

22
23
23
33
13
12
190
43
181
34
41

Continuous
Continuous
Dashed
Dashed
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Power - Busways
Power - Circuit Identifiers
Power - Conduit
Power - Ductbanks
Power - Equipment
Power - Circuit Feeders
Power - Heat Tracing Circuits
Power - Junction Box
Power - Lightning Protection System
Power - Panels
Power - Patterns & Hatching
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Electrical layers…continued
LAYER
E-POWR-SYMB
E-POWR-TEXT
E-POWR-UCPT
E-POWR-URAC
E-POWR-WCNT

COLOR
42
133
11
152
133

LINETYPE
Continuous
Continuous
Dashed
Dashed
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Power - Symbols
Power - Text
Power - Under Carpet Circuits
Power - Under Floor Raceways
Power - Circuit Wire Counts

E-SIGN
E-SIGN-IDEN
E-SIGN-PATT
E-SIGN-TEXT

134
153
151
153

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Signage
Signage - Identifier Tags
Signage - Patterns & Hatching
Signage - Text

T-ALRM-CNDT
T-ALRM-EQPM
T-ALRM-SYMB
T-ALRM-TEXT

134
133
133
133

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Alarm System - Conduit
Alarm System - Equipment
Alarm System - Symbols
Alarm System - Text

T-CATV-CNDT
T-CATV-EQPM
T-CATV-SYMB
T-CATV-TEXT

144
143
143
143

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Shaw Cablevision - Conduit
Shaw Cablevision - Equipment
Shaw Cablevision - Symbols
Shaw Cablevision - Text

T-CLOK-CNDT
T-CLOK-EQPM
T-CLOK-SYMB
T-CLOK-TEXT

74
73
73
73

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Clock - Conduit
Clock - Equipment
Clock - Symbols
Clock - Text

T-CSEC-CNDT
T-CSEC-EQPM
T-CSEC-IDEN
T-CSEC-SYMB
T-CSEC-TEXT

144
143
143
143
143

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Close Circuit Television - Conduit
Close Circuit Television - Equipment
Close Circuit Television - Identifier Tags
Close Circuit Television - Symbols
Close Circuit Television - Text

T-FIDS-CNDT
T-FIDS-EQPM
T-FIDS-SYMB
T-FIDS-TEXT

204
203
203
203

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Flight Information Display System - Conduit
Flight Information Display System - Equipment
Flight Information Display System - Symbols
Flight Information Display System - Text

T-SOUN-CNDT
T-SOUN-EQPM
T-SOUN-IDEN
T-SOUN-SYMB
T-SOUN-TEXT

104
103
103
103
103

Dashed
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Paging and Sound System - Conduit
Paging and Sound System - Equipment
Paging and Sound System – Identifier Tags
Paging and Sound System - Symbols
Paging and Sound System - Text
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Electrical layers…continued
LAYER
T-TELE-CNDT
T-TELE-EQPM
T-TELE-SYMB
T-TELE-TEXT

COLOR
204
203
203
203

LINETYPE
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Telecommunication and Data System - Conduit
Telecommunication and Data System - Equipment
Telecommunication and Data System - Symbols
Telecommunication and Data System - Text

T-TRAY
T-TRAY-EQPM
T-TRAY-PATT
T-TRAY-SYMB
T-TRAY-TEXT

154
153
151
153
153

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Cable Tray
Cable Tray - Equipment
Cable Tray - Patterns & Hatching
Cable Tray - Symbols
Cable Tray - Text

4.8

Civil Layers - Base

C-ANNO-GRID
C-ANNO-PRNM

10
113

Continuous
Continuous

Plotsheet Grids
Project Number Reference

C-APRN
C-APRN-STRP
C-APRN-STRP-ASRP
C-APRN-STRP-EQPM
C-APRN-STRP-GTTX
C-APRN-STRP-INLN
C-APRN-STRP-INTX
C-APRN-TEXT

74
72
72
72
163
163
72
72

Continuous
S_Centre
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Apron - Aircraft Maneuvering Surfaces
Apron - Paint Lines (Striping)
Apron - Aircraft Service Road Paint Lines
Apron - Equipment Restriction Paint Lines
Apron - Gate Number Painted
Apron - Lead-in Gate Paint Lines
Apron - Nose Wheel Markers & Paint Labels
Apron - Text

C-BERM

19

Continuous

Berms & Berm Patterns

C-BIKE-PATH
C-BIKE- TEXT

171
172

Continuous
Continuous

Bike Pathways
Bike Pathways - Text

C-BLDG
C-BLDG-NUMB
C-BLDG-PAT2
C-BLDG-PATT
C-BLDG-TEXT
C-BLDG-UNGR

204
18
255
8
202
8

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Hidden2

Building - Footprint & Structures on Airport Property
Building - Numbers
Building - Number Fill-in Hatch
Building - Footprint Hatch
Building - Text
Building - Underground

C-FENC
C-FENC-MINR
C-FENC-SERT
C-FENC-TEXT

32
32
32
42

S_Fence
S_Fence
S_Sfence
Continuous

Fence - Barbed Wire Fencing
Fence - Others, Chain Link, Post & Wire, Guard Rails
Fence - Security
Fence - Labels & Text

C-GEOD-FOTO

7

Continuous

Orthophoto (Raster Images)
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Civil Base layers…continued
LAYER
C-GEOD-IDEN
C-GEOD-SYMB

COLOR
192
193

LINETYPE
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Survey Control Monument Identifier Tags
Survey Control Benchmark, Square/Round Iron Bar

C-GRID
C-GRID-IDEN
C-GRID-MINR

133
162
202

Continuous
Continuous
Dashed

Site Grid Lines
Site Grid Lines - Identifier Tags
Site Grid Lines - Minor Intervals

C-OFPR-BLDG
C-OFPR-FENC
C-OFPR-ROAD
C-OFPR-PATT
C-OFPR-TEXT

18
18
18
18
18

Continuous
S_Fence
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Off Property – Buildings
Off Property - Fences
Off Property - Roads & Curbs
Off Property - Hatches & Patterns
Off Property - Identifiers & Labels

C-PKNG
C-PKNG-CURB
C-PKNG-STRP
C-PKNG-TEXT

200
203
202
202

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Parking Lots on Airport Property
Parking Lot - Curbs & Islands
Parking Lot - Paint Lines, Handicap Symbols
Parking Lot - Text

C-PROP
C-PROP-IDEN
C-PROP-TEXT
C-PROP-THCK

16
12
12
253

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Property Boundary
Property Boundary – Identifier Tags
Property Boundary – Notes
Property Boundary – Thick

C-RAIL
C-RAIL-TEXT

32
42

PhantomX2
Continuous

Railroads
Railroads - Text

C-RNWY
C-RNWY-ABDN
C-RNWY-NUMB
C-RNWY-STRP
C-RNWY-TEXT

234
62
233
232
232

Continuous
S_Abdn
Continuous
S_Centre
Continuous

Runway - Aircraft Maneuvering Surfaces
Runway – Abandoned
Runway - Numbers
Runway - Paint Lines (Striping)
Runway - Notes & Labels

C-ROAD-DIRT
C-ROAD-IDEN
C-ROAD-MAJR
C-ROAD-MINR
C-ROAD-STRP
C-ROAD-TEXT

173
172
174
170
172
172

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Roads - Dirt & Gravel Connector
Roads - Names & Numbers
Roads - Highways, Major Roads, Collector Roads
Roads - Minor Roads
Roads - Paint Lines (Striping)
Roads - General Notes & Information

C-SIGN
C-SIGN-TEXT

203
202

Continuous
Continuous

Sign
Signs – Text

C-STRM-POND

124

Continuous

Storm Pond Edge
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Civil Base layers…continued
LAYER
C-SURF-EDGE
C-SURF-TEXT

COLOR
192
192

LINETYPE
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Surface - Boundary Edges (Apron, Taxi, Rnwy)
Surface Text Labels (Concrete, Grass, Asphalt, Gravel)

C-TAXI
C-TAXI-STRP
C-TAXI-TEXT

124
122
122

Continuous
S_Centre
Continuous

Taxiway - Aircraft Maneuvering Surfaces
Taxiway - Paint Lines (Striping)
Taxiway – Text

C-TOPO-BLDG
C-WALK
C-WALK-PATT
C-WALK-STRP
C-WALK-TEXT
C-WATR-NTRL

18
142
132
132
132
144

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Building Roof Elevation
Walks and Steps
Walks and Steps - Patterns & Hatching
Walks and Steps - Pedestrian Paint Lines
Walks and Steps - Text
Water - Natural Creeks, Ponds, Floodland, Lagoons

4.9

Civil Layers – Utilities

C-FUEL
C-FUEL-IDEN
C-FUEL-SYMB
C-FUEL-TEXT

60
62
63
62

S_Fuel
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Fuel - Storage, Pump Stations, Manholes, Facilities
Fuel – Identifier Tags
Fuel - Symbols
Fuel - Labels, Pipe Size & Type

C-NGAS
C-NGAS-IDEN
C-NGAS-SYMB
C-NGAS-TEXT

40
42
43
42

S_Ngas
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Natural Gas Facilities
Natural Gas - Identifier Tags
Natural Gas - Symbols
Natural Gas - Labels, Pipe Size

C-OFPR-NGAS
C-OFPR-SSWR
C-OFPR-WATR

18
18
18

S_Ngas
S_San
S_Water

C-SSWR
C-SSWR-IDEN
C-SSWR-NVRT
C-SSWR-SYMB
C-SSWR-TEXT

100
102
102
103
102

S_San
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Sanitary Sewer - Features
Sanitary Sewer - Identifier Tags
Sanitary Sewer - Invert Information
Sanitary Sewer - Symbols, Manholes, Valves, Meters
Sanitary Sewer - Labels, Sizes, Types, Flow Direction

C-WATR
C-WATR-IDEN
C-WATR-SYMB
C-WATR-TEXT

140
142
143
142

S_Water
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Water - Domestic Water Facilities
Water - Identifier Tags (Valves, Hydrants)
Water - Symbols, Valves, Pumps, Tanks, Meters
Water - Labels, Pipe Size & Type

Off Property - Natural Gas Lines & Data
Off Property - Sanitary Sewer Lines & Data
Off Property - Water Lines & Data
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4.10 Civil Layers – Surface Topography & Storm Drainage
LAYER
C-OFPR-STRM
C-STRM
C-STRM-DTCH
C-STRM-IDEN
C-STRM-NVRT
C-STRM-POND
C-STRM-SYMB
C-STRM-TEXT

COLOR
18
120
122
122
122
124
123
122

LINETYPE
S_Storm
S_Storm
S_Ditch
Continuous
Continuous
Phantom2
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Off Property – Storm Drainage
Storm Drainage - Features
Storm Drainage - Ditches & Drainage
Storm Drainage - Identifier Tags
Storm Drainage - Piping Invert Elevations
Storm Drainage - Pond Outlines
Storm Drainage - Symbols, Manhole & Catch Basins
Storm Drainage - Labels, Sizes, Types, Flow Direction

C-TOPO-BLDG
C-TOPO-BORE
C-TOPO-MAJR
C-TOPO-MINR
C-TOPO-MJTX
C-TOPO-MNTX
C-TOPO-PATT
C-TOPO-SPOT

8
63
190
222
221
221
255
200

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Topo - Building elevations
Topo - Test bore holes
Topo - Ground Contours - Major Interval
Topo - Ground Contours - Minor Interval
Topo - Ground Contours - Major Interval – Elev. Text
Topo - Ground Contours - Minor Interval – Elev. Text
Topo – Building Outline Hatch
Topo - Spot Height Labels

4.11 Civil Layers – Power & Communications
C-COM1
C-COM1-SYMB
C-COM1-TEXT
C-COM2
C-COM2-SYMB
C-COM2-TEXT
C-COM3
C-COM3-SYMB
C-COM3-TEXT
C-COM4
C-COM4-SYMB
C-COM4-TEXT
C-COMM-DUCT
C-COMM-FIBRE
C-COMM-IDEN

200
203
202
210
213
212
220
223
222
230
233
232
83
80
82

S_Comm1
Continuous
Continuous
S_Comm2
Continuous
Continuous
S_Comm3
Continuous
Continuous
S_Comm4
Continuous
Continuous
S_Duct
S_Comm1
Continuous

Comm - Airport Auth. System
Comm - Airport Auth. System Symbols
Comm – Airport Auth System Text
Comm - Nav Aid Specific
Comm - Nav Aid Specific Symbols
Comm - Nav Aid Specific Text
Comm – Outside/Private Lines (Telus, Shaw, Other)
Comm – Outside/Private Symbols
Comm – Outside/Private Text
Comm - Other Lines Not Specified Above
Comm - Other Lines Not Specified Symbols
Comm - Other Lines Not Specified Text
Comm - Ducts & Text
Comm – Authority Fibre
Comm - Identifier Tags

C-DUCT
C-DUCT-SYMB
C-DUCT-TEXT

80
83
82

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Duct Bank
Duct Bank– Symbols
Duct Bank – Text

C-LITE
C-LITE-IDEN
C-LITE-SYMB
C-LITE-TEXT

32
32
33
32

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Lighting - Site / Street Lighting
Lighting - Identifier Tags (Runway, Street, Etc.)
Lighting - Runway Lights, Flood Lights, Etc.
Lighting - Text
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Civil Power & Communication layers…continued
LAYER

COLOR

LINETYPE

DESCRIPTION

C-OFPR-COMM
C-OFPR-LITE
C-OFPR-POWR

18
18
18

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Off Property - Communication Data
Off Property - Light Symbols & Data
Off Property - Power Lines & Symbols

C-POWR
C-POWR-1000
C-POWR-DUCT
C-POWR-IDEN
C-POWR-IDEN-1000
C-POWR-OVHD
C-POWR-POLE

10
12
12
12
12
11
13

S_Power
S_Power
S_Duct
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Power - Electrical Power Feeds & Distribution Lines
Power - Terminal Area (Scaled Up)
Power - Ducts Underground (With Text)
Power - Identifier Tags (Transformers, Etc.)
Power - Terminal Area (Scaled up)
Power - Overhead Power Lines
Power – Poles

C-POWR-SYMB
C-POWR-SYMB-1000
C-POWR-TEXT
C-POWR-TEXT-1000

13
12
12
12

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Power - Symbols, Transformers, Pull Boxes, Etc.
Power - Terminal Area (Scaled Up)
Power - Line Sizes, Notes, Labels, Etc.
Power - Terminal Area (Scaled Up)

4.14 Civil Layers - Landscaping
L-IRRG
L-IRRG-COVR
L-IRRG-EQPM
L-IRRG-PIPE
L-IRRG-TEXT

140
140
140
140
152

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Irrigation System
Irrigation - Coverage Area
Irrigation - Equipment
Irrigation - Piping
Irrigation - Notes & Information

L-PLNT
L-PLNT-BEDS
L-PLNT-GRND
L-PLNT-PLAN
L-PLNT-TREE
L-PLNT-TURF

60
161
102
53
33
80

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Plant and Landscape Materials
Plants - Rock, Bark, and Other Landscaping Beds
Plants - Grounds Covers and Vines
Plants - Bedding Plants (Flowers)
Plants - Trees and Shrubs
Plants - Lawn Areas

4.12 Civil Layers – Removed / Abandoned
C-GEOD-SYMB-RMVD 72

S_Gen_rmvd

Survey Control Monument Identifier Tags
Communications Features removed
Communications Identification Removed
Communications Features Abandoned
Communications Identification Abandoned

C-COMM-RMVD
C-COMM-RMVD-IDEN
C-COMM-ABDN
C-COMM-ABDN-IDEN

82
82
82
82

S_Comm_rmvd
Continuous
S_Comm_rmvd
Continuous

C-FUEL-RMVD

62

S_Fuel_rmvd

Fuel Features Removed
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Civil Removed / Abandoned layers…continued
LAYER
COLOR
C-FUEL-RMVD-IDEN
62
C-FUEL-ABDN
62
C-FUEL-ABDN-IDEN
62

LINETYPE
Continuous
S_Fuel_rmvd
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Fuel Identification Removed
Fuel Features Abandoned
Fuel Identification Abandoned

C-LITE-RMVD
C-LITE-RMVD-IDEN

32
32

S_Gen_rmvd
Continuous

Lighting Features Removed
Lighting Identification Removed

C-NGAS-RMVD
C-NGAS-RMVD-IDEN
C-NGAS-ABDN
C-NGAS-ABDN-IDEN
C-NGAS-ABDN-UROW

42
42
42
42
42

S_Ngas_rmvd
Continuous
S_Ngas_rmvd
Continuous
Continuous

Natural Gas Features Removed
Natural Gas Identification Removed
Natural Gas Features Abandoned
Natural Gas Identification Abandoned
Natural Gas UROW Abandoned

C-POWR-RMVD
C-POWR-RMVD-IDEN
C-POWR-ABDN
C-POWR-ABDN-IDEN

12
12
12
12

S_Power_rmvd
Continuous
S_Power_rmvd
Continuous

Power Features Removed
Power Identification Removed
Power Features Abandoned
Power Identification Abandoned

C-SIGN-RMVD
C-SIGN-RMVD-IDEN

32
32

S_Gen_rmvd
Continuous

Sign Features Removed
Sign Identification Removed

C-SSWR-RMVD
C-SSWR-RMVD-IDEN
C-SSWR-ABDN
C-SSWR-ABDN-IDEN

102
102
102
102

S_San_rmvd
Continuous
S_San_rmvd
Continuous

Sanitary Sewer Features Removed
Sanitary Sewer Identification Removed
Sanitary Sewer Features Abandoned
Sanitary Sewer Identification Abandoned

C-STRM-RMVD
C-STRM-RMVD-IDEN

122
122

S_Storm_rmvd
Continuous

Storm Sewer Features Removed
Storm Sewer Identification Removed

C-STRM-ABDN
C-STRM-ABDN-IDEN

122
122

S_Storm_rmvd
Continuous

Storm Sewer Features Abandoned
Storm Sewer Identification Abandoned

C-WATR-RMVD
C-WATR-RMVD-IDEN
C-WATR-ABDN
C-WATR-ABDN-IDEN

142
142
142
142

S_Water_rmvd
Continuous
S_Water_rmvd
Continuous

Water Features Removed
Water Identification Removed
Water Features Abandoned
Water Identification Abandoned
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4.13 Civil Layers – Lease
LAYER
C-PROP
C-PROP-BRNG
C-PROP-PNTS

COLOR
16
56
72

LINETYPE
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

DESCRIPTION
Property Boundary - Lines, Survey Benchmarks
Property Boundary - Bearings Labels
Property Boundary Points

C-PROP-EXST-BRNG
C-PROP-EXST-IDEN
C-PROP-EXST-LINE
C-PROP-EXST-PINS
C-PROP-EXST-TEXT

12
12
14
12
12

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Leased Parcel Bearing
Leased Parcel Identifier Tags
Leased Parcel Line
Leased Parcel Pins
Leased Parcel Text

C-PROP-ESMT
C-PROP-ESMT-IDEN
C-PROP-ESMT-PINS

173
172
172

Dashed2
Continuous
Dashed2

Easements, Right of Ways
Easements Identifier Tags & Text
Easement Pins

C-PROP-PRPS-BRNG
C-PROP-PRPS-IDEN

92
92

Continuous
Continuous

Proposed Parcel Bearing
Proposed Parcel Identifier Tags

C-PROP-PRPS-LINE
C-PROP-PRPS-PINS
C-PROP-PRPS-ESMT
C-PROP-PRPS-ESMT-IDEN

94
92
83
82

Continuous
Continuous
Dashed2
Continuous

Proposed Parcel Line
Proposed Parcel Pins
Proposed Easements, Right of Ways
Proposed Easements - Identifier Tags & Text

C-FUEL-ESMT1
C-FUEL-ESMT1-IDEN
C-FUEL-ESMT2
C-FUEL-ESMT2-IDEN

144
142
164
162

Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

Fuel Facility Easement
Fuel Facility Easement Identifier Tags & Text
Fuel Facility Easement
Fuel Facility Easement Identifier Tags & Text
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5.0 DRAWING ASSEMBLY
5.1

Model and Paper Space
A model describes a portion of a building's geometry, its physical components: walls, doors, windows,
columns, beams, outlets, ducts, etc. A model has no scale; it is drawn life-size. All buildings are
described by a series of two-dimensional models - plans, elevations, sections, and details - although the
organizational concept also supports three-dimensional. Models can be constructed using a
hierarchically, in other words, models can contain other models.
Paper Space Layout Tab contains one or more scaled viewports of one or more models arranged within
a border or title block. These tabs represent one - and only one - plotted drawing. Tabs are always
plotted at full scale (1=1), and the origin shall be at the lower left-hand 0,0,0 corner of the sheet border
and plot area by layout. The use of multiple layout tabs is acceptable with the digital filename
representing the series of layouts into the filename.
Using a conventional database terminology, the models are the data and the sheets are the reports of
the data.

5.2

Base Drawings
Base drawing information shall be created at a scale of 1:1. Drawing components shall be created on
appropriate layers and shall be 'COLOR BY LAYER' to enable referencing disciplines to manipulate
their final plot appearance.
All graphic entities shall be comprised of representational and geometrically accurate entities; e.g. a
circle shall be represented by circle entity and NOT a visually equivalent collection of line segments.
Items shown in a dashed line-type shall be created with the LINETYPE feature and NOT by individual
line elements.
Base drawings are X-referenced directly into Model space, and placed in Title Block using viewports.

5.3

External Reference Files
When X-referencing files, ensure the UCS is set to the World Coordinate System and the files have an
insertion point of 0,0. When exchanging files with other users (to or from consultants) ensure to
provide all required xref files.
The use of the AutoCAD “eTransmit” command is the best method to ensure all required files
associated with the file are included. This includes at a minimum, AutoCAD Complied Shape files
(font and linetype), AutoCAD Color-dependence Plot Style tables and the External References.
Using eTransmit, in the Create Transmittal Setup.., set package type to .zip, select AutoCAD 2007 File
format, Include Fonts and Deselect Bind external references (see below external reference binding).
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When working with AutoCAD External Reference Files, the use of XREF Bind/Bind command is not
acceptable with final drawing deliveries. This command creates files that contain long layer, font,
block, linetype names and are unacceptable for future use. Files received using this method will be
need to be re-delivered using eTransmit option. The use of hardpathing is also to be avoided. This is so
files delivered to the client may be opened without problems of the files searching for paths that do not
exist on the client system.
When delivering final files ensure all external reference files that are required are loaded and files that
are not required have been detached. Do not leave orphaned xref files attached.
Reference file type of “OVERLAY” should only be used, do not use the Attachment mode unless the
specific project configuration warrants Attachments (see section 3.1 Directory Structure - xref pathing
options).
The use of External Reference Bind/Bind command may have its place when dealing with project steps
and securing a snapshot in time as the project evolves (see section 5.17 Project Workflow). Typically
the Bind/Bind command is not used due to the long layer, block, text and linetype names it creates.

5.4

Image Files (Raster Files)
The Airport Authority uses AutoCAD Raster Design to help with the insertion and manipulation of
Orthophotos. The orthophotos have a pixel resolution of 15cm and are tiled using the same grid
numbering as the mapping sections used by the airport. These are available from SDS with Project
Managers request. If additional raster images are used within project drawings, all related files
supporting the image such as information on coordinates, rotations angles, scales etc. (tfw, jgw, sdw)
are to be provided. These files are essential for proper geo-referencing of the images.
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Details
Display cutting plane shall be between 1200 - 1800 AFF. Objects below this cutting plane are
displayed only on the floor plan. Objects above cutting plane are displayed only on reflected ceiling
plans. Objects intersecting the cutting plane are displayed on both plans.
All details shall use associative dimensioning. Details may be X-referenced directly onto Title Block
sheets. Details shall be located with a common origin of 0,0,0 located in vicinity of the lower left hand
corner of the detail.
Drawings shall contain the detail reference number of the Details being X-referenced. Detail Titles
shall include detail name and where applicable the path of the detail. When standard details are used
from standard library, the required files shall be copied to BLK directory, renamed to Detail Drawing
Numbering sequence, modified only if required then X'ref onto the title block sheet. Standard details
shall not be X-referenced directly from library directories as they may be periodically updated or
deleted without notice.
DETAIL REFERENCING
Detail Descriptive
Scale
Path Name

5.6

Standard Drawing Sheets, Templates, Cover Sheet
Sheet borders, title block, consultant's stamp logos and all other components of the master drawing
sheet shall be located in paper space. All graphic representations of the project or facility and all
related notes, dimensions, symbols, etc., shall be constructed in model space.
Sheet Sizes are to be limited to three standard formats. Required sheet size is specific to each project
and is under the discretion of the Airport Authority. The sheet sizes are as follows:
ANSI A size - 216mm x 279mm (Letter – 8.5 x 11, Portrait and Landscape are available)
ANSI B size - 279mm x 432mm (Tabloid – 11 x 17, Portrait and Landscape are available)
ISO - B1 size - 707mm x 1000mm (Airport Authority Standard Large Format)
Template drawing files and symbols provided by the Airport Authority are to be used, these include:

Project Cover Sheets

Project Title Blocks

Drawing Symbology and Other Blocks

Dimension Styles, Text Styles

Pre-built Airport Authority Layers
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The templates drawing also have AutoCAD units (-dwgunits, -aecdwgunits, -aecdwgsetup) set as
follows:
 Building drawings to millimeters
 Site drawing to meters
These units help with automatic scaling when inserting blocks or working with reference files.
The Airport Authority provides Drawing, Project and Contract numbers for use in the title block (see
section 3.2 for digital file/drawing naming). These numbers are assigned for file and retrieval purposes
and are to be included in the tender, construction and final as-built drawings. Consultants may modify
title blocks to include prime and sub-consultant names and logos in the designated locations. There is
also a space in the title block for consultants to show their project or file number for their purpose.
There should only be one cover sheet per project. The cover sheet is to be kept current as project
evolves with new sheets added or removed as required.

Project Cover Sheet (Typical)
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Dimensioning
All dimensions shown in the project submittals shall be fully associative and placed on appropriate
layers. Dimension definition points should be located with an appropriate Object Snap (End Point, Mid
Point, etc.) or otherwise located precisely on the project geometry. Manual input of dimension text or
non-associative dimensions are NOT acceptable in submittals to the Airport Authority
Note: Due to the different units used in Building (millimeters) and Site drawings (meters) different
dimension styles are used.
Dimension Styles are included in template files.
They include CAA_MS1 (model space dimensioning), and CAA_PS1 (paper space dimensioning).
All settings are inclusive in the style.
If unable to use one of the provided styles, start a new style and set the dimension variables as shown
below.
The following is an example of a Site - Meter (building/millimeters settings will be different):
Dimension Variables:
Dimension Lines: spacing = 10; color >by layer
Extension Lines: extension = 2; origin offset = 2; color >by layer.
Architectural Arrowheads: users arrow = Dimtick; size 1.5
Engineering Arrowheads: Closed filled = size 1.5
Scale: Set to Drawing Scale
Horizontal Justification = centred.
Vertical Justification = above.
Primary Units = decimal; precision 0.000
If dimensions are placed in paper space ensure to change “dimlfac” to the scale of the viewport.
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Text Styles
Airport specific fonts caa_eng.shx and caa_arch.shx are required to be placed in a AutoCAD search
path for proper display of these fonts. Copies of these fonts are available from the Airport Authority
for external consultant use and are supplied in the Airport Authorities Standards package.
Text used on Calgary Airport Authority projects shall follow the styles listed below. Standard notation
text size on file plotted drawings shall be 2.5mm, however a size of 2.0mm is allowed in areas of
congestion. Keep the use of multiple text sizes on a single drawing to a minimum so the drawing is
uniform and easy to read as determined by lead technologist.
Note: Due to the different units used in Building (millimeters) and Site drawings (meters) different
Text Styles are used. The following is an example of a Building (site/meters settings will be different).
General Notation - plans and details
Style XFine, Font CAA_Eng, Size 200mm or
Style Fine, Font CAA_Eng, Size 250mm
Style Medium, Font CAA_Eng, Size 300mm
Style Large, Font CAA_Eng, Size 400mm
Detail Titles - as predefined attributes
Miscellaneous Symbols - as predefined attributes
Title Blocks - as predefined attributes

Airport Specific Fonts

Style XFine, Font CAA_Arch, Size 200mm
Style Fine, Font CAA_Arch, Size 250mm
Style Medium, Font CAA_Arch, Size 300mm
Style Large, Font CAA_Arch, Size 400mm
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Line Type
The Airport specific line type file CAA.LIN contains approved line types created for use with Airport
Authority drawings. Line types are based on the ACADISO.LIN (AutoCAD metric) file.
For proper display of these airport specific lines the file CAA.SHX must be placed in an AutoCAD
search directory. A copy of this file is available from the Airport Authority for external consultant use
and is supplied in the Airport Authorities Standards package.
Line type names starting with “B” are used in the building drawings, names starting with “S” are used
in the Site drawings. The remainder of the name describes the type of line for example S_SFENCE
(Site Security Fence) or B_NGAS (Building Natural Gas), etc.
Site drawings contain a theme for removed and abandoned features. The aabandoned features are
known to be abandoned in place. The removed are items were once in place and removed by a
previous project.
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5.10 Standard Symbols & Blocks
Airport Authority Standard Symbols
AutoCAD blocks are used to group entities. These graphical blocks shall not be exploded. The use of
nested blocks (blocks within blocks) shall not be used. Blocks should be created with linetype and
color “Byblock”. This allows complete control over the appearance of the symbol. By default the block
will take on the properties of the layer it’s placed on but can be changed to suit the requirements
independent of the layer settings (not recommended, but mentioned for clarity of use).
There are three different types of Blocks; Real, Common and Symbol.




Real are dimensionally accurate pictorial of a real object and inserted at 1:1.
Common blocks are also real objects by are scaled to represent different sizes such as doors,
lights, etc.
Symbol are pictorial representation of the object not drawn to scale and are inserted into the
drawing at a certain scale. Symbols are to drawn at the actual plotted size and not smaller than
2.5mm. Symbols should be inserted using the plotted scale if they are inserted in model space
and at 1 if inserted in paper space.

The Airport Authority Standard Symbols are available for use and are recommended for
standardization throughout the files. Blocks are built on layer “0”, the insertion point within the block
should be at 0,0,0. Typically blocks used in the building are drawn so they display properly at a scale
of 1:100 when inserted at a scale of 1. Blocks are inserted on the layer according to its use. Standard
naming convention for blocks to include discipline letters then descriptive text. Example: E-FIDS
(Electrical - Flight Information Display). The name should be short and concise, keeping the length to
8 characters.
When blocks contain attributes all relevant attribute fields are to be filled out.
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Civil Blocks

5.11 AutoCAD Pen Assignments
These pen assignments are provided to support the Airport Authority personnel in producing consistent
hardcopy output to form the electronic submittals. The range of different types of lines should be kept
to a minimum and once determined should be used consistently throughout the project.
Consultants are solely responsible for the production and appearance of their hard copy submissions.
Deliverables to the Airport Authority must contain CTB (or appropriate pen table) files so drawings
can be reproduced at a later date.
Submissions to the Airport Authority shall have color and linetype set by layer, colors and linetypes
shall not be set by entity to insure consistency and so files can interact and be referenced properly.
Airport Authority chart is setup with the last number of the color corresponding to the base pen
thickness, for example 2, 12, 22 etc. are equal to a thickness of 0.18.
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Variations are described below:
YYC_BW_HPv1.ctb – standard black & white for HP devices
YYC_BW_KIPv2.ctb – standard black & white for KIP device
YYC_BW_Terminal_Book_v1.ctb - standard black & white HP for half size
YYC_BW_Terminal_Book_v1_KIP.ctb - standard black & white KIPhalf size
YYC_Color_v1.ctb - standard for color plotting with colors 1-7 set to black
YYC_Color_v2.ctb - standard for color plotting with all color are set to color
YYC_Color_Terminal_Book_v1.ctb - standard color/black plotting, half size

The above table is available digitally upon request. (CAA_pen_plot_chart.dwg)

5.12 File Presentation
Files presented are to conform to the following:
 Drawing files must be purged of all definitions that are not used such as layer, text styles,
dimensions styles, layer filters, blocks, etc.
 A drawing must not contain any objects definitions without geometry such as empty text or
blocks without objects.
 No objects shall reside on Layer “0” or DEFPOINTS except for objects contained in a block
definition.
 A drawing must not contain any errors that are detectable using the Audit command.
 The drawing must be saved such as to be printed without any additional page setup.
 The main layout must be active and all viewports locked and set to the correct scale.
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5.13 Room Numbering System
Room numbers assigned for the Air Terminal Building shall be assigned using the document Room
Numbering Guidelines 01.10.14.doc. This document explains the radial grid system (both ATB and
IFP) of the buildings) that is used in the room number creation. Importance on assigning proper room
numbers is described so reference to room number sequences is correct and features will not need to be
renumbered to comply with the room numbering standard. Room numbers play an important role in the
room lease documentation, mechanical equipment and electrical power schedules.

5.14 Equipment Numbering
It should be noted the importance of communicating with the operations team to ensure new equipment
such as elevators, escalators, electrical panels, electrical circuits are numbered in accordance with
existing nomenclatures.

5.15 Project File Work Flow
As the project evolves from Preliminary into Issued for Tender then into Issued for Construction, the
design team may require a historic view of the project for future use. To facilitate this and keep the
model up to date as the design and construction progress, a Bind/Bind copy may be made.
IMPORTANT ensure to save this to a directory using the project class (preliminary, tender,
construction) with a revision file number (see 3.2 File Naming Convention). This Bind/Bind copy will
make a copy of the working file with all references bound into the one file. This process will allow
historical viewing, plus allow the working model to stay intact for additional input and modifications
as the project evolves.
At all stages, ensure the cover sheet is kept current with drawings issued and used. Multi- disciplined
projects are to be delivered in one complete package.
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6.0 DOCUMENT RESPONSIBILITY SCHEDULE
Responsibility timetable for turn-over of documents and digital data to SDS from In-House Design
Team and External Consultants.

In-House Design Team

External Consultants

Construction Documents
PDF files for printing

Turnover at tender close

CADD Data Files

Turnover at tender advertising

Turn over one week prior to
tender advertising
Turnover at tender advertising

Addendum Documents
PDF files for printing

Turnover at tender close

Turnover at tender close

CADD Data Files

Turnover at tender close

Turnover at tender close

Turnover at substantial
completion
Turnover at substantial
completion

Turnover at substantial
completion
Turnover at substantial
completion

Turnover within 4 months of
project completion
Turnover within 4 months of
project completion

Turnover within 45 days of
project completion
Turnover within 45 days of
project completion

SK Drawings
PDF files for printing
CADD Data Files

As-Builts (As Constructed)
PDF files for printing
CADD Data Files

Data files submitted by consultants shall be labelled to include project coding, file names, operating system
and date. See section 2.2 for required formats. It is the consultant’s responsibility to ensure that the projects
sets are delivered together in complete packages in proper sequence order following the above time schedule.
At tender or construction stages
1. Provide AutoCAD drawings saved to CD using the File eTransmit command (see section 5.3).
2. Provide PDF’s of drawings and specifications saved to cd. PDF’s are to be created at 1:1 scale based
on the output paper size originally created for ISO B1. The PDF’s are to include professional seals,
permits and revision stating date and project stage.
At project completion (as-built) stage
1. As-built record drawing process must also be underway prior to project substantial performance.
2. As-built record drawings shall be tied to project substantial performance.
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7.0 AS-BUILT DRAWINGS
During the project life cycle the following file management routines should be incorporated to ensure a neat
complete project history is compiled to help with the final creation of the as-builts:
1. All disciplines should use the current base plan (received from Architectural or lead discipline) when
producing the as-built drawing set.
2. Ensure that unique file naming conventions are used throughout the project, adding detail type and
number (names) to describe the details and xref’s accurately. Use unique drawing number assigned to
project at project start-up.
3. Use of the project directories by discipline to arrange plots sheets separate from the master and
external reference files.
4. At the issued for tender stage for the sake of reproducing this set of drawings at a later date, bind the
set together and place the files in the sub-directory named “Tender”. As the project construction cycle
continues, add and make changes to the plots sheets and project xref models so when all details from
change orders, field orders and on-site mark-ups have been added, the resulting project directory will
contain a set of plot sheets and xref files that represent your final as-built set.
5. Update the drawing revision note and date to as-built drawings.
6. Save the drawings in a final plot state with non-relevant layers frozen and non-relevant xref’s
detached.
7. Produce final plots to a PDF format of all sheets generated. These plots are to be plotted at 1:1 scale
and on the paper size the drawing were created to be printed on (standard size is ISO B1 format). The
PDF files are to include professional stamps and permits, with proper dates and as-built revision notes
in revision area. DO NOT PASSWORD PROTECT PDF FILES.
8. Use the AutoCAD eTransmitt command (see section 5.3). Settings within command: format set to
.zip, include all xrefs files, fonts files, plotting .ctb files, images files, etc.
9. Refer to the Deliverable Requirements – Consultant Checklist deliverable details of drawing sets, shop
drawings and O/M manuals.
SDS Contact: James Searcy (Manager) (403) 735-1356
CADD Manual R5.docx

APPENDIX C –COLOURING/LABEL SPECIFICIATIONS

Calgary International Airport
COLOURING & IDENTIFICATION
1.0

Page 1 of 2

PIPING
1.1

1.2

Locations
a)

On long straight runs in open areas in boiler rooms, equipment rooms,
galleries, and tunnels so that at least one is clearly visible from any one
viewpoint in operating areas or walking aisles and not at more than 17m
intervals.

b)

Adjacent to all changes in direction.

c)

At least once in each small room through which piping passes.

d)

On both sides of visual obstruction or where run is difficult to follow.

e)

On both sides of any separation such as walls, floors and partitions.

f)

Where piping is concealed in pipe chase, ceiling space, gallery or other
confined space, at entry and leaving points and adjacent to each access
opening.

g)

At beginning and end points of each run and at each piece of equipment
in run.

h)

At point immediately upstream of major manually operated or
automatically controlled valves. Where this is not possible, place
identification as close to valve as possible, preferably on upstream side.

i)

Legend to be easily and accurately readable from usual operating areas
and all readily accessible points.

j)

Plane of legend to be approximately at right angles to most convenient
line of sight with consideration of operating positions, lighting conditions,
reduced visibility of colour or legends caused by dust and dirt and risk of
physical damage.

k)

Painted stencil black lettering.

Colour Coding Schedule
a)

Colour numbers are called for in Canadian Government Specification No.
5-GP-1a. Colours assigned from CGSB 1-GP-12c for colour code
identification.
Mechanical Primary Colours For Pipe Lines/Equipment
Yellow
Light Yellow
Light Blue
Green

28 November 2018

505-102
N/A
502-106
503-107
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Calgary International Airport
Appendix F
COLOURING & IDENTIFICATION

Page 2 of 2

Light Green
Orange
Light Orange
Brown
Red
White
Aluminum
Purple
Grey

N/A
508-102
N/A
504-103
509-102
513-101
515-101
501-101
501-107

Secondary Colours for Bands
Red
Orange
Blue

509-102
508-102
502-106

Banding
b)

Banding to match the airport’s existing system for identification.

c)

Identification Symbols and Colour for Piping:

Chilled Water Ret
Chilled Water Supp
Chilled Glycol Ret
Chilled Glycol Supp
Condenser Water Ret
Condenser Water Ret
Radiation Heating Hot Water Ret
Radiation Heating Hot Water Supp
Heating Hot Water Ret
Heating Hot Water Supp
High Temp Heating Hot Water Ret
High Temp Heating Hot Water Supp
Heating Glycol Return
Heating Glycol Supply
Steam – Low Pressure
Natural Gas
Sprinkler
Stand Pipe (Dry)
Stand Pipe (Wet)
Domestic Cold Water
Domestic Hot Water
Domestic Hot Water Recirc
Drain

Page 2 of 2

Pipe Colour
Green
Green
Light Green
Light Green
Green
Green
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Light Yellow
Light Yellow
Light Orange
Yellow
Red
Red
Red
White
White
White
Aluminum

Stripe
Colour
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Orange
Orange
Red
Red
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Symbol
Ch W R
Ch W S
Ch Gly R
Ch Gly S
CWR
CWS
HWR
HWS
93° C R
93° C S
HTHWR
HTHWS
H Gly R
H Gly S
LPS
Nat Gas
Sprinkler
Dry Stand Pipe
Wet Stand Pipe
DCW
DHW
DHWR
Drain
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PT
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(Model-based Automated Regulation of
Ventilation Exhaust Levels)
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M.A.R.V.E.L. System Overview
General Description
Halton’s M.A.R.V.E.L. (Model based Automated Regulation of Ventilation Exhaust Levels) system offers
a demand control ventilation (DCV) solution. M.A.R.V.E.L. builds upon the existing Halton product
line, such as the Capture Jet® technology, to deliver a product that reduces energy costs by scheduling
and adjusting exhaust airﬂow based on hours of operation and appliance use.
Halton’s M.A.R.V.E.L. delivers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hood exhaust airﬂow adjustment depending on cooking activities
Control of common exhaust fan for minimum energy consumption at all times
Automatic or on schedule start/ stops
Automatic balancing dampers
Early ﬁre warning signals
Internet monitoring and programming

M.A.R.V.E.L. Unique Design
Starting with the Halton extensive product line of commercial foodservice ventilation solutions,
M.A.R.V.E.L. adds the following four unique components:
IRIS™ infrared temperature sensors: Used to measure the rate of change of the cooking surface
temperature, the sensor acquires a “heat signature” of the equipment positioned below each sensor.
The thermopile-based device is placed in the ball socket ﬁxture in the Capture Jet® plenum. An air jet
exits the plenum around the sensor to protect the optic sensor from dirt and cooking debris. The sensor
can be easily moved and re-aligned as needed using the provided Laser Alignment Tool.
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IRISTM Sensor mounted in
Capture Jet® Plenum

MC8 Controller: The heart of the system, the controller features 22 inputs/outputs and is designed
to collect real time information and to implement various automation control algorithms. The MC8
Controller responds to the infrared sensor(s) and duct temperature sensor to measure changes in
cooking status.
Example:

Differential Pressure Transducer: Used in conjunction with the value from the temperature sensor and
IR Index to measure and control the airﬂow thru each hood. In addition, for multiple units with a
common exhaust fan, there is an additional differential pressure transducer mounted on the common
exhaust duct.
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Temperature Sensor: Located in the hood collar, the temperature sensor is used in conjunction with
the pressure transducer value and IR Index to control the airﬂow.

M.A.R.V.E.L. System Components
Overview
A key feature of the M.A.R.V.E.L. system is ﬂexibility. It can be applied to a single hood – or over
multiple hoods – depending on the requirements.

Exhaust Fan

AIR
FLOW
TS
CONTROLLER

FUSIBLE LINK

PT

CP

IR2

IR1

IR3

VFD

ST
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Figure 1: Single Hood M.A.R.V.E.L. Installation

Exhaust Fan
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ABD
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TS
CONTROLLER
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PT
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FUSIBLE LINK

PT

CP

IR2

IR1

IR1

IR3

IR2

IR3

VFD

ST

Figure 2: Multiple Hood M.A.R.V.E.L. Installation
Components
NOTE: Refer to Figure 1+2

IR1, IR2, IR3|

Description
•
•

Infrared
radiation sensor
(IRIS™)
•
•

TS
Duct
temperature
sensor

•
•
•

•

Power + Connection Details

Mount 1 to 4 IRIS™ sensors per hood depending
on the length of the hood.
Calculates an index which averages the
temperature radiation over the sensor’s ﬁeld-ofview.
Used to detect when one or more pieces of
cooking equipment are turned on and it is
necessary to start the hood fan in idle mode.
Used to measure a rapid change in temperature
of cooking surfaces (for example, cooking
activities) and adjust the air ﬂow in the hood to
the required level.

Power source: 5 volt DC power
supply located in a control panel.
Connection: at terminal block
located behind a cover on the
Capture Jet® plenum.

Measures the temperature of the exhaust air.
Connection: at terminal block
Located in the hood collar.
located behind a cover on the
Used (in conjunction with the IR Index) to detect Capture Jet® plenum.
the event of cooking equipment start-up. Duct
temperature is often a better indicator of start-up
in the case of certain types of equipment such
as a gas fryer.
Used to activate the early ﬁre detection alarm,
activated before the ﬁre system is triggered.
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Equipment

PT

Description
•

Power + Connection Details

Used to calculate air ﬂow in a hood in real time.

Hood plenum
pressure
sensor
ABD
Automatic
balancing
damper

Alarm light and
audible alarm/
buzzer

Override push
button

Room
temperature
sensor
VFD
Variable
Frequency
Drive

Power source: 24 V DC power
supply located in a control panel.
Connection: at terminal block
located behind a cover on the
Capture Jet® plenum.

NOTE: For multiple hood installations with a single
exhaust fan only
• Adjusts air ﬂow with motorized balancing
dampers attached to a collar at each hood.
• Damper controlled by a 0-10 V DC position
reference signal generated by a controller.
• Upon power failure, the automatic balancing
damper fully opens.
• Activated when any alarm condition is detected.
• Common alarm conditions include: ﬁlter missing,
ﬁlter clogged, ﬁre suppression system activated,
duct temperature dangerously high, sensor
failed, or VFD is in fault.
NOTE: To easily diagnose the alarm, use the remote
Konsole™ Diagnostic Software.
• Used to override pre programmed operation.
• Two modes:
1. Press and hold for 1 second to accelerate
the exhaust rate to 100% of the design air
ﬂow for a pre programmed period of time
(default 5 minutes.)
2. Press and hold for 3 seconds to accelerate
the exhaust rate to 100% of the design air
ﬂow for a pre programmed period of time
(default 1 hour.) Starts the hood if it has
been overridden by a schedule or an ‘off’
state.
• Mounted on a kitchen wall close to a thermostat.

Power source: 24 V AC
transformer located in the control
panel.
Connection: at terminal block
located behind a cover on the
Capture Jet® plenum

•

Power source: varies as per fan’s
voltage requirement
Connection: at terminal block in
VFD control panel to main control
panel
Speed reference: 0-10 VDC

•
•

Controls the speed of a three-phase fan motor
by changing the frequency of the current to the
motor.
For smaller fans, mount the VFD in a cabinet
attached to a hood.
For larger exhaust fan units, attach the VFDs to a
fan unit or cabinet or mount remotely.
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Equipment

CP
Control Panel

Description
•

Mounted on top of each hood with access from
the bottom.
NOTE: For multiple units with a single fan, a
separate control panel (see below) is also required.
• Provides permanent Ethernet connection
(optional).

•
•

Central control
panel
(for multiple
units with
single fan)

Power + Connection Details

•

Power source: 120 VAC, 5 amp.
fuse, grounded

Provides temporary Ethernet connection for
service.
Provides RS232 cable connection for on-site
service
Separate control panel mounted at a convenient
location to link that individual control panels on
the hoods with the VFD controller.
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Equipment

M.A.R.V.E.L. Sequence of Operations
Overview
A sequence of operations is a series of steps required to perform a given task. The DCV system uses
the following sequence of operations to control the exhaust hood operation.
Sequence of Operations
Startup & Shutdown
Operation Step
•
•

•
Shutdown

Idle Mode

Active Mode

Override Mode

Turns exhaust system on.
Can be started by:
• 24/7 pre-programmed schedule.
• The building management system or via an internet connection remotely.
• Using a locally mounted on/off switch.
• Reaching a pre-determined IR Index or duct temperature level.
• Pressing the override button.
After startup, enters Idle mode.

• Turns system off.
• Can be shutdown by any of the parameters listed in the Startup step (above)
except the override button.
• System starts up in Idle mode (after startup).
• Pending until signs of cooking activity sensed from IRIS™ sensor(s).
• Minimal exhaust ﬂow captures any appliance-generated heat. Default is 60%
of design air ﬂow or as adjusted to meet requirements.
• After idle mode, enters Active mode.
• System moves into Active mode when an IRIS™ sensor detects cooking
activities under the hood.
• Exhaust fan speed increased to design air ﬂow and balancing dampers (if
present) adjusts the airﬂow in the hood to design level to assure sufﬁcient
capture and containment.
• Air ﬂow in the hood is maintained for a predetermined cooking time before
returning to the Idle mode.
NOTE: If during this time more cooking activities are detected, the cooking
timer will be restarted.
• Used to override pre programmed operation.
• Two modes:
1. Press and hold for 1 second to accelerate the exhaust rate to 100% of the
design air ﬂow for a pre programmed period of time (default 5 minutes).
2. Press and hold for 3 seconds to accelerate the exhaust rate to 100% of
the design air ﬂow for a pre programmed period of time (default 1 hour.)
Starts the hood if it has been overridden by a schedule or an ‘off’ state.
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Startup

Details

•
Off Mode

•

Airﬂow Reporting •
and Replacement
Air Control

Alarm and Fault
Conditions

•
•

Details
If a ﬁre signal is detected in the kitchen, the system triggers a ﬁre alarm and
stops the make-up air fan.
The exhaust fan will either stop or continue running depending on the local
ﬁre code requirements.
Exhaust and make-up air fans stop when no appliances are operating (e.g.,
turned off and cooled down).
System continuously monitors exhaust airﬂow at each hood and generates
a signal 0 to 10 V proportional to total exhaust airﬂow as fraction of total
design. 0 V - system is off; 7 V - system operates at 70% of design airﬂow,
etc. This signal is used to control Replacement air to maintain building
pressurization.
System constantly monitors various parameters.
If any unusual or abnormal condition is detected, an alarm is activated.
An alarm indicator can include:
• A local alarm light and buzzer on a control panel.
• Email or text message sent to a computer or a mobile device, pager,
visual display on a computer screen or through a SCADA interface.
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Operation Step
Fire Mode
•

M.A.R.V.E.L. System Installation
The following installation steps ONLY apply to the M.A.R.V.E.L. components
(IRIS™ Sensor, MC8 Control Panel, Pressure Transducer and Temperature Sensor).
Refer to the Capture Jet® Hood IO&M Manual for complete details on installation of the hoods.
Refer to the Halton engineering drawings for additional details.
Refer to the Halton wiring drawings for conﬁguration details.
Refer to the fan manufacturer’s manual for detailed instructions on the fan installation.
It is the responsibility of the installing contractor to see that the system installation is completed in accordance with the project plans and speciﬁcations and that it meets all speciﬁc requirements of local code ofﬁcials. The local authority having jurisdiction could over rule some of the
installation details written in this manual.
The installation shall be in accordance with NFPA-96. All electrical systems shall be installed following local and national codes.
If questions or complications should arise during the installation of the Halton hood (s) that
cannot be solved using the instructions provided, please contact the Halton ofﬁce at 1-800-4425866, or (1-800-4-HALTON).
If a problem cannot be correct through verbal or written communication with Halton support,
the system can be connected to the Internet for remote access to Halton engineers through
the KONTAR-Konsole™ Commissioning and Diagnostic Software Interface.
If the site doesn’t have reasonable access to the Internet, a wireless CDMA router can be
shipped by Halton to the facility for temporary (or permanent) access.
Check all local codes prior to installation as special requirements may be necessary depending
on local building material construction.

1. Mount the central control panel (for multiple units with a single fan)

NOTE: For all units, there is a pre-mounted control panel on the top of the hood.
1. The central control panel is supplied with mounting tabs that extend from the back wall up and
down and provide at least four points of attachment. The appropriate mounting hardware is to
be used depending on the unit size and the type of wall to be attached to.
2. Locate the central control panel at an appropriate mounting height (e.g., access to the control
in the front door of the panel).
3. Attach the central control panel using the four mounting holes:
•

For concrete block walls, solid block and brick surfaces: Use sleeve stud anchors
(recommended).
Example:3/8 “ dia.- thread:5/16-18; washer OD:7/8 “( Drill size 3/8 “)
For Plaster, Wallboard and Plywood: Use sleeve screw anchors( drive or drill style)
(recommended).
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•

Example: 1/4” - 20 drill size 7/16”

NOTE: If more than one control panel is used in a M.A.R.V.E.L. system with a single exhaust fan,
connect them together to ensure that proper operation of the exhaust fan. Refer to the Halton
supplied wiring diagram for details.

2. Make central control panel connections (for multiple units with a single fan)
Make the following connections at the central control panel:
120 VAC, 5 amp power to control panel.
Space temperature sensor to control panel (2 wires).
Pressure transducer from common duct (2 wires).
VFD terminal block to control panel (6 wires shielded).
Connection to individual hood (2 wires shielded) (cable provided by Halton).
Connection to kitchen ﬁre system (2 wires)
Permanent Ethernet connection (if speciﬁed).
UV or Water Wash control.
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

3. Connect VFD controller
Connect VFD controller as per instructions provided. This includes:
a. Main power connection for the fan motor.
b. Connection to central control panel.

4. Connect control panel (on hood) to central control panel (for multiple units with a single fan)
Using 2 wire shielded cable provided by Halton, connect each unit to the central control panel.
This includes:
1. Attach the wire to the terminal block in the control panel mounted on the hood.
2. Run the wire to the central control panel and connect the marked terminal block
(identiﬁed by hood number)
3. Connections can be also made between hoods with 2 wire shielded cable and
connect the hood closest to the control panel to terminals in the panel.

5. Check pressure transducer
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1. Check the condition of the pressure transducer tubing on the top of the Capture Jet®
hood. The tubing should be free from kinks.

6. Calibrate and align IRIS™ Sensor

NOTE: The IRIS™ Sensor is calibrated after installation in the hoods.
The sensor is tested using a ‘black body’ (does not reﬂect IR light) such as a sheet metal with a diameter
of at least 16” (aluminum) and painted black). Always store this calibration tool away from direct sunlight
and where the space temperature can be measured.
The IRIS™ sensor calibration is done in the factory. It has to be done in the ﬁeld only when the sensor is
replaced.

To calibrate the IRIS™ Sensor, follow these steps:
1. Install the IR sensors in the hood and terminate them.
2. Direct the IR sensors vertically down.
3. Start the control system and launch the Konsole™ software.
4. Bring the calibration tool closer to the sensor (approximately 3-5” from the sensor).
The distance between the sensor and the tool should guarantee the ﬁeld of view of
the sensor will be completely within the black body surface.
5. Register the space temperature t (in ˚F).
6. Register the IR _Temp reading T (in ˚F).
7. Calculate the calibration offset: Calib_Offset = t – T
8. Assign this value in the Konsole™ screen to the appropriate parameter.
9. Check the IR_Temp reading. The reading should be equal to the hood’s space
temperature reading.
10. Align the IRIS™ sensor(s). See IRIS™ Sensor Alignment (Quarterly or as required),
page 18 for details.
9. Calibrate the Capture Jet® exhaust air ﬂows
Calibrate the Capture Jet® exhaust air ﬂows using the T.A.B.™ (Testing and Balancing Ports).
To determine the correct T.A.B. port reading for the exhaust hoods, follow these steps:
1. Ensure that the equipment is operating to create a thermal plume prior to the air
balancer.

Capture Jet
Hood Model
KVE/KVC
KVW
KVR
KVL

T.A.B. Port Readings
Design T.A.B. (inches WC)
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.28

“Example Only”
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2. Determine the correct T.A.B. port reading (IWC) based on the Capture Jet® hood
model.

3. Using the T.A.B. Port, take a reading in IWC.

Close up view of
T.A.B. Port

4. Using the table below, conﬁrm the design airﬂow (e.g., 1700 cfm), based on the T.A.B.
Reading (e.g., 0.19 IWC).
Exhaust T.A.B. Readings vs. Airflow

T.A.B. Reading (In. WC)

0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00
800

1050

1300

1550

1800

2050

2300

Airflow (cfm)

“Example Only”

10. Calibrate M.A.R.V.E.L System (for multiple units with a single fan)

NOTE: Make sure that the ﬁlters are in place prior to calibration.
To calibrate the M.A.R.V.E.L. system, follow these steps:
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1. Open the Konsole™ software (see KONTAR-Konsole™ Software, page 25 for more
details).

2. Open the Controller (using the dropdown list) and open the I/O screen using the icon
from the toolbar. Click Put all outputs in AUTO.

2.

a.

3. Repeat for all controllers
4. When the system is in automatic mode, select the VFD controller screen. Select the
Process tab.

NOTE:
a. Click Calibrate.
This turns on the calibrate
function and the calibration
process beings. During the
calibration process, leave
ALL settings along.

5.
4.
4a.

b. Monitor the Calibrate_Out
ﬁeld. It starts at 100%
and counts down until
calibration complete (e.g.,
>0%)

NOTE: If calibration must be aborted, select the Reset_Calibration ﬁeld. When
ready to re-run the calibration process, return to step 4a.
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5. When the calibration is completed, conﬁrm that there is a value > 0 in the Calibrated_
SP ﬁeld.

M.A.R.V.E.L. System Operation
NOTE: Refer to the Capture Jet® Hood IO&M Manual for complete details on operating the
hoods.
The following steps ONLY apply to the M.A.R.V.E.L. components (IRIS™ Sensor, MC8
Control Panel, Pressure Transducer and Temperature Sensor).

NORMAL
OPERATION

Monitor space temperature (Tspace), IR sensor temperature (IRT)
and exhaust air temperature, (Tex) for each hood. Calculate and
report hood exhaust airflow Q to the exhaust fan controller

NO

Tex > Tex_max

NO

Open ABD damper
IRT > Tspace + dTcook
ABD damper
fully open

Tex > Tex_min

Report Warning
“Hood #N is operating at dangerously
high temperature Tex!”

NO
IRT fluctuation
detected

NO

NO

Report appliance status
COOKING
Reset cooking timer

Maintain hood exhaust airflow Q
as function of (Tex – Tspace)
but not less than Qidle

Maintain hood exhaust airflow
Q = Qdesign
For pre-set period = CookingTime
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OFF

Close ABD damper
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Report appliance status
IDLE

M.A.R.V.E.L. System Maintenance
General
NOTE: A preventive maintenance program is an important aspect of an effective safety program.
Consult your manufacturing or other qualiﬁed consultant with question concerning changes
observed during periodic inspections and routine maintenance.
Refer to the Capture Jet® Hood IO&M Manual for complete details on maintaining the hoods.
The following maintenance steps ONLY apply to the M.A.R.V.E.L. components (IRIS™ Sensor and
Temperature Sensor).

IRIS™ Sensor Cleaning
NOTE: The IRIS™ Sensor is mounted on the Capture Jet® plenum door to allow an air jet to protect
the sensor optics from contaminants. However, periodic cleaning may be required to keep the
optics clear.
Gently clean the IRIS™ socket with isopropyl alcohol on a cotton swab (Q-tip™), as required.
Take care not to move the position of the optic; see below on how to realign the IRIS™ Sensor.
IRIS™ Sensor Alignment (Quarterly or as required)
To align the IRIS™ Sensor, follow these steps:
1. Insert the Laser Alignment Tool into the socket at the bottom of the IRIS™ sensor.

Insert into IRIS optic

Press to turn on laser

2. Press the laser button, located on the side of the Laser Alignment Tool.
3. Gently move the IRIS™ sensor to position the laser beam point at the center of the
cooking surface. NOTE: The actual ﬁeld of view for most applications will be 60
degrees.
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4. Remove the Laser Alignment Tool.

IRIS™ Sensor Removal/Replacement
To remove the IRIS™ Sensor, follow these steps:
1. Disconnect the IRIS™ sensor from the terminal block located in the Capture Jet®
hood. Refer to the terminal block diagram on the Halton-supplied wiring diagram for
the correct terminations points.
2. Remove the face plate of the sensor by removing the 4 face plate screws.
3. Lift out the face plate and sensor and gently pull out the sensor wires.
4. Remove the sensor bracket from the face plate by removing the 2 screws on the
faceplate.
5. Remove the sensor from the sensor bracket by removing the 3 screws.
6. Reverse the steps when replacing the IRIS™ sensor (Halton Part # 18037).

4. Remove 2 screws from
faceplate

2. Remove 4 faceplate screws
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4. Remove 3 screws from
mounting bracket

Temperature Sensor Removal/Replacement
To remove the temperature sensor located in the hood collar, follow these steps:
1. Disconnect the temperature sensor from the terminal block located in the Capture
Jet® hood. Refer to the terminal block diagram on the Halton-supplied wiring diagram
for the correct terminations points.
2. Unscrew the tightening collar on the temperature sensor.

2. Unscrew collar

3. Remove the temperature probe.
4. Replace the defective temperature probe with a replacement (Halton Part # 17641)
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5. Reconnect wiring.

Balancing Damper Actuator Removal/Replacement
To remove and replace the actuator on the balancing damper, follow these steps:
1. Remove exterior metal cover by removing the 6 mounting screws around the
perimeter.
2. Remove the actuator cover by removing the 1 screw on the side.
3. Disconnect the power to the actuator.
4. Record the DIP switch values, located in the red holder on the bottom of the actuator.

Record DIP Switch settings

5. Note the position of the stop screws.

U-bolt on shaft

Stop screws
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6. Remove the U-bolt that attaches the actuator to the balancing damper shaft. Refer to
the Actuator Speciﬁcation and Installation instructions with the replacement part.

DIP Switch

To terminal block in control
box

7. Replace with a replacement actuator (Halton Part # 16012). Tighten the U-bolt on the
drive shaft.

Tighten U-bolt

8. Reset the DIP switches.
9. Reset the stop screws.
10. Reconnect the power.
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11. Calibrate the new actuator by pressing the Reset button. The dampers will open and
close.

Reset button

12. Replace the actuator housing and the exterior metal cover as before.

Balancing Damper Actuator Removal/Replacement
To remove the pressure transducer, follow these steps:
1. Turn off power to transducer.
2. Remove covering on pressure transducer mounting bracket.
3. Disconnect wires.
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4. Disconnect ¼” aluminum tubing ﬁtting

5. Remove pressure transducer faceplate (4 screws).
6. Remove side mount screws (2 screws).
7. Replace with Halton Part # 18028).
8. Reconnect wires and tubing as before. Check that the tubing is not kinked.

3. Disconnect wires
5. Remove faceplate screws (4)

6. Remove mounting screws (2)
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4. Disconnect ¼” AL tubing

M.A.R.V.E.L. System Monitoring and Support
Types of Monitoring

Ethernet connection
RS232 Cable
connection

Type of Mounting
Permanent Ethernetconnection for 24/7
monitoring

Temporary Ethernet
connection, as required, for
support
Temporary cable to laptop
connection, as required, for
support

Details
•

Optional.

•

Permanent internet monitoring using SCADA
graphical interface.

•

By using a unique password and ID, user can
check system status and, depending on access
levels, change parameters and alarms.
Temporary Ethernet connection for startup/
troubleshooting by Halton Technical Support
only
RS232 cable connection to laptop pre loaded
with KONSOLE™ software for diagnostic
support.

•

•

KONTAR-Konsole™ Software
The KONTAR-Konsole™ Commissioning and Diagnostic Software Interface displays set operating
parameters and actual values. When accessed and reviewed by a trained Halton technician, support
and troubleshooting can be offered.

NOTE: Only Halton- trained technicians should access this software.
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For additional details and support with KONTAR-Konsole™ software, use the on-line help from the
toolbar.
Online Help

For example:

IR# Index

Duct DP
Duct DP

Duct_DP

Duct_Temp

Recommended Value and Action
• Appliance OFF - 59 - 80 ºF
• Appliance ON: > 80 ºF
• Power supply off: -220 ºF
NOTE: if more than 1 IRIS™ sensor, check each IR_Index
value. If all values are -220 check that power supply.
• Exhaust fan OFF: 0.00 IWC
• Exhaust fan ON: up to 1 IWC (single unit)
• Exhaust fan ON: up to 3 IWC (multiple units with
common duct)
• Cooking: 50 to 150 ºF
• Not cooking: ambient room temperature
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Display Field
IR1_Index
IR2_Index, etc

FAQ’s (Frequently Asked Questions)
Probable Cause
Battery low

Exhaust damper blades do
not open or close

Loose set screws
In-operable motor
VFD tripped
Surface and duct temperature
sensors not activated

No suction at hood
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Solution
Replace battery. Unscrew end of tool,
remove the battery and replace with
same type.
Tighten
Replace
Check for error code, reset
Push override button
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Problem
Laser on Alignment Tool
does not work

M.A.R.V.E.L. Parts List
The following is the recommended parts list for proper care and maintenance of the M.A.R.V.E.L.
equipment. Parts indicated with a * should be kept readily on hand, the amount depending on the
number of hoods in the system.

NOTE: Contact Halton for information on other replacement parts as required
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Halton Part Number
18081
18045
18024
18037
16012
18035
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Part
Pressure transducer* (for each hood)
Pressure transducer* (for common
duct for multiple units only)
Temperature sensor*
IRIS™ sensor*
Actuator* (for balancing damper)
(optional)
MC8 Controller (optional)

M.A.R.V.E.L. Parts List
United States

Halton Company
101 Industrial Drive
Scottsville, Kentucky
42164

Tel: 270-237-5600
Toll Free: 800-442-5866
Fax: 270-237-5700

www.haltoncompany.com
Canada

Halton Indoor Climate Systems
1021 Brevik Place
Mississauga, Ontario
L4W 3R7

Tel: 905-624-0301
Toll Free: 800-565-2981
Fax: 905-624-5547
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www.haltoncanada.com

HALTON LIMITED WARRANTY
Halton (“Manufacturer”). Warrants only to its direct purchasers and to no others, that all products
manufactured by the Manufacturer shall be free from defect in materials and workmanship for a period
of twelve (12) months from the date of the original installation and start-up or eighteen (18) months
from date of shipment, whichever occurs ﬁrst. All products sold but not manufactured by Manufacturer
will be warranted for a period of twelve (12) months from date of shipment.
For products manufactured by the Manufacturer we agree to pay any reasonable labor costs necessary
to repair or replace, at Manufacturers option, defective parts or materials for a period of twelve (12)
months from date of original installation and start-up or eighteen (18) months from date of shipment,
whichever occurs ﬁrst. All labor costs subject hereto shall be performed during standard work hours at
straight-time rates.
For products sold but not manufactured by the Manufacturer we agree to pay any reasonable labor costs
necessary to repair or replace, at Manufacturers option, defective parts or materials for a period of (90)
days from date of original installation and start-up or (12) months from date of shipment, whichever
occurs ﬁrst. All labor costs subject hereto shall be performed during standard work hours at straighttime rates.
Purchaser shall pay incurred premium labor charge, including overtime, weekends and holidays.
Travel time, service charges, miscellaneous tools, material charges, and labor charges resulting from
inaccessibility of equipment will not be paid by Manufacturer.
This LIMITED WARRANTY SHALL APPLY ONLY to products that have been installed and maintained
in accordance with the installation and Care Instruction Manuals. Purchaser shall be solely responsible
for adhering to the instructions and procedures set forth in the said instruction manuals.
This LIMITED WARRANTY SHALL NOT BE APPLICABLE to any damage or defect resulting from ﬁre,
ﬂood, freezing or any Act of God, abuse, misuse, accident, neglect or failure to adhere to all instructions
set forth in the installation and Care Instruction Manuals. Furthermore, this limited warranty shall not
apply to any product that has been altered, unless such alteration has been approved in writing by a
duly authorized representative of the manufacturer. In no event shall the manufacturer be liable for any
loss, expense, personal injury or consequential damage, of any kind or character, as may result from a
defect in material, and/or workmanship, however caused.
EXCEPT AS IS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS LIMITED WARRANTY, MANUFACTURER MAKES
NO WARRANTY OF MARKETABILITY FOR FITNESS OR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE. NEITHER
DOES MANUFACTURER MAKE ANY WARRANTY, EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, WITH RESPECT TO
PRODUCTS SOLD BY MANUFACTURER OR AS TO THE USE THEREOF.

Halton Company
101 Industrial Drive, Scottsville, 42164 USA
Tel: 270-237-5600 Fax: 270-237-5700
Website address www.haltoncompany.com

Halton Indoor Climate Systems, Ltd.
1021 Brevik Place • Mississauga, ON L4W 3R7 CANADA
Tel: 905-624-0301 Fax: 905-624-5547
Website address www.haltoncanada.com

Model based Automated Regulation of Ventilation
Exhaust Levels
SINGLE HOOD SYSTEM
Exhaust Fan

11 VFD

1 TS

AIR
FLOW

Features:
• Minimizes use of outside air when heating or cooling is required.

FUSIBLE LINK

• Adjusts hood exhaust airflow depending on appliance status.
• Kitchen exhaust fans will automatically start when appliances are
switched on and stop as soon as cooking appliances cool down.
Manual or on schedule start/stop are also available.

CP
1 IR2

1 IR1

1 IR3

• System automatically detects and sends warning signal if exhaust
hood is operated without a filter or filters are clogged and need to
be cleaned.

Specification
Halton M.A.R.V.E.L. system to come equipped with hood mounted
infrared cooking activity sensors capable of measuring appliance
surface temperatures. Infrared sensor will read appliance surface
temperature which will be translated by the specific calculation
algorithm for that appliance and will respond proactively to any
change in cooking status. Infrared sensor and exhaust collar mounted
temperature sensor work in concert on differential temperature
reading back to the controller.

MULTIPLE HOOD SYSTEM

System to also come equipped with utility cabinet and VFD(s) to
control fan speeds. The M.A.R.V.E.L. system shall automatically
control the speed of the exhaust fan (and supply fan if applicable)
based on appliances status, cooking activities and exhaust air
temperatures.

Exhaust Fan

11 VFD

AIR
FLOW

The system can be controlled with either manual On/Off switch, a
24hrs automated schedule with a manual override function, or the
hoods can be automatically regulated based on the appliance status.
The integrated PLC will analyze signals from the cooking activity
sensors, temperature sensors and pressure transducers mounted
in the hood and then send a signal to the VFD to adjust the exhaust
fan (and supply fan if applicable) speed to satisfy current cooking
load conditions. The system can be monitored and controlled with an
internet connected PC from either a local or remote location. .

3 DP

1 BD

2 BD
2 TS

1 TS

2 DP

FUSIBLE LINK

1 DP

FUSIBLE LINK

CP
2 IR1

2 IR2

2 IR3

1 IR1

1 IR2

1 IR3

Division 16 will be responsible for wiring between the supplied
Halton M.A.R.V.E.L. control panel and the hood mounted sensors.
Division 16 will also be responsible for wiring between the Halton
M.A.R.V.E.L. control panel and the VFD’s and then from the VFD’s to
the exhaust/supply fan motors. Halton to provide inter-connectivity
cables between the hoods and associated control panels. Halton to
provide room temperature sensor. Electrician to provide labor to run
cables and required control power per submittal drawings.
Field start-up to be performed by Halton Authorized Service Agency

Continuous improvement is a Halton policy, therefore specifications and designs are
subject to change without notice.

Halton Company
101 Industrial Drive, Scottsville, KY 42164 USA
Tel: 270 237 5600 • Fax: 270 237 5700
Website: www.haltoncompany.com

A duct mounted temperature sensor only system will not be
permitted. A duct mounted temperature sensor in conjunction with
a smoke detector will not be permitted.

Halton Indoor Climate Systems, Ltd.
1021 Brevik Place, Mississauga, ON L4W 3R7 Canada
Tel: 905 624 0301 • Fax: 905 624 5547
Website: www.haltoncanada.com

M.A.R.V.E.L. - Model base Automated Regulation of Ventilation Exhaust Levels

Model M.A.R.V.E.L.

APPENDIX E –BUILDING CODE REQUIREMENTS
FOR TENANT OCCUPANCIES

Calgary International Airport
Air terminal Building

Building Code Requirements
For Tenant Occupancies

The following excerpts and interpretations from the Alberta Building Code 2014 are
included as a quick reference for your information only; they do not supercede the
Alberta Building Code 2014. It is the responsibility of the tenant, or the tenant’s design
professional, to read and ensure compliance with the Alberta Building Code 2014 and all
other Codes application to your specific project.

Calgary International Airport
Building Code Requirements for Tenant Occupancies

1.0

FIRE SEPARATION REQUIREMENTS
1.1

Extracts from the ABC 2014
Between Adjoining Major Occupancies:
3.1.3.1.(1) Except as permitted by Sentences (2) and (3), major occupancies
shall be separated from adjoining major occupancies by fire separations having
fire-resistance ratings confirming to Table 3.1.3.1.

Major
Occupancy
A-2
D
E
F-3

Minimum Fire-Resistance Rating of Fire Separation, h
Adjoining Major Occupancy
A-2
D
E
F-3
14
2
1
14
2
1
-

Notes to Table 3.1.3.1
(1)

Section 3.3 contains requirements for the separation of occupancies and tenancies that
are in addition to the requirements for the separation of major occupancies.

(4)

Where the building is constructed in accordance with Article 3.2.2.58., a fire separation
with a 2 h fire-resistance rating is required between the Group D and Group A, Division 2
major occupancies.

Separation of Suites:
3.3.1.1(1) Except as permitted by Sentences (2) and (3), each suite in other than
business and personal services occupancies shall be separated from adjoining
suites by a fire separation having a fire-resistance rating not less than 1 hour.
(Refer to ABC 2014 for full Clause)
3.3.1.1.(3) Occupancies that are served by public corridors confirming to Clause
3.3.1.4.(4)(b) in a building that is sprinklered throughout, are not required to be
separated from one another by fire separations provided the occupancies are:
a)

suites of business and personal services occupancy,

b)

fast food vending operations that do not provide seating for customers,

c)

suites of mercantile occupancy, or

d)

any combination of these occupancies.
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Calgary International Airport
Building Code Requirements for Tenant Occupancies

Between Public Corridors and Rooms or Suites:
3.3.1.4.(2) Except as permitted by Sentence (3) and Clauses (4)(a) and (b), the
fire separation between a public corridor and the remainder of the storey shall
have a fire-resistance rating not less that 45 minutes.
3.3.1.4(3) If a storey is sprinklered throughout, no fire-resistance rating is
required for a fire separation between a public corridor and the remainder of the
storey, provided the corridor does not serve a care, treatment or detention
occupancy or a residential occupancy.
3.3.1.4(4) No fire separation is required in a sprinklered floor area between a
public corridor and:
a)

except as required by Sentences 3.3.3.5.(9) abd 3.3.4.2.(1), and
notwithstanding Sentence 3.4.2.4.(2), the remainder of a storey,
provided the travel distance from any part of the floor area to an exit is
not more than 45m,

b)

a room or a suite, provided the public corridor complies with Sentence
3.3.1.9.(6) and Clause 3.4.2.5.(1)(d), or

c)

a space containing plumbing fixtures required by Subsection 3.7.2.,
provided the space and the public corridor are separated from the
remainder of the storey by a fire separation having a fire-resistance
rating not less than that required between the public corridor and the
remainder of the storey.
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Calgary International Airport
Building Code Requirements for Tenant Occupancies

2.0

REQUIREMENTS FOR NUMBER AND LOCATION OF MEANS OF EGRESS
2.1

Requirements from the ABC 2014
The following summarizes the ABC 2014 requirements for the number of egress
routes and the travel distance to an exit from rooms and suites within the Calgary
International Airport; Air Terminal Building (provided the floor area is sprinklered):
3.3.1.5(1) Number of Egress Doors From Suites: Two egress doors are required
where any room or suite exceeds the following floor area:
A .........................................................................200 m2
D .........................................................................300 m2
E .........................................................................200 m2
F3 .......................................................................300 m2

3.4.2.1(1) Maximum Travel Distance Within Rooms or Suites to an Egress Door:
Where suites require only one egress door .......... 25 meters
Where suites require 2 egress doors .................... 45 meters
3.4.2.4.(2) and 3.4.2.5.(1) Maximum Travel Distance From Rooms or Suites to an
Exit: The maximum travel distance from the egress door of a room or suite to an
exit is 45 meters, in a floor area that contains an occupancy other than highhazard industrial occupancy, provided it is sprinklered throughout. Where there
is no fire separation between the room or suite and the surrounding floor area,
the travel distance means the distance from any point in the floor area to an exit
measured along the path of travel to the exit.
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1

Introduction

This document is intended to provide infrastructure cabling guidelines for the implementation of
communication systems at The Calgary International Airport. This document highlights the standards that
tenants and their contractors, and Calgary Airport Authority contractors must follow.
This document contains policy, procedures, standards and installation practice guidelines. It shall be
provided to contractors doing work on behalf of the tenants and the Calgary Airport Authority.
The intent of this document is to assist tenants and their contractors to include the technical and
infrastructure requirements in their planning and project development process. By incorporating these
standards into the CIP submission, The Calgary Airport Authority will be able to process tenant requests
quickly.
As part of the Construction Installation Permit (CIP) process, all documentation must be submitted to the
YYC Development Coordinator – Planning and Engineering - for review and approval by The Calgary
Airport Authority.
The Calgary Airport Authority will review these guidelines on an annual basis for technical relevance and
conformance with the Calgary International Airport evolving applications requirements.
This document addressed as the inside plant communications distribution system design as it relates to:

2

·

Cabling – backbone and horizontal

·

Cabling Pathway.

·

Communications Equipment Room.

·

Testing.

Abbreviations
Authority or CAA
BICSI

The Calgary Airport Authority
Building Industry Consulting Service International

CER
CIA
CIP
EIA
TIA
ITOS

Communications Equipment Room
Calgary International Airport - (the Airport)
Construction Installation Permit
Electronic Industries Alliance
Telecommunications Industry Association
IT Operational Systems

TSR

ITOS Telecom Service Request
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3

Definitions

The Calgary Airport Authority – referred to as the Authority
Tenant – a person/company that has obtained a lease agreement from the Authority in which to conduct
business:

4

·

Tenant Lease Area – area that the tenant has leased from the Authority,

·

Tenant Contractor – The person/company that the Tenant has engaged to do work within the
tenant lease area,

·

Common Use area - all area outside of the tenant lease area that is not currently under or
available for a future lease agreement.

·

ISP – Inside Plant Cabling

·

FACTS – Fiber and Copper Tracking System

·

SCN – Shared Communication Network

·

CER – Communications Equipment Room

·

ITB – International Terminal Building (NEW)

·

DTB – Domestic Terminal Building

Reference Materials

Work performed must conform to the following standards including all addendums: (Where guidelines in
two standards differ, the most stringent shall apply).
Note: The most recent issue / addendum of the standards listed below or the future published standards
at time of CIP application shall be used:
·

TIA-607-xx: Generic Telecommunications Grounding (Earthing) and Bonding for Customer
Premises

·

ANSI/TIA-606-x: Administration Standard for Telecommunications Infrastructure

·

TIA-569-xx: Telecommunications Pathways and Spaces Addendum 1- Revised Temperature
and Humidity Requirements for Telecommunications Spaces

·

ANSI/TIA-568-C.0-x: Generic Telecommunications Cabling for Customer PremisesAddendum 2

·

TIA-568-C.1-x: Commercial Building Telecommunications Cabling Standard,

·

ANSI/TIA 568-C.2-x: Balanced Twisted Pair Telecommunications Cabling and Components
Standard,

·

ANSI/TIA-568-C.3-x: Optical Fiber Cabling Component Standard

·

TIA-758-B (April 2012): Customer-Owned Outside Plant Telecommunications Infrastructure
Standard

·

CSA C23.1-12 (23

nd

Edition) – Canadian Electrical Code Part 1,
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·

CSA C22.2 No. 214-08 (R2013) – Communications cables (Bi-national standard, with UL
444)

·

CSA C22.2 No 232-M – Optical Fiber Cables,

·

CSA ISO/IES 11801-4 Edition (March 2012) – Information Technology – Generic Cabling
for Customer Premises,

·

CANELEC EN 50173 – Information Technology – Generic Cabling Systems,

·

TIA-526-14-B (October 2010): Optical Power Loss Measurements of Installed Multimode
Fiber Cable Plant

·

TIA-527-7-2 (December 2008): OFSTP-7 Measurement of Optical Power Loss of Installed
Single-mode Fiber Cable Plant

·

ANSI/EIA/TIA-492AAAA-B (November 2009): – Detailed Specifications for 62.5µm Core
Diameter/125µm Cladding Diameter Class 1A Multimode, Graded-Index Optical Fibers,

·

ANSI/EIA/TIA-492AAAB-A (November 2009): – Detailed Specifications for 50µm Core
Diameter/125µm Cladding Diameter Class 1A Multimode, Graded-Index Optical Fibers,

·

ANSI/TIA-492AAAC-B (November 2009): Detail Specification for 850-nm Laser-Optimized,
50-µm Core Diameter/125-µm Cladding Diameter Class 1a Graded-Index Multimode Optical
Fibers

·

TIA-598-C (January 2005): Optical Fiber Cabling Coding TIA-604-3-B (August 2004):

·

FOCIS3 - Fiber Optic Connector Intermateability Standard, ANSI/TIA-942-A-1 (March 2013):
Telecommunications Infrastructure Standard for Data Centers,

th

Where applicable to the project, the following materials with latest edition / revision number shall be
available for reference while performing work:
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·

BICSI Telecommunications Distribution Methods Manual (TDMM),

·

BICSI Outside Plant Design Reference Manual (OSPDRM),

·

BICSI Wireless Design Reference Manual (WDRM),

·

BICSI Network Design Reference Manual (NDRM),

·

BICSI Information Transport Systems Installation Methods Manual (ITSIMM),

·

CommScope Catalogue and Reference Guide (Appendix-B),

·

The Calgary Airport Authority Planning and Engineering Air Terminal Building Technical
Standards.

Infrastructure Overview

The Authority has a Fiber Optic and Copper network throughout the terminal with the fiber network
extending to various parts of the airfield. The fiber network will be used by the Authority and the tenants
as agreed to between the parties.
The following documentation highlights the requirements for telecommunications design and cabling
installation. The Calgary Airport Authority has implemented CommScope Cabling System and requires
tenants to take this into account when implementing systems within the airport. The CommScope Cabling
System will be enforced for all fiber and copper runs that are implemented on Airport Authority property.
The only exception to this is the voice copper cable backbone structure discussed later in this document.
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Any requirement related to building modifications including coring, and sleeving, must be reviewed and
approved through the CIP process.
Additionally, various Telecommunication Carriers, under license with the Authority, provide facilities and
services on Airport property. Tenants will deal directly with these carriers for the services they provide.
The Authority will work with Tenants and Carriers to facilitate services on airport property.
Any questions regarding this document or standards should be forwarded to the General Manager –IT
Services or appointed representative.

6

General Requirements (Common-Use Area)

6.1

Certification and Applications Assurance

6.2

.1

As the new Fiber backbone is a CommScope certified system, all work being performed on
the YYC Campus must be done in a manner that will conform to CommScope Systimax
Cabling System Design Methodology. All base building copper and fiber cabling work is to
be done by the contracted CAA CommScope Certified System Integrator using CommScope
certified technicians.

.2

Currently Unified Systems Group is the only YYC approved Data contractor.

.3

All materials are to be CommScope or approved by CommScope to be a part of the
CommScope Certified Structured Cabling System. Any exceptions must be pre-approved by
the YYC General Manager of IT services or appointed representative. All associated
warranties as offered by CommScope will be applied to the work performed. All expansion to
the fiber backbone will be performed by the Authority or contractor approved by the authority.
Horizontal cabling will be the responsibility of the tenant and must follow the CommScope
Systimax requirements for certification.

.4

Horizontal copper cabling within the Authority’s Campus must be installed to CommScope
Systimax Structured Cabling System Guidelines. All indoor cable must be CMP (FT6) rated
to meet Alberta Building and CEC code requirements. Cable specifications are included later
in this document.

.5

All installed copper and fiber components are to carry the CommScope 25 year warranty and
applications assurance.

.6

A copy of CommScope certification certificate should be provided with the test results and
as-built drawings within 30 days of any project completion.

YYC Approved Contractor Credentials
.1

Technicians installing structured cabling shall be CommScope Certified staff that has been
trained by CommScope on the installation of the products used. Proof of technician
certification may be requested.

.2

At least one member of the staff must be trained by CommScope on the design, engineering
and installation guidelines.

.3

At least one member of the staff must be a certified BICSI RCDD.

.4

A copy of CommScope certification certificate and applications assurance should be
provided with the test results and as-built drawings within 30 days of any project completion.
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.5

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

All CommScope installers and designers shall have current CommScope manufacturer
training within three years of the project start date.

Security
.1

Tenants and contractors must comply with all security orders, regulations and procedures, as
established by the Authority.

.2

Tenants and contractors must comply with all requirements of the Aerodrome Restricted
Area Pass System and the CATSA Restricted Area Identification Card (RAIC) program. This
policy has been enacted to provide positive identification of persons authorized to be in
restricted areas on a “need and right to entry basis”. On establishing a need and right of
entry to an airport-restricted area, a pass may be issued authorizing access to specific area
within the airport. All access requirements shall be identified in the initial CIP submission
prior to the start of the project.

Hours of Work
.1

Hours of work are flexible but must be noted in the CIP. It is required that work on the
airfield be coordinated with an CAA IT Services Coordinator.

.2

Any potential or actual impact on the existing Authority Cable Plant in terms of disruptions to
general services must be reported to an CAA IT Services Coordinator for approvals prior to
commencing work.

.3

Any anticipated noise of high levels and long duration or public safety issues must be
approved by the Authority before the work is undertaken.

Cleanup
.1

All debris from the work site must be cleaned daily.

.2

All equipment and ladders must be removed from the com rooms at the conclusion of every
work order.

.3

Any tracking of mud, dust, debris, etc. through the Air Terminal Building that result from the
construction must be immediately cleaned.

.4

Proper barriers or dust collecting units must be used if the work will result in a proliferation of
dust.

.5

Replacement of ceiling tiles, insulation board, paralline ceiling, etc., must be immediately put
back after completion of work, or in the interim if work is delayed or postponed for short
periods of time. This includes the raceways along the outer perimeter bulkhead and north
terminal wall.

.6

Contractors/tenants must leave any work site in a neat and clean condition. If cleanup is
required as a result of the contractor and not completed by the contractor, the cost of
cleaning will be deducted from the contractors invoice. Contractors and tenants are
responsible for reporting comm room non-conformance (per YYC Checklist mounted next to
each comm room door) within 24 hours of work commencement.

Communications Equipment Room (CER) Access
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6.7

6.8

.1

All work to be performed in CER’s must be coordinated with the CAA IT Services
Coordinator.

.2

Rooms (CERs) are to be inspected before the commencement of work; any deficiencies
(cleanliness, missing roof tiles etc.) are to be reported to the CAA IT Services Coordinator.
Failure to report deficiencies prior to the start of work will result in the contractor being held
responsible for all room deficiencies.

.3

Contractors are NOT permitted to store toolboxes, ladders or spare materials in any CER.

.4

The Authority assumes no liability for material, tools, tool boxes or ladders that are stored in
CER’s as they will be removed at the contractor’s expense.

.5

Contractors have 1 day to remove all materials, tools, tool boxes or ladders once the project
is complete. If items are left 2 days, they will be disposed of by the Authority.

.6

Upon completion of the project the contractor will have 2 weeks to address any deficiencies
related to CER cleanup and restoration. If the deficiencies are still outstanding at the end of 2
weeks the costs associated with room cleanup and restoration will be deducted from the
contractor invoice.

.7

No Food or drinks are allowed in the comm rooms under any circumstances.

Safety
.1

All rules and guidelines as specified by the Alberta Occupational Health and Safety Act, the
Canadian Code Part II and all regulations pursuant to these acts must be adhered to on
Authority work sites.

.2

Contractor safety briefing is required and must be part of the CIP.

.3

Proper construction barricades shall be placed around the site when in public or high traffic
areas.

.4

Planning and Engineering must approve all barricades prior to commencing the project.
Locations of the barricades must be determined with the Planning and Engineering
Department or the Director of Safety or Duty Manager.

.5

No tools shall be left unattended at any time. Tools left unattended within secure areas will
be confiscated. Arrange for storage for tools and materials if working in a public area.
Obtain approval before power actuated tools are used. Ensure that the operator of this type
of equipment is certified to use it.

.6

Any work done on areas more than 2.4 meters above the nearest permanent safe level must
be utilizing personal fall protection gear, in compliance with Labor Canada and OH&S
guidelines. We have cables and brackets installed in frequently used areas for this use.

.7

All materials delivered to the work site must be identified by size and weight, as there are
restrictions in certain areas.

.8

NOTAMS (notice to airmen) are required for any work being done on airside areas.

Canadian Air Transport Security Authority (CATSA)
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6.9

.1

Effective, Nov 4, 2004, the Canadian Air Transport Security Authority (CATSA) implemented
a program for the random screening of non-passengers (NPS) at the Calgary International
Airport.

.2

All personal that have access to restricted areas could be subject to screening.

.3

You are not permitted to bring a prohibited item into a restricted area (except the necessary
tools of the trade). If a prohibited item is intercepted, you may either surrender the item to a
Screening Officer or leave the restricted area immediately. If you chose to leave the
restricted area with the prohibited item, the Authority will be notified. See the NPS-CATSA
documentation regarding further details, available at the Authority Pass Control Office.

.4

All materials delivered to the work site must be identified by size and weight, as there are
restrictions in certain areas.

Coring and Access Panels
.1

When coring concrete floors, X-ray is required for all holes, coring is to be done after hours,
clean up must be done as work is ongoing, and the contractor will be responsible for
damages to finished adjacent areas.

.2

Any requirement related to building modifications including coring, and sleeving, must be
reviewed and approved through the CIP process.

.3

All coring applications must be pre-approved by the Authority.

.4

Authority fire stopping standards are to be followed for cored holes

.5

Areas proposed for development with solid ceilings where Authority base building cable tray
exists are required to provide access hatches running parallel to the tray at fifteen (15) foot
intervals and at each cable tray junction and corner. Access hatches are to mounted at a two
foot offset from the tray and not directly beneath it.

6.10 Conduit Provision
.1

The telecommunications infrastructure provided to each tenant’s lease line shall consist of
1/4
minimum one empty 32mm conduit (1 ”) run from the nearest CAA communications room
cable tray system to the tenant’s lease line closest, and one additional 32mm conduit (11/4”)
for base building communication cables. Ensure that the fill ratio is not exceeded beyond
40% in conduits.
.1

One conduit will contain minimum of three (3) CAT6A cables, one conduit for (1)
Shaw coaxial cable and one spare conduit.

.2

If applicable, the tenant will be responsible for extending this conduit and cable to his
termination equipment location if other than the electrical backboard.

.3

Basic service requirements in excess of this conduit must be negotiated with the
Authority leasing personnel.

.4

Conduits shall be run from the nearest cable tray to the identified termination point
within the tenant space.

.5

Provide a pull string in all conduits within the building. Provide a distance marked
1700 lb. mule tape in all conduit and cable tray runs between buildings, in duct banks
or in tunnels.
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6.11 Grounding
.1

All electronic equipment, racks, cabinets, tray, conduit and other equipment shall be
grounded as per the applicable codes in use by the Authority. Approved Government and
local codes shall take precedence over the requirements of this document.

.2

Grounding and bonding procedures outlined in TIA-607-B with latest addendum shall be
strictly adhered to.

.3

All grounding requirements must be implemented to ensure personnel safety and equipment
reliability. Industry-wide specifications, standards and applicable codes are required as a
minimum and additional steps may be taken as required, based on system requirements and
the site’s geographical area.

.4

Abnormal and unusual conditions can sometimes require special effort to achieve an
effectively bonded and grounded site.

.5

Provide grounding bus bar to all telecommunications rooms. The ground bus shall be tied
into the building’s low voltage grounding system.

.6

Utilize 2-hole compression type ground lugs for all connections to grounding bus bar and
racks/cabinets.

.7

All racks, cabinets and horizontal communications pathways must be grounded using #6
AWG non insulated (minimum), stranded copper ground wires. Ensure that metal-to metal
contact when grounding to paint or powder-coated surfaces.

.8

All racks, cabinets and horizontal communications pathways must be grounded to the ground
bus-bar independently, not daisy chained.

7

Telecommunications Infrastructure Policies & Strategies

7.1

Terminal Building Common-Use Areas

7.2

.1

The Calgary Airport Authority will own, operate, and control all communications infrastructure
within non-leased or common-use areas in the area defined as Domestic Terminal Building
and International Terminal Building at the Calgary International Airport. The Authority shall
ensure reasonable and competitive pricing for the usage of such infrastructure for all users.

.2

The Authority will provide this communications infrastructure from the Telecommunication
Carrier’s main distribution rack or switch (located in the Authority’s Service Building) to each
tenants lease line.

.3

The communications infrastructure shall be defined as: all fiber and copper cable, all
conduit/raceways, termination equipment (non-tenant), racking and enclosures (non-tenant),
active components and other telecommunications related facilities on Calgary Airport
Authority property. This shared communications network (SCN) will be used as the
backbone for voice, data, video, multimedia and special communications systems that are
required for the ongoing operations and support of activities within the Terminal Buildings at
the Calgary International Airport.

Air Terminal Building Tenant Lease Area
.1

As the tenant is responsible for the infrastructure with-in their own lease space, it is
recommended that the tenant takes due diligence in designs and that all designs should be
reviewed by a BICSI RCDD and/or P. Eng. to ensure adherence to the applicable standards.
The design must be provided to the Authority, listing the products used by part number and
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description. An explanation of the design must provide the location of the termination points,
pathways, penetrations and capacities of the proposed cabling. The design shall conform to
CommScope Structured Cabling System guidelines. All designs shall be submitted as per
the CIP and TSR processes.

8

.2

The following tenant categories outline the amount of communications that should be placed
into the tenant’s demarcation point as part of the ITB construction process. These categories
have been developed through consultation with Commercial Properties,

.3

All telecom and network services equipment must be accommodated within the tenant’s
communications room and rack. YYC Comm rooms will not be available for tenant
equipment.

.4

The CAA will provide basic WiFi services within the tenant leased space. Tenant
requirements are to be included in the CIP application.

.5

All required services (phone/Internet) to be provided by Public Carriers (Telus/Shaw/…)

Request to Perform Work
1. All contractors requested to perform work within the Calgary International Airport must have
that work pre-approved by the Authority. All work must be performed within the guidelines of
this document and the Terminal Building Technical Standards. Submissions for work are to
be processed on a CIP (Construction Installation Permit) and an ITOS TSR (Telecom Service
Request).
REFER TO YYC COMM ROOM STANDARDS DOCUMENT FOR ROOM SIZING AND
CONSTRUCTION DETAILS. See Appendix A

8.1

8.2

Designs
.1

Due diligence is required in designs; it is highly recommended that all designs shall be
reviewed by a BICSI RCDD and / or P. Eng. to ensure adherence to the applicable
standards. The design must be provided to the Authority, listing the products used by part
number and description, with the CIP submission.

.2

An explanation of the design must provide the location of the termination points, pathways,
penetrations and capacities of the proposed cabling. The design shall conform to
CommScope Structured Cabling System guidelines.

.3

All communications designs and drawings shall be provided with the CIP and TSR
processes.

Drawing Submissions
.1

8.3

Drawing Submissions must include network schematics, equipment locations, and identify
network protocols used. Submissions of drawings shall be in AutoCAD and PDF.

Format of Submissions
.1

Drawings should be uniform in size: approximately 614mm x 914mm (24” x 36” – A1) and
should include the following information:
.1

Cable tray layout on cable tray line drawing, showing entire network system impacted
by projects
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8.4

.2

Numbers and type of cable pairs used, and of those made available

.3

Room numbers of associated communications rooms

.4

Network schematic showing equipment and location(s)

.5

Descriptions of equipment to be used at user’s end

.6

Telephone number or circuit number

.7

Name of the service provider (i.e. TELUS, Allstream, Shaw, etc)

.2

In addition to the above, the drawings should indicate store location, configuration, name,
and premises number on a key plan.

.3

These requirements are identified where the tenants system interfaces with the Airport
Terminal Building backbone infrastructure.

Computer Equipment Room or Telecomm Closet Layout
.1

The contractor shall submit a plan and elevation drawing of the proposed terminations for
any existing or new rooms affected by the work. The placement and quantity of all new
terminations shall be indicated on the drawing as well as the path of the cables within the
room. Any equipment whether permanently or temporarily placed in the closet shall have its
location indicated on the drawing.

Any active equipment must be noted and specification sheets provided showing physical dimensions,
heat dissipation (BTU/hr), maximum and expected current draw (amps, phase, and volts), weight, and
indicating any special environmental conditions which are required. This is required to confirm base
building power and cooling capacities are not being exceeded.
8.5

Cable
.1

8.6

The contractor shall submit a drawing showing all cable paths from origin to termination. The
drawing shall indicate any new or existing conduits or trays used and penetrations made.
Cable designations shall be indicated on the drawing.

Scope of Work
.1

The tenant/contractor must submit a written explanation of the planned work.
.1

9

This must include the number, capacity and type of cable being installed or altered. It
must provide a description of the areas that the work will be taking place and any
access required to Authority areas or tenant space. Any equipment brought on site
such as back hoes, man lifts, and etc. that may pose a safety hazard must be listed.

.2

The submitted scope of work must provide the number of technicians involved in the work
with an indication of planned start and finish dates.

.3

Approval for installation of RF devices must meet Authority Tenant Communication
Standards, described in the CIP application and will still require Industry Canada Licensing.
Licensing alone does not constitute approval for installation of RF equipment/systems at the
Calgary International Airport.

Products
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In general all materials used in the DTB Common Use area shall be CommScope manufactured
or products approved by CommScope for use with CommScope Structured Cabling Systems.
While there are many products produced by CommScope, the following are excerpts from the
Authority Air Terminal Building Communication Systems and Cabling Standards for
Contractors/Tenants. Please refer to Appendix-B for the recommended products and their part
numbers.
9.1

Voice
.1

Authority voice cable terminations are to be installed on Category 6 wall mounted GigaBix
cross - connect products in the CER’s.

.2

GigaBix layouts are to follow the standard Belden cross – connect design, where the
horizontal distribution cables are on the top half of the termination field and backbone cables
are mounted in the bottom termination field. This design facilitates vertical cross – connect
jumpers in designated channels.

.3

At no time should a cross-connection be made within the same half of a field, but always top
to bottom.

.4

Voice/phone requirements should be outlined in the CIP application.
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GigaBIX connector strips shall be used for all 4 pair horizontal cabling designated as analog connections.
GigaBIX connector strips shall also be used for all multipair backbone cable terminations.
9.2

9.3

UPS
.1

Any UPS requirement plugging into building generator must utilize online double conversion
technology

.2

All UPS sizing to be confirmed by the YYC Electrical Manager or representing consultant

.3

All single phase UPS’s are to be manufactured by Tripp-Lite and be registered with YYC IT
once installed.

.4

All UPS devices are to be complete with Network interface connection for monitoring
capabilities

.5

Tenant UPS requirements will be reviewed and accepted with the CIP process

Data
.1

All Authority fiber backbone is to be terminated in iPatch fiber panels using factory preterminated MPO Modules with LC connectors.

.2

The fiber backbone interconnecting the Data Center rooms and all satellite comm rooms
shall terminate on CommScope fiber panels.

.3

.1

The fiber panels are equipped with MPO/MTP Pre-terminated single-mode (OS2)
cables. The MPO fiber OS2 cable uses plug-n-play technology with MPO/MTP preterminated connectors.

.2

The pre-terminated cassettes/modules are equipped with LC connectors to connect
the required equipment using LC patch cords.

The Authority data horizontal copper cabling terminates on the same racks as the fiber.
.1

9.4

The copper cables terminate on CommScope CAT6A angled IPatch Ready patch
panels. There is a requirement for a 1U horizontal angled filler plate for every 48
ports provided.

.4

The Calgary Airport Authority horizontal distribution fiber or copper terminates on the same
type of equipment and may use the same racks. Horizontal cables must always terminate on
a separate panel and be mounted below the fiber panels in the rack.

.5

All like patch panels are to be mounted next to each other with no open spaces between.

Tenant Space
.1

All tenant cables, whether fiber or copper shall be installed to the same standards as
required on all authority owned property.

.2

All tenant/concession spaces will be provided with their own telecommunication demarcation
point as identified on the base building drawing. This Dmarc point will be located on a fire
retardant plywood backboard. Mounted on this backboard will be a 4u x 19” rack with a 1u
modular 24 port patch panel. Three Category 6a telecomm cables and one Shaw coax cable
will terminate on this patch panel. There will be an integrated shelf on the rack to
accommodate the tenant’s internet router and/or network switch.
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.3

There needs to be a clear differentiation between Authority cables and the tenant cables in
the comm room, thus the tenant cables must not terminate on the Authority’s rack unless the
cables are being provided by the Authority as a point of demarcation.

.4

GigaBix fields will follow the manufactures standard installation design and will be used for
all tenant cable terminations in the ITB comm rooms.

.5

9.5

.1

All wall locations for GIGABIX mounting assemblies must be pre-approved by the
Calgary Airport Authority.

.2

Tenants cables will be cross connected at intermediate comm rooms to authority trunk
cables originating at the Telus Dmarc in the services building, room 203.

Tenant equipment must be located within their leased space.
.1

Under no circumstances will a tenant, or a tenants contractor, connect to the Authority
backbones unless pre-approved and under the direction of the Authority.

.2

All connections to the Authority backbone and equipment must be made by TELUS or
USG under full disclosure to and with the direction of the Authority.

.3

All connections to any tenant equipment or patch panels are the responsibility of the
tenant.

Rack and Cabinets
.1

All YYC cabinets must be secured in an access controlled Comm Room. All exceptions must
be pre-approved by the General Manager of IT Services or appointed representative.

.2

Power and cooling requirements of the racks/cabinets must be approved by the CAA IT
Services Coordinator

.3

Access and clearances must be approved by the CAA IT Services Coordinator

.4

ITB Comm Room Racks and Cabinets (Cooper B-Line)

.5

.1

4 post adjustable rack – (45U) SB837072CFB

.2

4-post rack security door –SBRSD84XU

.3

Vertical cable manager – 10” x 9.4” c/w removable door

.4

Horizontal cable management (2U) – RFM-192D-HCM-F

.5

Horizontal cable trough –SB81319UT6

.6

Fiber cable manger (Yellow) – Electron Metal CMS-0038130-002(1-Rack), CMS0037475-002 (4-Rack), CMS-0037475-001(5-Rack), CMS-0037475-003(7-Rack)

.7

APC Datacenter Cabinets – APC AR3100 (24”W x 42”D), AR3150 (30” X 42”D)

DTB Comm Room Racks and Cabinets (RF Mote / APC)
.1

2 post rack – RFM-1944-RB (confined rooms)

.2

Slimline vertical wall mount cabinet 5U–Electron Metal – WMC0037218-001

.3

4 post adjustable rack – RFM-1944-RB + RFM-FPRK (default)

.4

Vertical cable management 8” – RFM-RVCM-HD8 c/w removable door

.5

Vertical cable management 10” – RFM-RVCM-HD10 c/w removable door

.6

Horizontal cable trough 2u – RFM-119HCT-8

.7

Horizontal cable management (2U) – RFM-192D-HCM-F
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.8
9.6

Rack Layout
.1

9.7

9.8

RF Mote 44u Server cabinet 42”d – RFM-304-283-USCMS-P

Single Racks in CERs shall be laid out in the following fashion:
.1

One vertical PDU is to be mounted to each of the rear rack rails. The bottom 6u space
of the rack is to be reserved for an optional or future UPS

.2

Install one 8” wide vertical cable manager on each front rail of the rack

.3

Active components are to be mounted in the lower half of the rack in a single rack
application. 2U horizontal cable managers are to be mounted above and below each
switch

.4

Mount the 2u cable trough at the top of each rack, mount fiber panels directly below
the cable trough, install a 5u blank panel for future fiber panels followed by category
6A patch panels.

.5

Unless otherwise specified, all cable terminations and active components shall be
mounted in an Authority provided 4 post adjustable rack

.6

All racks are to be bolted to the floor and grounded per YYC standards

.7

For multi rack configurations refer to the YYC Comm Room Standards Document

Shallow CERs
.1

There are some CERs in use which do not have sufficient depth to handle the type of
terminations previously listed. In these scenarios, the Authority fiber cables can terminate in
a CommScope fiber ready wall mount enclosure. The complete solution is pre-terminated
using OS2 singlemode fiber pre-terminated cable with MPO/MTP plug-n-play connectors and
modules.

.2

Tenant fibers must terminate in the same manner. Variances in user interface connector
types may be accommodated with conversion patch cords. All copper cables must terminate
on equipment as described in the voice and data section.

.3

Slimline wall cabinets or swing out racks can be used if pre-approved by the General
Manager of IT Services or appointed representative.

Cable
.1

.2

Backbone Runs
.1

Indoor fiber backbone runs are to be CommScope, indoor pre-terminated fiber single
mode (OS2) with MPO connectors and iPatch Ready patch panels with preterminated modules and LC interface. Cable jacket is to be FT-6 or CMP rated

.2

All single mode (OS2) fiber is to have a yellow jacket. These fiber cables are to be
ordered through CommScope.

.3

Voice backbones are to be CommScope approved 25-200 pair cable indoor (plenum
rated).
.1

Minimum 25 pair cable is to be used for small pair count installations.

.2

Cables run through duct banks must be suitably rated for that application.

Inside plant fiber optic cable to be CommScope tight-buffer, indoor, cables.
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.1
.3

9.9

Horizontal
.1

Direct runs of 4 pair cable from telecomm CERs to common-use outlets are to be
minimum CommScope Systimax Category 6A cables, CMP rated (minimum FT6) and
Cat 6a jacks.

.2

Terminations are to be on CommScope data outlet and mounted in CommScope
stainless steel faceplates. Information outlet shall be 8 pin, 568A coded, with gray
modules for data and white modules for telephone. Faceplates shall be stainless
steel with filler plates as required.

Building Entrance Protection
.1

10

Single-Mode Fiber (OS2), FT6 plenum rated unless used in Ducts.

Surge protectors shall be Surge Technologies ST690 B Series or Circa equivalent. Provide
solid state protector modules 1:1 at each end of all cables entering or exiting a building or
outdoor duct bank.

Communications Equipment Rooms (CERs)
*Refer to YYC Comm Room Standards Document, Appendix A

10.1 General Practices
.1

All work within CERs must be done as indicated on drawing submissions. Any cabling to
GIGABIX mounts is not to cross over jumper channels.

.2

Any transition of cables from floor to ceiling or ceiling to floor is to take place as close as
practical to corners or the edge of the backboard or through approved raceways.

.3

If insufficient backboard space exists, the tenant is to provide additional space as required.

.4

Any cables transitioning more than 45cm to racks/cabinets from cable tray are to be
supported via basket cable tray. Basket cable tray minimum size to a rack is
305mmx102mm.

.5

No cables are to run diagonally within a CER. All cables are to be fastened to walls in
appropriate spacing to prevent sag or bulging of cables.

.6

Fiber and Backbone copper cables will have a controlled amount of service slack, i.e.
Service loops are to be implemented, with a minimum of 5m slack to be left at the rack end
for proper termination and the outlet shall have one meter of length. Horizontal copper
cables will also have controlled service loops of approx. 5m at the rack termination.

.7

Velcro Straps are to be used with appropriate sized saddles; the cable must be dressed in
with the bundle as opposed to tied on top of the bundle. FT-6 rated Velcro straps are to be
used in all plenum installations. Proper care must be taken to ensure cables are not
squeezed or deformed. Additional cable support may require the installation of a cable
trough system or alternate means to appropriately support the cable system.

.8

Access to CERs must be available from a hallway or other common area.

.9

CERs shall be located above any potential threat of flooding. CERs shall have appropriate
floor drain, temperature sensors, and water sensors on the floor around the racks/cabinets.

10.2 Environmental Control
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.1

All CER must be equipped with a continuous and dedicated air conditioning unit that will
provide cooling 24 hours per day and 365 days per year to match the maximum heat loads of
the equipment in the room.

.2

Positive pressure shall be maintained with a minimum of one (1) air change per hour.

.3

The temperature shall be maintained between 21°C and 23°C at 30 to 55% relative humidity.

.4

Filter systems are required for all ventilation points in CERs with a minimum filtration of
MERV 11.

10.3 Working clearances
.1

A minimum of 1m of clear working space must be provided around at least three sides of the
equipment rack or row of racks.

.2

A minimum clearance of 1m above the racks is required for cable pathways

10.4 CER Size
.1

CERs shall be of sufficient size to satisfy electrical code working space clearance
requirements and to accommodate the requirements of the floor or section.

.2

A minimum CERs space of 10ft x 10ft is required to house IT and Security equipment with a
single cabinet.

10.5 Doors and Access Control
.1

CER shall have fully opening (to 180° recommended) doors with a minimum width of 1m
(36in) and height of 2.13m (84in). Door sills are not permitted because they impede the
movement of equipment.

.2

A card access locking system shall be provided to control access to all CERs.

.3

Card access is to be used on all CER’s or stand-alone cabinets.

10.6 Ceiling Height
.1

The minimum ceiling height is 3.05m (10ft) above the finish floor (AFF).

.2

False ceilings (T-bar) are not recommended in CERs to allow for maximum flexibility and
accessibility of cabling pathways.

10.7 Fire Protection (see Appendix C)
.1

Provide fire protection, (as required by applicable codes) a hard wired smoke detector shall
be provided in each CER.

.2

Sprinkler heads within the CER must incorporate wire cages as preventative measures to
accidental damage.

.3

For wet pipe systems, drainage troughs and drip trays are required to protect electronic
equipment from any leakage that might occur.

.4

A “dual pre-action interlock/dry pipe” sprinkler system should be considered for CER to
prevent water damage.
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*Manufactures clearances are to maintained around Emitters
10.8 Lighting
.1

A minimum equivalent of 500 Lux (50 foot-candles) measured 1m (3ft) above the finished
floor shall be provided. Dimmer are not recommend.

.2

Light fixtures shall be located 2.6m (8.5ft) above the finished floor and positioned in front and
behind the racks

.3

LED lights are to be used

10.9 Floor Loading
2

.1

A minimum floor loading of 2.4kPa (50 lbf/ft ) must be provided.

.2

Flooring shall consist of anti-static vinyl tile or finished concrete.

.3

Floors shall be sealed concrete at minimum.
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10.10 Typical CER Layout

11

Installation Requirements and Practices

11.1 Installation Requirements – Communications Cable
.1

All proposed new runs of conduit must be indicated on drawings and information regarding
proposed routing must be provided for approval prior to issuance of a Construction
Installation Permit (CIP).

.2

All cable is to be run in conduit or communication trays at 90 degree angles.

.3

Any cable bundles extending beyond 30 cm (12”) must be supported with cable tray or
basket tray. Future growth capacity of 100% should be used when calculating tray size for
new installations.

.4

Minimum conduit size is 32mm (1 ”) and 40% fill ratio shall be maintained when filling the
conduit with cables. The minimum outlet box depth to be 54mm (2.125”) and 4” square to
accommodate Cat 6a cable diameters.

.5

Bush, ream and remove any sharp projections on all conduits.

1/4
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.6

All conduits/tray shall be run in most direct route possible parallel or perpendicular to building
lines with proper support.
.1

Conduits must be suspended from or attached to the structural ceiling or walls with
hardware or other installation aids specifically designed to support their weight.

.7

All conduits to be rigid metal conduit (EMT) c/w pull strings. Rigid, heavy wall steel conduit is
to be utilized in areas that are susceptible to mechanical damage. EMT coupling and
connections shall be T&B steel, set screw type.

.8

All metallic metal conduits and metallic tray are to be bonded to ground on one or both ends,
in accordance with national or local requirements.

.9

The integrity of all fire-stop barriers and water proofing for all building entrance penetrations
must be maintained. Appropriate fire stopping must be installed to cap all empty sleeves,
slots and penetrations and around all cables in sleeves, slot and penetrations in accordance
with local, provincial and federal codes. All fire stopped penetrations to be identified with
label detailing manufacture and product used, ULc System # and fire rating (1,2,3 hour
rating) STI EZ Path to be used whenever low voltage cable and/or tray penetrates a fire wall
or floor.

.10

Conduits with an internal diameter of 50mm (2”) or less shall have a minimum bend radius at
least six (6) times the internal conduit diameter. Conduits with an internal diameter of 50mm
(2”) shall have a minimum bend radius at ten (10) times the internal conduit diameter.

.11

Pull boxes, fittings or junction boxes shall be provided in conduit runs on the basis of not
more than two (2) right angle bends or their equivalent nor more than 30m (100ft), in straight
runs between boxes. Pull boxes to be sized to meet code requirements.

.12

Do not install conduit:
.1

Through areas in which flammable material may be stored,

.2

Over or adjacent to boilers, incinerators, hot water lines or steam lines

.13

Accurate and verified as-built drawings must be provided upon completion of all telecom/data
installations. Drawings are to indicate number of pair run and CER.

.14

All communication outlet covers and pull boxes must be marked with the following
information upon completion (following the Authority Communications Horizontal Cable
Labeling Standards);
.1

Type of usage (i.e. TEL or DATA)

.2

Destination point of cable (i.e. CER)

.3

Port #

.15

Removal of all cables and associated connections is mandatory when a system or cable run
is no longer in use. Advise the CAA IT Services Coordinator of cable pairs and block pairs
now free as the result of this removal. Report changes to USG for updating FACTS or iPatch
of all removed connections.

.16

All cables must be C.S.A. approved, and be at a minimum CMP (FT6) fire rating.
All telephone lines, fax lines, etc. shall be serviced by an existing telephone switch located in
the Services Building Room SB203 The installation of PBX’s, key systems, CPE equipment,
Central Office Equipment, Payphone, and other similar products is prohibited unless
specially authorized in writing by the IT Coordinator via TSR/CIP.

.17

All cable installed within the Air Terminal Complex common use areas is owned by the
Authority. Tenants are responsible for cabling within their own areas. Any cable assigned to
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dedicated use by the tenants outside of their lease space must have an agreement with the
Authority prior to installation.
.1
.18

.19

Use faceplates and jack(s) as per Authority standards (CommScope Cat 6a).

To minimize the possibility of interference, the following minimum clearances from electrical
and heat sources must be maintained;
Item:

Minimum Clearance:

Motor

1.2m (4ft)

Transformers

1.2m (4ft)

Conduit and cables used for electrical
distribution less than 1kV

0.6m (2ft)

Conduit and cables used for electrical
distribution greater than 1kV

1.0m (3ft)

Fluorescent luminaires-Electronic

15mm (.5ft)

HVAC (equipment & ducts)

300mm (1ft)

Do not use shared cable trays to distribute telecommunications and electrical power cables.

11.2 Connection to Backbone
.1

Under no circumstances is a tenant or a tenant’s contractor allowed to connect to the
Authority backbone unless with written approval from the Authority. All connections to the
backbone must be made by TELUS upon receiving approval from the Authority

.2

Proper grounding and bonding is essential and reference shall be made to proper codes and
standards. Grounding of metal shield shall be made with #6 AWG copper wire. Backbone
systems must comply with all applicable national, regional and local building and electrical
codes.

.3

All backbone cables shall be identified with permanent labels at both ends.

11.3 Rack Layout
.1

Single Racks in telephone CERs shall be laid out in the following fashion:
.1

One vertical PDU is to be mounted to each of the rear rack rails. The bottom 6u space
of the rack is to be reserved for an optional or future UPS

.2

Install one vertical cable manager on each front rail of the rack

.3

Active components are to be mounted at the half way point of the rack. 2U horizontal
cable managers are to be mounted above and below each switch

.4

Mount the 2u cable trough at the top of the rack, mount fiber panels directly below the
cable trough, followed by category 6A patch panels.

.5

Unless otherwise specified, all cable terminations and active components shall be
mounted in an Authority provided 4 post adjustable rack

.6

All racks are to be bolted to the floor and grounded per industry standards

.7

For multi rack configurations refer to the YYC Comm Room Standards Document
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11.4 Common Use Area
.1

Due to physical space limitations in this area, all communication devices that are to be
placed on a counter must be pre-approved.

.2

The tenant shall install facsimile machines or similar devices in their dedicated lockers.

.3

All building standards apply.

11.5 Horizontal Runs
.1

Horizontal cable runs are to follow the building lines and shall be installed in a star topology.

.2

Cables shall be placed in trays and or conduit. When placing cables in trays they should not
be fastened to other cables or the tray itself, but should be installed in a neat and orderly
manner.

.3

Care should be taken so as not to exceed fill limits (40%) when using conduit and tray.

.4

Care must be taken not to cause cable burn when pulling in cable.

.5

Do not pull cables in conduits that have existing cables, any exceptions require prior
approval from the Authority, maximum conduit fill in such instances shall not exceed
maximum conduit fill as identified in ANSI/TIA 569-C standards.

.6

Do not exceed 90 meters total length on any horizontal cable.

11.6 Backbone Runs
.1

Every ten meters there is to be a warning sticker placed lengthwise along the cable so that it
can be clearly read. Bend radius and crush factors must be considered at all times. Fiber
cable passing between floors is to do so within sleeves. Any penetration of walls is to be firestopped to Authority instructions.

.2

Copper backbones are to be laid in trays in a neat and orderly manner or installed in conduit.
Penetration between floors is to be in sleeves. Any penetrations through walls are to be firestopped.

.3

All backbone fiber and cable that is run between communication rooms and is designated as
a redundant feed or feeds another communication closet as a redundant feed is to be
installed in a manner that is physically separate from the main backbone run with no sharing
of the same path.

.4

All other installation standards listed in ANSI/TIA 568-C and TIA-569-C with latest
addendums are to be followed.

11.7 Equipment Support
.1

All communications equipment, cabinet and pedestal shall be securely mounted to wall or
floor using accepted installation practices.

Equipment Identification
.2
Provide 3mm thick plastic Lamacoid name plates, black face, white core, mechanically
attached with self-tapping screws, 8mm high lettering, to be attached to the front and rear
face of all racks/cabinets and wall mounted enclosures.
.3

Minimum size for Lamacoid name plate shall be 38mm high x 64mm wide with spaces for
two lines text.
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.4

The information on the label shall follow the Labeling Standard included in this document.
Example, R01 =Rack 1, C03= Cabinet 3, PA01= PA cabinet/rack 1

11.8 Plywood Backboard
.1

Plywood backboards shall be provided with a minimum 2440mm x 1220mm x 19mm
thickness.

.2

Backboards are required anywhere YYC or tenant fiber or copper termination equipment is
installed

.3

Plywood should be void-free and fire-retardant as well as treated with at least two (2) coats
of white fire resistant paint on each side.

11.9 Wire Identification Materials
.1

The approved materials are as follows;
.1

Heat shrink sleeves by Brady, Panduit or Brother

11.10 Power
.1

Four (4) 20A, 120 volt, single phase dedicated, non-switched circuits shall be provided for
each active equipment free standing rack.

.2

Two 208v, 30A three phase twistlock outlets should be provided for each data center
cabinet.

.3

Two (2) 15A and one (1) 20A (UPS power), 120 volt, single phase dedicated, non-switched
circuits shall be provided for each building entrance location.

.4

Two (2) 20A twistlock receptacles shall be provided and mounted at the bottom of active
equipment free standing racks.

.5

Minimum wire size to #12 Cu XL

.6

Appropriately sized PDU’s are to be used for each equipment rack or cabinet, power bars
are not acceptable.

.7

UPS’s are not to be daisy chained, refer to UPS section

.8

Utility, Generator and UPS power requirements are to be identified in the CIP application

.9

Outlets are to be labelled accordingly as utility, Generator or UPS and with the Grid location
of the supply panel.

·

These are minimum requirements and should be confirmed with every project.

11.11 Grounding
.1

All electronic equipment, racks, cabinets, tray, conduit and other equipment shall be
grounded as per the applicable codes in use by the Authority. Approved Government and
local codes shall take precedence over the requirements of this document.

.2

Grounding and bonding procedures outlined in TIA-607-B with latest addendum shall be
strictly adhered to.
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.3

All grounding requirements must be implemented to ensure personnel safety and equipment
reliability. Industry-wide specifications, standards and applicable codes are required as a
minimum and additional steps may be taken as required, based on system requirements and
the site’s geographical area.

.4

Abnormal and unusual conditions can sometimes require special effort to achieve an
effectively bonded and grounded site.

.5

Provide grounding bus bar to all telecommunications rooms. The ground bus shall be tied
into the building’s low voltage grounding system.

.6

Utilize 2-hole compression type ground lugs for all connections to grounding bus bar and
racks/cabinets.

.7

All racks, cabinets and horizontal communications pathways must be grounded using #6
AWG non insulated (minimum), stranded copper ground wires. Ensure that metal-to metal
contact when grounding to paint or powder-coated surfaces.

.8

All racks, cabinets and horizontal communications pathways must be grounded to the ground
bus-bar independently, not daisy chained.

Labeling

All labeling is to conform to ANSI/TIA-606-B standard and the consulting engineer with regards to color.
Numbering and location of labeling is to conform to the Authority’s Standard.
·

Labels on copper and fiber cables are to be self-laminating adhesive wire markers produced
with a laser printer.

·

All Racks and cabinets are to be labelled with lamacoids riveted on the top frame rail.

·

Labels on patch panels and outlet faceplates are to be either computer printable labels or
labels produced with a Brother P Touch Label Maker or equivalent product. Hand printed is
not acceptable.

12.1 Communication Cable Labeling Standards
.1

All installed copper and fiber optic cables are to be labelled 12” from the point of termination.

.2

All wall plate or work area termination plates are to be labelled

.3

All copper and fiber patch panel ports are to be labelled

.4

Once the label has been established, the Authority’s Contractor, Unified System Group are
to be notified of the labelled cable runs to ensure it is entered into the cable management
database (FACTS or iPatch).

12.2 Section 1 – Horizontal Cable
.1

The following definitions apply to each of the cable types;
.1

Any cable being installed to an end user will have labels attached to both ends of the
cable and on the faceplate and patch panel ports.

.2

Horizontal cable – Any horizontal cable utilizing a Category 6A cable or greater, which
will be used for a single circuit application. When a horizontal cable is terminated
within a riser room, it is to be labelled sequentially based upon how many horizontal
cables are presently terminated in that room.
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.3

Fiber – consists of any fiber cable being installed from a riser room to an end user.

.4

CAT6A/Fiber labeling: Category 6A cable & fiber is to be labeled with the following
standard whose definitions can be found from the criteria below and with reference to
the CAD drawings of the terminal;
.1

.5

XXXXXX-ZZZ
.1

With “XXXXXX” being the Tenant/final destination of the horizontal cable
with reference to the building grid designation.

.2

With “ZZZ” being the terminated number of that horizontal cable.
Horizontal cables when terminated within a riser room will be labeled
sequentially.

An example of the labeling is listed below;
.1

M58V02-002
.1

M58V02 is the building grid number of the room (this can also be the
room number where the horizontal cable is terminated.

.2

002 mean that it is the second horizontal cable that has been terminated
in that particular riser room.

.3

The labeling of the cable should be done both in the CER and at the
outlet (on the cable itself) and finally on the faceplate of the outlet jack.

12.3 Section 2 – Backbone Cable
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.1

For a room to room circuit that utilizes either cable or fiber and does not terminate in a riser
room, it is to have the following label on either end of the cable and where applicable on the
faceplate of the terminated end.

.2

All backbone cables are to be labelled using the same convention as the horizontal cabling
with the building grid room number to designate the opposing end termination location and
the individual connector identifier.

Testing

All cables shall be tested after complete installation from termination end to termination end and in
accordance with CommScope and Industry Standard specifications.
13.1 Fiber Testing Requirements
.1

Tier 1 Optical Loss Length Test in accordance with ANSI/TIA 568 C.0 and ANSI/TIA 568 C.1.

.2

Tier 2 Optical Time Domain Reflectometer trace in accordance with ANSI/TIA 568 C.0,
ANSI/TIA 568 C.1 and TIA-526-7

.3

All fiber installed at the Airport shall be tested using Fluke Networks DTX-1800 or OptiFiber
or pre-approved equal.

.4

Test results will be required to verify meeting or exceeding the manufacturer specifications
for the fiber cable and mated connectors. A soft and hard copy of the power meter results
shall be provided to the Authority upon completion of each project.

.5

An OTDR must be available to trouble shoot any anomalies in the test results or conduct
testing at the discretion of the Authority or the consulting engineer.
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.6

Power meter and light source testing shall be performed at standard wavelength (1310nm,
1550nm) in BOTH directions.

.7

Test results must be in a common database and meet ANSI/TIA 568 C requirements.

.8

Soft test results must be submitted in Linkware FLW format.

13.2 Copper Testing Procedures
.1

Contractor is to test to the TIA-568-B.2-10 and TIA 568C.1 permanent link Cat 6a testing
standards and the following requirements within this specification.

.2

A Fluke DTX 1800 or pre-approved tester is to be used.

.3

Cabling systems shall meet or exceed the electrical and transmission characteristics of the
systems specified.

.4

Cable segments and links shall be tested from both ends of the cable for each of the
construction phases. (Verify that cable labeling matches at both ends).

.5

The system shall not be considered certified until the tester has acknowledged that the
performance of the physical layer of the system has been fully tested and is operational at
the completion of the installation phase.

.6

After the installation is complete, in addition to any other required testing as described
herein, and at such times as the Owner/Engineer directs, the Contractor shall be present
while the Owner conducts an operating test for approval. The installation shall be
demonstrated to be in accordance with the requirements of this specification. Any defects
revealed shall be corrected promptly at the Contractor's expense and retested for final
documentation and commissioning.

.7

CommScope Certification documentation must be included with completion of all cabling
projects within the YYC Campus, to be submitted within 30 days of project completion.

.8

After review of the completed test results, the Owner reserves the right to retest questionable
cables, utilizing the Contractor's tester and the Contractor's labor.

.9

Alien Crosstalk Testing Preparation:
.1

.10

Field Testing Equipment: Submit during shop drawing review on the testing equipment to be
utilized on this project. The installer shall test all cables installed under this Section.
.1

.11

The CommScope solution does not require Alien Crosstalk (AXT) testing to support
their warranty.

Category 6a Testing Equipment:
.1

Testing shall be accomplished using a UL Level IV field tester capable of testing
to 900 MHz. Ensure that the tester has any necessary hardware or software
upgrades, including AXT testing capabilities for testing Cat 6a installations.

.2

Provide factory calibration report of field test equipment showing calibration has
been done within one year of test dates as per the TIA standards unless
specified otherwise.

Testing Procedures:
.1

Testing shall conform to the TIA 568B.2-10, and TIA-568-C.2 standards.

.2

Testing will be to the Permanent Link Test Parameters as identified by TIA standards.

.3

Tests shall be based on each pair of conductors and not the aggregate multiple pair
results.
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.12

.4

Test cable segments end-to-end, from the telecommunications room horizontal patch
panel to each work area outlet and from each telecommunications room backbone
patch panel/cross-connect block panel to respective main cross connect, and from the
work area outlet to the main cross-connect (through patch cables or cross- connect
wiring) with a Signal Injector, Graphical Link Testing Meter and Time Domain
Reflectometer (TDR) for compliance to latest TIA performance requirements.

.5

Provide report indicating failures and what actions were taken to ensure a passing
horizontal cable and its terminations. Any cable failing the certification test (Fail, Fail*
or, Pass*) must have remedial work done to provide a full pass test result;
Remediation may include re-termination or replacement of the cable, which fails. No
cables passing within tolerance only (Conditional Pass*) will be accepted.

Test results:
.1

The test results information for each link shall be recorded in the memory of the field
tester upon completion of the test. The tester shall be capable of storing test data in
either internal or external memory. The external media used shall be left to the
discretion of the user.

.2

Test results saved by the tester shall be transferred into a Windows based database
utility that allows for maintenance, inspection and archiving of these test records. A
guarantee must be made that the measurement results are transferred to the PC
unaltered as well as any printed reports generated from the software application.

.3

Optional formats of data reporting are: Portable Document File (.pdf)

.4

All fiber tests shall include Budget loss and OTDR results

.5

Copper Test Results shall include the following:
.1

Applicable room number of jack location (room number per Contract
Documents)

.2

Applicable Telecommunications Room number

.3

Circuit I.D. number with corresponding jack identifier

.4

Wire Map – shall include the following:
.1

Continuity to the remote end

.2

Shorts between any two or more conductors

.3

Crossed pairs

.4

Reversed pairs

.5

Split pairs

.6

Any other mis-wiring

.5

Length

.6

Insertion Loss

.7

Near-end Crosstalk (NEXT) Loss

.8

PS-NEXT (Power Sum Near End Cross Talk)

.9

FEXT (Far End Crosstalk)

.10

ELFEXT (Equal Level Far End Cross Talk)

.11

PS-ELFEXT (Power Sum Equal Level Far End Cross Talk)
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.12

Propagation Delay

.13

Delay Skew

.14

Return loss

.15

PSFEXT (Power Sum Far End Crosstalk)

.16

PSACRF (Power Sum Attenuation to Crosstalk Ratio, Far End)

.17

AACRF (Alien Attenuation to Crosstalk ratio, Far End)

.18

AFEXT (Alien Far End Crosstalk)

.19

ANEXT (Alien Near End Crosstalk)

.20

PSANEXT (Power Sum Alien Near End Crosstalk)

.21

PSAACRF (Power Sum Alien Attenuation to Crosstalk Ratio, Far End)

Network Equipment

In some areas of the property the Authority has implemented an active network using Enterprise grade
data switches which in some cases provide active services on the Authority’s Shared Communications
Network. These services may be available to airport tenants and Carriers to provide trunking services
between buildings on airport property. Additionally, Carriers may apply to the Authority to install their own
switching equipment in Services Building Rm 203 or Meet-Me-Points and lease trunk cable in the form of
dark fiber in order to reduce infrastructure costs.
.1

Installation of Tenant or Carrier Data Equipment
.1

15

Before the installation of any data equipment in an Authority CER, approval must be
obtained from the Authority CAA IT Services Coordinator. A Telecom Service Request
(TSR) must be submitted complete with a drawing showing the rack layout and
location. The TSR and all pertinent information is to be e-mailed to the CAA IT
Services Coordinator for approval at the following e-mail address TSR@yyc.com.

Construction Documents

Consultant shall contact Planning & Engineering and the Technical Data Centre (TDC) for updates and
revisions to the standards and must ensure that the most current issue of the Airport Authority ISP
Standards Manual is being use.

16

Inspection

Advise IT & Telecommunications 72 hours in advance for inspection of a telecommunications installation.

17

Records and As-Builts

Cable records must include cable numbers, cross–connections and test results.
.1

Project managers/Tenants are required to provide communications contractors with CAD
drawings that were submitted for the CIP. These drawings will be the basis for the project asbuilts and final CAD submissions.
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.2

During the course of a project, one (1) set of accurate as-built drawings shall be available on
site at all times for review by the Authority.

.3

Cable number shall be placed at the outlet location on as built drawings.

.4

As built drawings shall contain the cable type, cable identification and termination telecom
room must be provided, both in hard copy and CD-ROM or portable flash drive (electronic
format must include AutoCAD and PDF formats).

.5

A block diagram of the network interconnection and the associated infrastructure shall be
provided with the as-builts.

.6

As-built drawings are to be submitted to the IT project coordinator for review and approval
before submitting to Planning & Engineering for Records

.7

As-built drawings are to be submitted in PDF and CAD formats

Cable Management Information Requirements

All cabling information is to be captured and provided to the Authority as per the “Cable Management
Information Requirements (Contractor Data Collection Process)” document for FACTS or iPatch entry.

19

Acceptance

Acceptance for project completion will be subject to a review of the documentation submitted and a
records and/or a site review at the discretion of the Authority. Authority acceptance of the work performed
will be based on the completeness of cable records and drawings as well as test results, neatness and
compliance to standards. Any work not meeting these criteria must be rectified immediately. A copy of
the application for certification must be submitted to the Authority upon completion. Acceptance reviews
will be conducted within two weeks of receipt of the application for acceptance.
At the discretion of the Authority, the Contractor or Carrier will be responsible for providing a tour of the
facility, a review of work completed, and a review of the documentation to assist in the acceptance
process.

20

Submission for Exception

Any requests for exceptions will need to be highlighted as exceptions in the submitted scope of work.
Exceptions will be considered only if they do not jeopardize the CommScope Certification.
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ITOS Services Request Form
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Acceptance Checklists
.1

Project General Information acceptance checklist

.2

Copper Backbone Cabling acceptance checklist

.3

Fiber Backbone Cabling acceptance checklist

.4

Backbone Pathway acceptance checklist

.5

Building service entrance acceptance checklist

.6

Copper Patch Panel acceptance checklist

.7

Fiber Patch Panel acceptance checklist

.8

Equipment Rack acceptance checklist

.9

Grounding Busbar acceptance checklist

.10

Plywood Backboard acceptance checklist

.11

Communications Equipment Room acceptance checklist

.12

Horizontal Copper Cabling acceptance checklist

.13

Horizontal Pathway acceptance checklist

.14

Workstation Outlet acceptance checklist
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Project General Information Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Project No.:

Date:
Manufacturer:

Contractor:

Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark
Installation Check
Project Type:

Yes

q New Construction

No

N/A

Comments

q Renovation

Design Drawings Reviewed by CAA IT & T
No. of Equipment Rooms
No. of Telecommunications Rooms
Fiber Cabling system installed
Fiber Type: q SMF OS2 MPO
Copper Cabling system installed
Category Type:

q Cat 6A

Total no. of horizontal copper runs
Backbone copper cabling system installed
Category Type:

q Cat. 3

No. of Pairs: q 25pr

q 50pr

q 100pr

q Other

Manufacturer Cabling Certification Received
As-builts drawings Reviewed by CAA IT & T

Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Photographs

Pages

q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Copper Backbone Cabling Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Room No.:

Date:

Room Name:

Cable Label:

Panel No.:

Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark
Installation Check
Cable Rating:

Yes
q CMP

q CMP

No

N/A

Comments

q LSOH

Copper cable pairs: q 25pr q 50pr q 100pr q Other
Category of cable pair: q Cat. 3
Termination Type: q GIGABIX
No. of 4 pairs cables: q 2
Category of 4pr cable:

q3

q RJ
q4

q6

q Other

qCat. 6A

Termination Type (4pr): q RJ45

q pre-terminated

Manufacturer: CommScope
Part Number (cable pairs)
Part Number (4 pairs)
Labeling
Testing

Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Photographs

Pages

q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Fiber Backbone Cabling Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Room No.:

Date:

Room Name:

Fiber Label

Panel No.

Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark
Installation Check
Fiber Type:

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

q SMF OS2

Fiber Rating:

q CMP

q CMP

No. of fiber strand:

q 12

q 24

Connector Type:

q LC

q MPO/MTP

q LSOH

q 48

q Other

Manufacturer: CommScope
Product part number
Labeling
Testing

Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Photographs

Pages

q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Backbone Pathway Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Room No.:

Date:

Room Name:
From Room:
Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark

Installation Check
Pathway:
Pathway entrance:

Yes
q Conduits
q Ceiling

q Wall

No

N/A

Comments

q Cable Tray
q Floor

Number of conduits
Size of conduits
Size of cable tray
Grounding and Bonding to: q Conduits

q Cable Tray

Fire stopping
Future Pull String

Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Photographs

Pages

q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Building Service Entrance Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Building No:

Date:

Building Name:

Fiber ID#:

Copper ID #:

Fiber Type:

Copper Type:

# of Strand:

# of Pair:
Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark

Installation Check

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Number of conduit and size installed
Conduits from MH ( ID #
)
All conduit(s) turned up, taped or capped, to prevent debris from
entering the conduit
200-lb test pull wire installed end-to-end (each conduit)
Plywood Backboard installed
Ground Bus installed on Plywood Backboard
Surge Protector enclosure installed for copper cable (# of pair)
Labeling
#3 AWG green insulated copper ground wire to building main
ground bus system
#6 AWG copper ground wire to building entrance equipment
Power receptacle installed – 2 @ 15/20Amp, 120V, 1PH
Backfill Compaction Test report

Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Photographs

Pages

q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Copper Patch Panel Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Room No.:

Date:

Room Name:

Panel ID #:

Rack No.:

Manufacturer:

Position Rack:
Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark

Installation Check

Yes

Copper Patch Panel Type:

q iPatch

No

N/A

Comments

q GIGABIX

Rack Mounted Type
Size:

q 1U

q 2U

q 3U

q 24

q 48

q 96

Ports:

Adapter Panel Ports:

q4

Connector Type:

q RJ45

q 4U

q6
q GIGABIX

Wall Mounted GIGABIX Type
Pair Sizes:

q 25pr q 50pr q 100pr

Termination Type:

q GIGABIX

q 200pr

q Other

Part Numbers
Labeling
Testing
Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

___________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Fiber Patch Panel Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Room No.:

Date:

Room Name:

Panel Label:

Rack No.:

Manufacturer:

Rack Position:

Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark
Installation Check

Yes

Fiber Patch Panel Type: q Rack-iPatch

No

N/A

Comments

q Wall

Rack Mounted Type
Size:

q 1U

q 2U

q 3U

Ports:

q 24

q 96

q 144

q 4U
q 288

Adapter Panel Ports:

q6

q 12

Connector Type:

q LC

q MPO/MTP

Pre-terminated fiber
Fusion spliced fiber
Wall Mounted Type
Size:
Ports:

q 12

q 24

q 48

q 96

Adapter Panel Ports:

q6

q 12

Connector Type:

q LC

q MPO/MTP

Fusion spliced fiber
Part Numbers:
Labeling
Testing
Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports –Budget Loss and OTDR

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Equipment Rack Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Room No:

Date:

Room Name:

Rack No.:

Manufacturer:

Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark
Installation Check
Freestanding Rack:

Yes
q Two posts
q Doors

q Side panels

Rack (EIA 310D) size:

q 44U

q Other

Cabinet (EIA 310D) size:

q 44U

q Other

Freestanding Rack secured:

q Floor

q Ceiling

q Black

N/A

Comments

q Four posts

Cabinet type c/w:

Cabinet/Rack color:

No

q Other

Cabinet/Rack grounded to grounding Busbar
Ground wire size: q Bare Cu. q Green/Yellow Insulated
Cu.
Vertical Cable management installed: q Left q Right
Vertical Cable management size(s)
Horizontal 2u Cable manager installed:
Horizontal Cable Trough installed:
Vertical PDU:

q Left

q Right

Rack UPS installed
Electrical power outlets
Cabinet/rack labeled
Waterfall from tray to racks/cabinets

Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Photographs

Pages

q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Grounding Busbar Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Room No.:

Date:

Room Name:

Label:

Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark
Installation Check

Yes

Grounding busbar size: :
Grounding wire size:

No

N/A

Comments

q Copper q Aluminum

q Bare Cu. q Green insulated Cu.

Grounding busbar mounted on insulator
Grounding to each equipment rack
Grounding to cable tray
Two holes compression grounding lugs for termination
Accessibility of Grounding Busbar

Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Photographs

Pages

q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Plywood Backboard Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Room No.:

Date:

Room Name:

Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark
Installation Check

Yes

No

N/A

Comments

Fire rated plywood – 1220mm x 2440mm x 19mmD
Backboard painted on front, back and all sides
Backboard meet AC Grade requirements
Backboard with UL Classification of Fire retardant coating
Backboard painted with fire retardant intumescent paintWhite
Backboard secured to wall

Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Photographs

Pages

q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Communications Equipment Room Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Room No.:

Date:

Room Name:
Room Size:

Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark
Installation Check
Ceiling:

Yes

q T-Bar

q Open

No

N/A

Comments

q Other

Ceiling Height:
Lighting – 500 lux (minimum): q Normal

q Emergency

Floor finish: :

q Tile

q Concrete

Room cleanliness
Cable separation from EMI/RFI
Equipment clearance – 1m (minimum)
Fire Rated plywood backboard installed
Grounding busbar installed
Backbone pathway:

q Conduits

q Cable Tray

Horizontal pathway:

q Conduits

q Cable Tray

Number of equipment rack installed
Lockable Door:

q Key

q Electronic Lock

HVAC installed:

q 24/7 operation

Fire stopping
Fire Protection: q Fire alarm system
Security System: q CCTV
Electrical Power: q Normal

q Sprinkler w/cage

q Card Reader
q Emergency

q UPS

Sapphire Warning signs
Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Photographs

Pages

q

Drawing layout of Room

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Horizontal Copper Cabling Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Copper ID #:

Date:

Cable From:

From:

To:
Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark

Installation Check
Cable Rating:

Yes
q CMP

CommScope System:

q CMP

No

N/A

Comments

q LSOH

q CAT6A

Labeling/Color Coding
Copper Cable Length
Copper Cable Secured and routed into patch properly
Cable Termination Type: q GIGABIX q RJ45
Other
Cable neatness

q

All System Components Identified
Equipment grounding
Test reports
Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Photographs

Pages

q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Horizontal Pathway Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Room No.:

Date:

Room Name:

Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark
Installation Check
Pathway:
Pathway entrance:

Yes
q Conduits
q Ceiling

q Wall

No

N/A

Comments

q Cable Tray
q Floor

Number of conduits
Size of conduits
Size of cable tray
Grounding and Bonding to: q Conduits

q Cable Tray

Fire stopping

Attached Documents (Check all that apply)
q

Photographs

Pages

q

Data Sheets

Pages

q

Test reports

Pages

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Workstation Outlet Acceptance Checklist
Project:

Room No.:

Date:

Room Name:

Manufacturer:

From:
Indicate Acceptance with a (a) mark

Installation Review
Faceplate
Mounting
label

Connector Type

Connector Label

Location

Notes:

______________________________
(Owner Representatives, Signature)

______________________________
(Owner Representative Name)

____________________
(Date)

______________________________
(Contractor, Signature)

______________________________
(Contractor Name)

____________________
(Date)
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Appendix-A: YYC COMM ROOM STANDARDS
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Appendix-B: COMMSCOPE STRUCTURED CABLING SYSTEM
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Appendix C1 – Sapphire Clean Agent Fire Suppressions System

Background:
The Calgary Airport Authority (the Authority) has installed a Sapphire Clean Agent fire suppression
system in many of its main server and telecommunications rooms. Sapphire is a Clean Agent fire
suppression product offering supplied by the ANSUL Company.
ANSUL is a division of the
Simplex\Grinnell Company. The clean agent itself is known as NOVEC 1230 and is manufactured by the
3M Company. Please see the following WEB sites for more information.
http://www.ansul.com/en/Products/clean_agent_systems/sapphire.asp
http://solutions.3m.com/wps/portal/3M/en_US/Novec/Home/Product_Information/Fire_Protection/
The system was installed to eliminate the risk posed by the discharge of a water based fire suppression
system on the electronic systems located in these rooms.
All locations, with the exception of SB203 are located in the Main Terminal Buildings. SB203 is located in
the Services Building.
Expectations of Technicians working in these rooms:
To protect the room properly, the Sapphire system requires that the rooms in which it is installed be
nearly air tight. This requirement results in special requirements and expectations for technicians working
in these particular Server and Telecommunications rooms to confirm door sweeps are in place, ceiling
tiles are complete and in place and cable pathways are fire stopped.
How to determine you are in a room protected by the Sapphire system:
All locations that have been outfitted with the Sapphire system will have signage on all access doors. The
existence of this signage will alert you that you are entering a room that is being protected by the
Sapphire system. There are two signs. The first sign is a red and white sign. It states in English and
French:
Authorized Persons Only; Restricted Area
The second sign is silver with black lettering and is located directly below the sign noted just above. It
states, in English only:
Warning.
This space is protected by a Sapphire Fire Suppression system.
When system is discharged as a result of fire, caution should be taken to avoid the products of
combustion.
Do not enter without approved self-contained breathing apparatus or until area is properly
ventilated.
Sapphire Suppression Systems.
Additionally, located just above the door on the wall or the ceiling will also be an amber strobe. This
strobe will activate upon a discharge of the system.
Accessing the above ceiling panels to complete your work:
Access Panels:
In rooms with drop ceilings, careful review of the underside of the ceiling will reveal that Access Panels,
marked with a green dot, have been strategically located in these rooms. The intent of these panels is to
allow access to the ceiling spaces. Use of these panels will always be the first and preferred approach to
accessing the above panel ceiling spaces.
These panels are to be removed only as long as required and:
· Absolutely must not remain removed overnight.
· Absolutely must not remain removed while the technician(s) is\are absent for any reason, even short
absences such as five of ten minutes in duration (washroom or smoke breaks for example).
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The Access Panels are made from drywall and are heavy enough that they don’t require any clipping or
other special treatment to ensure they stay in place during a discharge.
All standard ceiling panels have been clipped down (exclusive of Access Panels). No clipped panels are
to be removed without the written authorization and consent of the Calgary Airport Authority.
A Service Request (TSR) is required when clipped ceiling panels are to be removed. The form can be
found at WWW.YYC.COM – Forms & Applications. In your request, be sure to provide your specific
rational stating why a clipped panel must be removed and why the work cannot be completed using one
of the provided access points. An inspection is required at the completion of your work for final sign-off by
the Authority.
IT Service Desk contact information: itservicedesk@yyc.com or 403 735 1230.
Cable penetrations:
Where there are penetrations into the room for cable access, the Authority has installed EZ PATH 33 and
44 series fire rated pathway system to ensure that room integrity is maintained. These fire rated pathway
system meet the Authorities fire stopping requirements when used as directed by the manufacturer. See
this WEB Site for more information.
http://www.stifirestop.com/products/ez-path/
Please reference

Appendix –C2 FIRESTOPPING

For EZ PATH fire rated pathway system, please see Appendix-C2 for product and installation
details.
ABORT Button:
On the inside of the room, co-located with the exit door will be a deadman ABORT button. This button
can be used to abort the discharge of the system upon accidental discharge. This is a deadman button.
To avoid a discharge, the button must be pushed and held down until a member of the Fire Department
has an opportunity to completely cancel the discharge at the fire panel.
Health effects of being exposed to NOVEC 1230:
There are no adverse health effects of being exposed to the NOVEC 1230 fire suppression fluid. Please
see the MSD sheets co-located with each of the Sapphire Suppression systems in the Main Terminal and
Services buildings or in the appendixes of this document.
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Appendix-B: COMMSCOPE STRUCTURED CABLING SYSTEM
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Appendix –C2 FIRESTOPPING

All IT pathways through floors or walls shall utilize the Specified Technologies EZ Path firestop solution.
Low Voltage Tray systems are not to pass through fire rated floors or walls. Contractors are responsible
to update any penetrations not meeting this YYC standard. All additions of new Cable, including voice,
data and electrical cable shall utilize the fire rated EZ PATH pathway system from STI Technologies Inc.
to ensure continued room integrity.
A Service Request (TSR) is required when penetration through an existing sleeve is required. The form
can be found at WWW.YYC.COM – Forms & Applications. An inspection is required at the completion of
your work for final sign-off by the Authority.
If, for some reason, the supplied cable sleeve approach will not meet your requirement, then it is the
contractor’s responsibility, as part of their site investigation activities, to inform the Authority project
manager well in advance of the date (ideally four weeks or more) you will require the installation of the
cable, so that alternative arrangements can be made. Installing a new EZ Path pathway could be used to
resolve such situations.
It is also the contractor’s responsibility, as part of their site investigation activities, to review and ensure
that enough available cable sleeve capacity for your projected requirement exists. If additional capacity is
required, then you must inform the Authority project manager well in advance of the date (ideally four
weeks or more) you will require the capacity to be available.
A Construction Installation Permit (CIP) is required for all alterations to Authority buildings and facilities.
The form can be found at WWW.YYC.COM – Forms & Applications. An inspection is required at the
completion of your work for final sign-off by the Authority.

For EZ PATH fire rated pathway system, please see below for product and installation details.
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APPENDIX G –PARKADE RENTAL KIOSKS & LOT IDENTIFICATION DETAILS
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